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INTRODUCTION - J.C.D. Milton

This report covers the third semi-annual period since the Research
Company was reorganized. A highlight of the period was the first peer
review of all the activities In Physics and Health Sciences by external
examiners. The review was conducted in April by three separate Technical
Review Committees (TRC) one for each of the three main areas: health
sciences, nuclear physics and condensed matter physics. In all cases the
TRCs gave strong support to our programs under the following mandate:

To assess research programs with respect to (a) their quality and
(b) their relevance to Canada.

The members of the Health Sciences TRC were:

Dr. D.J. Gorman - Chairman
University of Toronto

Dr. E.A. Bondietti
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA

Mr. R.M. Duncan

Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa

Scientific Advisor

Dr. G.B. Gerber
Scientific Advisor
Commission of the European Communities, Brussels

The principal programs reviewed were:

- DNA damage and repair mechanisms
- synergistic effects of chemicals and radiation
- the tritium RBE study
- radiosensitivity of human bone marrow cells
- radioprotective enzymes
- radiation biochemistry
- chemistry of oxazolinones, benzofuroxanes and cyclodextrlns

myeloid leukemia in mice
- tritium monitoring, and quality factors
- metabolic modeling
- neutron dosimetry
- groundwater/contaminant modeling
- sediment exchange and speciatlon
- atmospheric dispersion
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Although the TRG had several suggestions for improvement in specific
areas, they concluded that the programs were of high quality, generally
well focussed, frequently the only such program in Canada hence a
national resource, and that the staff were internationally known and
respected. They did note however that the staff are sometimes spread
extremely thin.

Very considerable effort was spent on preparing a proposal for a centre
of excellence in toxicology for presentation in March to the Premier's
Council in the Province of Ontario* Although the proposal was not one of
the 7 (out of 28) successful proposals, much useful preparatory work was
done towards the establishing of a centre for health and environmental
research on toxic agents. The work continues. The aim is to develop a
fundamental, unified, understanding of the behaviour of toxic agents and
the consequent effects on human health so that the risks can be assessed
quantitatively and realistically• A more extensive summary of this work
is given in the topical review at the beginning of the next section.

The small tritium release experiment mentioned in the last report was
followed by a much larger release. The experiment, in which scientists
from France, Germany, Japan, the USA and elsewhere in Canada
participated, was most successful. Much new information was gained and
the conclusion of the previous experiment, that conversion of HT to HTO
in the atmosphere is very low, was confirmed. Again this topic is
reviewed in more detail in Section 1.2.

Continuing work on improving our understanding of the CR-39 neutron
monitor has uncovered a problem in the calibration that can lead to
serious error* Protons arising from reactions in the cooling water of
the tritium target in a d-T neutron generator can give comparable
response to that of the neutrons. The protons are easily absorbed out
once the problem is recognized.
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1. Health Sciences - Topical Review and Summary

by

R.V. Osborne, R.M. Brown and A.M. Marko

1.1 Topical Review - The Chalk River Research Program
For Toxicological Protection - R.V. Osborne

The Health Sciences Branches, in work spanning more than three
decades, have developed a broad expertise in scientific research under-
lying fundamental environmental and health concerns with radioactive
materials and radiation. This research expertise in physical, chemi-
cal, and biological science and technology, risk assessment and effects
on human beings provides a strong foundation for work (already started)
in the field of toxicological protection. The three Branches are
collaborating in strengthening and broadening this toxicological work.

The objective of the program in toxicological protection is to
develop a fundamental and unified understanding of behaviour of toxic
agents in the environment and workplace, and of the consequent effects
on human health, so that risks from such agents can be assessed quanti-
tatively and realistically, and a sound basis can be provided for deci-
sions made to safeguard health.

The program involves;

a) co-ordinated multidlsciplined research underlying the assess-
ments of the risk from toxic agents,

b) providing and applying models and techniques to assessments of
risk from toxic agents and recommending protective actions,

c) creating and developing techniques to facilitate toxicological
research and application of its results, and

d) training scientists and support staff in this area of science
and technology.

Researchers in the Health Sciences Branches have close working
relationships with other researchers in universities and these collab-
orations are being extended as the program extends. AECL provides
funding for the core program but work, within the mandate of the pro-
gram, co-funded with or funded entirely by other agencies or the pri-
vate sector is encouraged.
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HEAVY METAL •' INORGANIC COMPOUNDS;
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EXPOSURE: WORKPLACE PROCESSES J
EXPOSURE: ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES

An assessment of effects on health
requires knowledge of the toxicity
of the particular agent and the
extent of the exposure. Obtaining
this knowledge for specific toxic
agents provides the thread that
links the research together as shown
In the figure.

The underlying research in the pro-
gram is therefore directed towards
understanding and quantifying the
mechanisms that determine toxicity
and the processes that determine
exposure. As this knowledge is
obtained, the scientists at CRNL and
their collaborators are able to
assess specific hazards quantita-
tively and to make significant con-
tributions to developing criteria,
guidelines, and control measures
based on real risk rather than per-
ceived risk.

The toxicity of the agents to which people may be exposed at low
levels in the environment or workplace depends on the biokinetic and
metabolic behaviours of the agents and the mutagenic, carcinogenic and
other toxic mechanisms. The toxicity research In the program uses and
interprets the knowledge of these mechanisms to obtain a coherent pic-
ture of the risk to humans from a given level of exposure.

To provide the information needed on biokinetic and metabolic
mechanisms research is conducted to determine quantitatively the
behaviour of a toxic agent in a person's body after an exposure.

The research on mutagenic, carcinogenic and other effects Is dir-
ected to determining the consequences of exposure whereby toxic agents
produce alterations to the structure and function of DNA or to cellular
metabolism, the relationship between the amount of toxic agent and the
probability of one or other of these effects being induced, and the
biological variations there may be in an exposed population.

The workplace research is concerned with the distribution and fate
of airborne particulates and vapours.

The environmental research is directed towards understanding and
modelling the processes that determine the behaviour of toxic materials
in the ground, in lakes and rivers.
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Another major aim of the researchers in the program is to train
scientists and technologists and to inform the public and government of
the significance and the results of the research. Post-graduate, grad-
uate and technical students, trained by working alongside the scien-
tists in the program, gain an appreciation of the power of this multi-
disciplined attack on the problem and an awareness of industrial needs
and concerns. The information program for the public, explaining the
work and its implications and achievements continues to be an important
part of the activities of scientists in the program. It brings to the
public, media, government and Industry a factual account of the nature
and significance of hazards from toxic agents studied.

The criteria against which the program is to be judged are that it
should;

a) be world-class

b) lead to results and knowledge that are needed to assess quan-
titatively and realistically hazards that are of concern to
industry, the public, and governments, and

c) have the potential for applications and spin-offs in the gen-
eral field of toxicological protection.

1.2 Topical Review - Dispersion of Trltiated Hydrogen
R.M. Brown

Measurements in France In 1970 indicated that the oxidation of HT
to much more radiotoxic HTO could be relatively rapid in the open
environment. Although this was In contradiction to results obtained in
laboratory and exposure chamber experiments, no further experiments in
the open environment were reported and the question of HT oxidation
rate has remained open. During the past year a series of experiments
have been underway in France and Canada sponsored by the CEC and CFFTP
to address this question and study the recycling of tritium deposited
in the environment from an HT plume.

In 1986 August, a pilot experiment was conducted at the CRNL
Meteorologist Field in association with Ontario Hydro Research Division
personnel. Very low concentrations of HTO were observed in a plume of
20 Ci of HT, indicating an oxidation rate of 0.5%/hr and a deposition
velocity of 0.08 cm/sec Since HTO concentrations observed after pas-
sage of the HT plume were similar to those observed during plume pas-
sage, it was concluded that even the low amounts of atmospheric HTO
observed in the plume were due to resuspension from the soil where
micro-organism-promoted oxidation occurs, and the atmospheric oxidation
rate was probably much less than 0.5%/hr. The transfer of oxidized
tritium in the soil-vegetation system was followed for several weeks.
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In 1987 February, a release of 20 Cl of HT was made over snow-
covered Lake Masklnonge. Low concentration of HTO confirmed the low
rate of oxidation In the environment and a deposition velocity of
0.0005 cm/sec, was measured. All of the HTO deposited on snow was
returned to the atmosphere within two hours, in contrast to HTO
deposited on soil where some of It is retained for long periods of
time*

Scientists from Canada, France, Germany, Japan and USA partici-
pated In a study of the release of 100 Ci of HT over the CRNL
Meteorological Field in 1987 June. Preliminary results Indicate that
air concentrations of HT and HTO were close to those predicted on the
basis of the 1986 experience and that good coverage of the sampling
sites in the field was obtained. Since the previous experiments here
and one in France had demonstrated the fact of low HT oxidation rate in
the atmosphere, emphasis in this experiment was on studying in detail
the processer of transfer of deposited tritium back to the atmosphere,
down to deeper soil layers and into vegetation.

Participants took extensive air, soil and vegetation samples for
later measurements in their own laboratories. A joint report will be
prepared.

The broad areal and temporal coverage of HT and HTO concentration
distribution over the field provided by 50 active and 80 passive air
samples will produce a valuable data base against which to check tri-
tium dlspension models.

1.3 Summary - Health Sciences - A.M. Marko

1.3.1 Dosimetric Research Branch

It has been observed that 14 MeV neutrons from a Cockroft-Walton
d-T neutron generator are accompanied in the forward direction by
significant numbers of fast protons. These protons arose from the
cooling water and interfered seriously with measurement of the response
of CR-39 dosimeters to 14 MeV neutrons when thin radiators were used,
giving comparable numbers of tracks to those from neutrons. Once the
problem is recognized the protons are easily eliminated by thickening
the end of the target tube. It seems likely that this may be a problem
in some other 14 MeV neutron generators.

A number of experiments have observed that the sensitivety of
CR-39 decreases over a period of months. The effects of storage
temperature and exposure to light on the sensitivety has been studied
over a 6 month period. It appears that exposure to light caused a
decrease in sensitivity but there was little effect on storage at low
temperatures.

The most satisfactory performance of laser heating of TLD plaques
was observed when the TLD plaques were turned upside down and when the
polyimlde was replaced by teflon. With this arrangement the TLD
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absorbs the energy direccly and there Is considerable penetration of
the TLD by the laser beam. This arrangement gives considerable
improvement of the signal to background ratio, as compared to the anvil
heating currently used.

The study of the quantitative measurement of tritium on surface
contamination has been completed, and a draft report submitted to
Ontario Hydro. Various factors such as the choice of scintillation
cocktail and swipe materials and use of solvent to study tritium sur-
face contamination were evaluated. If was found that significant HTO
is evolved from stainless steel even when the initial exposure was as
HT but the results were ^nibiguous concerning the form of the tritium on
the surface. Good correlation between tritium swipe measurements and
measurements with the commercial surface monitor were not obtained.
Both measurements are very sensitive to tritium surface contamination
but it appears that the two measurements may be of different components
of the surface contamination.

Development, construction and delivery of a Nafion based HTO/HT
discriminating tritium monitor was completed. It has been shipped to
the Radiation Dosimetry Research Group at Harwell where it is currently
undergoing testing.

The project concerning the metabolic behaviour of tritium follow-
ing percutaneous uptake from surfaces, the estimation of the resultant
dose equivalent and an examination of methods of preventing contamina-
tion or of decontaminating skin is now completed. Systemic organic
bound tritium (OBT) is formed when tritium from contaminated surfaces
passes through the skin. The OBT is subsequently excreted in urine. A
cheap and easy method to measure OBT in urine has been developed.

Supported by an AECB contract a review of the scientific litera-
ture concerning studies of the uptake, retention and distribution of
radionuclides by an embryo or a foetus following material intake has
been completed. The findings of the review have been evaluated as to
their usefulness in internal dose calculations and further research to
improve the accuracy of relevant dosimetric parameters has been Identi-
fied. From this review, it is concluded that there is insufficient
human data available and that further research Is needed.

A new mathematical description of the retention and excretion of
inhaled radioactive aerosols has been developed as part of a review of
lung models for an International Commission on Radiological Protection
Task Group. This model is conceptually much simpler than the model
currently recommended by ICRP in that it does not contain any parameter
that can not, at least in principle, be measured. Data obtained from
monitoring individuals that have inhaled radioactive aerosols is now
being analyzed using this model to demonstrate its usefulness in evalu-
ating doses.
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Available mathematical models of the metabolism of systemic uran-
ium have been evaluated as part of the work being carried out for
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements Task Group.
It was found that while these models give results for committed doses
that agree within a factor of two, there is considerably more variation
in the relationship between organ burdens and excretion rates. A
search for data that might support one model over another, or for the
development of a new model, Is now underway.

Phoswich detectors have been calibrated for the measurement of
plutonium and americlum in feces. Providing the ratio of Pu-239 to
Am-241 was greater than 2:1 then the accuracy of estimation was within
5% of the true value for Anr?4l, and within 14% of the true value for
Pu-239.

1.3.2 Environmental Research Branch

Studies of ground water in the unsaturated zone have shown that
the run off response of the catchment appears to he dominated by sur-
face and subsurface flow issuing from the central wetland, and it is
not necessary to invoke a groundwater "ridging" mechanism operating
along the banks of the stream in order to explain the source of the
streamflow.

Groundwaters in a recharge area of the Perch Lake Basin (north of
Area A) were shown to be affected by acid precipitation events. To
document these occurrences and evaluate the effects of acid precipita-
tion on the chemistry of groundwater recharge, three new monitoring
sites were established near an older site. To acsess the long term
buffering capacity of the sediments the acid neutralizing capacity of
the sediments was measured. The conclusion from this work is that the
buffering capacity of the sediments at Chalk River is low but suffi-
cient to neutralize the acidic precipitation. A continued decrease of
mean precipitation pH of 4.37 to 4.14 could, however, decrease the sed-
iment buffering capacity for a long time.

In the Lake 233 Area there remains a substantial discrepancy in
the observed and predicted rates of movement of the centre of mass of
the strontium plume, with the observed migration being much slower than
that predicted from aquifer-averaged measurements of in-situ partition-
ing of Sr-9O between water and sediments. Current data favour the
hypothesis that sorption of radiostrontium in a silty sand stratum
near the source is substantially greater than that observed in bulk of
the aquifer, which is dominated by fine-medium sands. All available
information is being reviewed to test this hypothesis.
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Conceptual models of groundwater and mass transport are used to
understand, Interpret and predict the fate of radionuclides In ground-
water systems. Because of the complexity of a natural geologic envir-
onment, the acceptability of groundwater models may be assessed only by
comparisons of model predictions with a reliable and extensive data
set. The long Isolation times associated with the disposal of radio-
active wastes preclude the performance of large-scale field tests that
are required to validate the groundwater models. Field observations
collected from the existing contaminated sites at CRNL are used for
this purpose. The major limitation associated with this data is the
scarcity of information on the source of contamination and plume evalu-
ation in time and space. These observations are augmented by data
obtained from field-column experiments and relatively large-scale dis-
persion experiments. A combination of data from field observations,
field and laboratory-column experiments has been used to develop a
reliable data set for validation procedures. The state-of-the-art
method for validating a variety of models is presented in this progress
report.

It was found that transfer rates of several radionuclides and
trace metals from water to sediment were similar. It was also noted
that radiotracers added to experimental systems were transported from
water to sediment much more rapidly than stable element analogs which
are present naturally. Model simulations will test quantitatively sev-
eral explanations for the different behaviour of stable elements and
radiotracers.

Methods of measuring and quantifying the diffusive and resuspended
particle-bound fluxes of radioisotopes from sediments into the
overlying water were established. These fluxes were found to transfer
only a small fraction of the nuclide activity from the surficial
sediments to the overlying water during short term experiments.
Isotopes that are sorbed to resuspended particulates were rapidly
redeposited in the sediments. Isotopes which diffused from the
sediments into the water equilibrated with the bottom sediments and
remained in solution for much longer. A more detailed comparison of
these experimental results with some simple mass balance simulations
will be performed.

The Environmental Research Branch has joined the international
Biosphere Model Validation Study (BIOMOVS). Programs were written to
model the movement of 1-131 and Cs-137 through the air-pasture-cow milk
system. Daily concentrations of 1-131 and Cs-137 in the air during the
period of the Chernobyl accident were supplied for twelve locations
around the world. Additional Information included rainfall, grazing
time on pasture, percentage of contaminated forage eaten by cows and
percentage of organic, elemental and particulate forms of iodine. The
literature was reviewed for parameter values. Reviews of the model are
continuing. Corrections to the original data have been supplied and
attempts are being made to bring results more in line with what is
actually measured at the 12 sites.



The preliminary evaluation of five potential sites for waste dis-
posal facilities have been completed for the Waste Management
Technology Division. The five sites include Area D, a Mattawa Road
site, the sand pit south of Area C, the Lake 233 - Twin Lake area and a
dune ridge northwest of Twin Lake.

Tritium is discharged into the Perch Lake catchment from several
waste management areas. The tritium flows with the groundwater enter-
ing the stream via several springs. Tritium concentrations in the
streams show strong seasonal cycling. The observed changes in concen-
trations are different from the predictions of quantitative models of
groundwater and streamflow generation. Tritium concentrations increase
during periods of high flow such as spring runoff. The changes in con-
centration appear to be consistent with there being different sources
of groundwater entering the different surface streams and a significant
amount of winter storage of tritiated water near groundwater discharge
points*

Participation in interlaboratory comparison studies as a means of
ensuring the quality of our analytical methods has been continued.
Studies showed the data to have high precision and CRNL ranked with the
top 5 laboratories of the 46 laboratories participating in the study.

A new method for determination of Ra-226 in natural waters has
been developed. This method has a number of advantages over tradi-
tional methods. No special equipment is required and the counting can
be done with commonly available liquid scintillation counters. The
method can also handle high concentration of calcium which interferes
with most methods of determining Ra-226.

An analytical procedure for the determination of 1-129 in environ-
mental materials has been modified to permit simultaneous determination
of radiolodine (either 1-131 or 1-125) and stable iodine, without the
need for neutron activation analysis. Either of the two forms (stable
or radioactive) may be used to measure the recovery of the other. This
method has been used successfully for the routine monitoring of 1-125
in the process effluent.

1.3.3 Radiation Biology Branch

Screening for individual variation in susceptibility to exposure
to carcinogenic chemicals such as mitomycin C (MMC) is inherently a more
complicated business than is the case for radiosensitivity, where the
exposures given are essentially the doses that the cells get. For
chemicals, variations in response could be due not only to differences
in ability to repair damage induced in DNA but also to differences In the
amount of damage actually formed as a consequence of exposure to a given
concentration of agent. Many physiological factors could affect this
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concentration. Cells derived from Bloom syndrome and Fanconi anemia
and some cases of ataxia telangiectasia (A-T) showed hypersensitive
response to MMC.

The project on screening human populations for abnormal radiosen-
sitivity is undertaken to determine the range of variation in radio-
response that may exist in a population of ostensibly normal persons
and to furnish an estimate for the proportion of persons who could
reasonably be viewed as a sub-set abnormally sensitive to radiation and
at excess risk of spontaneous or radiogenic cancer. A repository of
100 lymphoblastoid cell lines have already been derived at CRNL; the
aim is to examine the response in 200 individuals.

An appreciable proportion of lymphoblastoid cell lines derived
from the population-at-large exhibits abnormal radiosensitivity.
Moreover, the typical hypersensitive response is more pronounced than
that exhibited by moderately radiosensitive class, namely £-T heterozy-
gotes. It may be that the A-T radiosensitive disorder has been called
to our attention because it is one with sufficiently mild effects to be
compatible with survival of hpmozygotes. Genes with more pronounced
effect could give rise to greater effects in the heterozygote but the
homozygous or double-recessive condition would be lethal and thus never
be seen clinically-

The study of the relative biological effectiveness of tritium for
the induction of myeloid leukemia in mice is well underway- All exper-
imental groups of mice have now been treated and daily observations are
made for purposes of tissue collection and diagnosis of moribund ani-
mals. In a small number of animals that have died a tentative diagno-
sis of myeloid leukemia has been made on the basis of gross pathology.
The diagnosis will be confirmed by histological examination of tissues.
In March and April of this year, Biomutatech has been supplied with
about 300 mice which had been either x-irradiated, treated with triti-
ated water or received no treatments. These mice were to be analyzed
by Biomutatech for chromosome aberrations in lymphocytes and transloca-
tions in spermatogunia.

It is apparent that the risk of tumorlgenesis which results from
an exposure to a mutagen like N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine
(MNNG) is not necessarily a fixed value, but can be made to vary in a
controllable and predictable way. The results demonstrate the exposure
to and external stress like ionizing radiation, either before or after
exposure to the chemical mutagen will alter that risk by preventing the
formation of some tumors*

The results of experiments on tumor formation in mouse skin sug-
gest that dimethyl benz(a)anthracene (DMBA) initiation creates two
types of promotion dependent cells. The majority require both stage I
and II promotion and have a relatively low probability of progression
to carcinomas while a minority of initiated cells have already passed
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stage I and require only stage XX promotion. The latter have a high
probability of progression to carcinomas. Hyperthermia treatments given
during stage II promotion protected against promotion and progression of
both types of Initiated cells, but similar treatments during stage X
only did not protect against promotion and progression. These findings
suggest that hyperthermla treatment of persons exposed to tumor promot-
ing agents may reduce the risk of Induced tumorIgenesis.

A project has been designed to assess the effects of hyperthermia
and radiation on natural killer (NK) cells and on the ability of NK
cells to lyse treated tumor cells* NK cells are a type of human white
blood cell which have the ability to recognize and kill other cells of
the same individual which have become tumorous.

A collaborative program with Medical Biophysics Branch at WNRE
has been initiated to investigate the possible presence and significance
for recombinational repair of Z DNA, an isomer of the normal B DNA.
Plaamid DNA samples suitable for fluoresence lifetime measurement have
been prepared and are to be examined for the presence of Z DNA and the
possibility that such DNA can be induced as a precursor or product of
the recombinational reaction.

1.3.4 Medical Biophysics Branch

MO human leukemia cells and MLA 144 gibbon ape lymphoma cells are
being grown on a continuous basis to generate conditioned medium used to
support the growth of human bone marrow progenitor cells, and of human
lymphocytes from peripheral blood and bone marrow.

In addition to the use of MO cell conditioned medium to support the
growth of colonies of granulocytes, eosinophils, monocytes and macro-
phages (GEMM series) from human bone marrow progenitor cells, an attempt
is being made to identify a conditioned medium that supports only the
growth of eosinophilic colonies. A conditioned medium derived from
mouse spleen cells has been used to obtain pure colonies of eosinophils
from human bone marrow progenitor cells.

A series of survival curves at 23°C has shown that the in vitro
response of the GEMM progenitor cells in human bone marrow from 19
donors is usually biphasic in character. The first component appears to
be about 3.2 times more sensitive to radiation than the second one.
Current experiments are extending the survival tests to 30°C and to
radioprotection by superoxide dismutase.

The semi-solid agar plating technique for the culture of human
promyelocytes has been refined to the point that plating efficiencies of
35% to 40% are routinely achieved. Seven radiation survival curves were
generated yielding a mean D o of 1.13 (plus or minus 0.25 Gy).
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Radiation survival curves In N2 gave oxygen enhancement ratios of 1.5
to 2.0.

In a collaborative study, lymphoblastold cell lines supplied by
Radiation Biology Branch at CRNL have been grown up in large batches in
order to measure levels of antioxidant enzymes in each of these cell
lines. Flow cytometric analysis of live versus dead cells following
x-irradiation is in progress.

Further attempts to purify glutathione peroxidase have been contin-
ued* An analytical affinity chromatography procedure has been developed
which is capable of improving the purity of the enzyme from approxi-
mately 50% to 80-90% with acceptable losses in enzyme activity. Scale-
up of this technique has not proven to be straight forward and
experiments are now in progress to overcome this problem.

Dramatic conformational change can be induced in poly (dG.dC) at
room temperature and at 2°C, in the presence and absence of small
amounts of sodium chloride. The conformational change occurs upon addi-
tion of a cobalt salt that produces a B to Z transition in the polynu-
cleotide. Removal of the cobalt salt by dialysis, chelation or size
exclusion methods, results in a significant restoration of the normal B
form. These collaborative studies will be extended to open and closed
circular plasmid DNA in collaboration with Radiation Biology Branch at
CRNL.

Radiation-induced fragmentation of DNA and other polynucleotides is
being studied using gel permeation chromatography. In double-stranded
polymers, radiation-induced unwinding appears to precede significant
base damage or changes in molecular size associated with strand break-
age. Polypyrimidine nucleotides are more radiosensitive than the corre-
sponding purine polynucleotides. Thiols, including metallothionein, are
effective radioprotectors, both in the presence and absence of oxygen.

A number of experiments have been run using the fluorescence life-
time instrument to study the interaction of ethidium bromide with DNA in
different cell lines including HL-60 and some drug resistant and sensi-
tive mouse lymphocytes. For a fixed concentration of ethidium bromide
the degree of binding to nuclear DNA increases with increasing cell den-
sity up to an optimum level. Results for HL-60 cells, separated through
flow cytometry into S- and GQ/GI - phase cells, show that the fluor-
escence lifetime instrument can resolve the two populations on the basis
of ethidium bromide - DNA interactions.

A high performance liquid chromatography method to detect and sep-
arate cyclodextrin complexes and derivatives haB been developed. Sev-
eral columns, solvents and conditions were tested. Detection was done
by UV-visible and refractive index methods. Best results were obtained
with a oligosacharide column designated HPX-42A. The method is useful
for testing the purity of some cyclodextrin derivatives and complexes
but the method is not applicable to all derivatives.
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Preliminary results suggest that complexation by cyclodextrin may
provide some degree of radiation protection to certain substrates. A
series of experiments are in progress in which the stability of selected
compounds towards radiation is compared with the ones complexed to
cyclodextrlna.

1.3.5 Seminar Speakers

ROBERTS SYNDROME - CLINICAL AND CYTOGENETIC FEATURES OF A DEVELOPMENTAL
DISORDER
Dr. Darrell Tonkins, Dept. of P e d i a t r i c s , McMaster Univers i ty , Hamilton,
Ontario
1987 April 24

PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATION OF MAGNETIC CIRCULAR DICHROISM SPECTOSCOPY
Dr. B. Hollebone, Dept. of Chemistry, Carleton Univers i ty , Ottawa,
Ontario
1987 May 14

SAFETY OR RISK FROM RADIATION EXPOSURE
Sir Edward E. Pochin, National Radiological Protection Board,
OXFORDSHIRE, England
1987 May 25

ROLE OF PHOSPHOLIPIDS IN THE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF YEAST MEMBRANE
Dr. A. Trivedi, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario
1987 May 28

INTRINSIC RESISTANCE OF MULTI-CELL SPHEROIDS TO SOME ANTHRACYCLINES
Mr. T.J< Blchay, Dept. of Biophysics, University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario
1987 May 29
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2.2. NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

2.2.1. Proton Contamination of 14 MeV Neutron Beams - W.G. Cross and A.
Arneja """"""~~~~~"~~"~

We have observed that the 14 MeV neutrons from a Cockroft-Walton
d-T neutron generator are accompanied in the forward direction by significant
numbers of fast protons. These protons interfered seriously with measurements
of the response of CR-39 dosimeters to 14 NeV neutrons when thin radiators
were used, giving comparable numbers of tracks to those from neutrons.

The target sections of such accelerators are often made of thin
material to minimize neutron scattering. While it is known that 15 MeV
protons can be produced by the interaction of deuterons with ^He that has
accumulated in old tritium targets, the combined thickness of target backing,
cooling water and the end of the target tube are usually sufficient to contain
these protons. The protons that we observed were shown to be recoils produced
in the cooling water, since they disappeared when the target was cooled by
CCI4. Calculations confirmed that protons from the cooling water had
sufficient energy to register in CR-39 after passing through the end of the
target tube and that their expected numbers were consistent with those
observed. Once recognized they are easily eliminated by thickening the end of
the target tube. It seems likely that this may be a problem in some other 14
MeV neutron generators.

2.2.2. Response of CR-39 to 14.7 MeV and 2.8 MeV Neutrons - W.G. Cross, A.
Arneja and J.L. Kim

The track density for a given dose of 14.7 MeV neutrons was studied
as a function of the thickness of hydrogenous radiator in front of the CR-39.
As the radiator thicknesses increases between 0 and 60 mg/cnr the track
density decreases by about 25%. This occurs because the radiator absorbs more
charged particles that the neutrons have generated in the air than it produces
itself. Because air acts at a fairly efficient radiator at this energy, the
track density for no radiator is 63% of the density for a very thick radiator.

In contrast, for 2.8 MeV neutrons, air was found to contribute only
3.3% as many tracks as a thick polyethylene radiator. The etched layer
contribued to 4%. When a thick radiator is used, 95% of the tracks are from
recoil protons generated in this radiator.
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2.2.3. Effect of Pre-Etchine on the Sensitivity of CR-39 Dosimeters to
Thermal Neutrons - W.G. Cross, A. Arneja and J.L. Kim

CR-39 detectors are used along with l^B^O? radiators to detect
thermal neutrons, by registering alpha particle tracks from ^B(n.a) reactions
in the radiator. Short chemical etching is sometimes used before
electrochemical etching to reduce the background level. The variation of
sensitivity to thermal neutrons with pre-etching time was .studied. For times
up to one hour no decrease in sensitivity was found, but the sensitivity was
signficantly lower at 1.5 hours and at 2 hours nearly half the tracks did not
undergo electrical breakdown. Thus the maximum useful pre-etching time is 1
hour.

2.2.4. Effect of Storage Conditions on Sensitivity of CR-39 Neutron
Dosimeters - W.G. Cross, A. Arneja and J.L. Kim

A number of experimenters have observed that the sensitlvty of CR-39
decreases over a period of months. We have studied the effects of storage
temperature and exposure to light on sensitivity, over a 6-month period.
Sensitivity was measured as track density produced by a given dose from 2 5 2Cf
neutrons. Samples of CR-39 stored at 4°C and at -10°C had essentially the
same sensitivity as those stored at room temperature, in darkness. However,
CR-39 exposed to daylight, beside a window, showed a 35% decrease in
sensitivity. It thus appears that exposure to light is much more important
than storage at low temperatures.

2.2.5. Irradiation Facility for ^ C f Fj S Sj o n Neutrons - A. Arneja and W.G.
Cross

A new facility for irradiating dosimeters with known doses of Cf
neutrons has been set up. A source giving 6 x 10' neutrons/s is shielded by
compressed gas, and rests at the centre of a light frame, 40 cm in diameter on
which dosimeters can be mounted. A monitor alarms continuously while the
source is out of its shielding. The neutron output of the Cf source was
determined by comparison with that of the Chalk River standard Ra-Be source,
using a long counter. The neutron D.E. rate at 20 cm is about 15 mSv/h.

2.2.6. Equipment for Electrochemcial Etching of CR-39 - A. Arneja

A high voltage supply and etching cell for electrochemical etching
of CR-39 has been built for Indonesia.

2.3. THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETRY

2.3.1. TLD Glow Curve Plotter - R.M. Holford, A.R. Jones and W.F. Richter

These units have been built and are being used for routine dosimetry
(whole body, surface and hands) and calibration. They are set so that all
readings greater than 20 mrem result in a glow curve being plotted.
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A Hewlett-Packard 'Think-Jet1 printer was evaluated as a possible
alternative output device for the glow curve plotters. Tests on simulated
glow curves showed that it was probably capable of doing the job. It is
quiet, like the currently used thermal printer, and produces output which is
more aesthetically pleasing, and probably longer lasting, than the thermal
printer. It seems to be significantly slower than the thermal printer in
graphics mode, however, and although the output of the glow curve plotter is
well buffered, this could still reduce the through-put of the TLD readers for
some type of jobs. Tests were insufficient to form an opinion on the
reliability of the Think-Jet. No decision has been taken on whether this
option is worth further effort.

2.3.2. Construction of an Automatic TLD Reader. AEP 5262B - A.R. Jones and
W.F. Richter

The second production unit has been completed and placed into
service.

2.3.3. Laser Heating of TLDs - A.R. Jones, A. Hainer and W.F. Richter

Tests have been made with the larger optical channel (4 x 4 mm
compared with the TLD size 3.2 x 5.2 mm) and the predicted interference
pattern has been observed. Also, as predicted, the heating rate is much
faster than with earlier laser arrangements and with the hot anvil could
reduce the whole cycle time and, in principle, improve the signal to noise
ratio.

When tests are made, damage to the silicone cement between the
polyimide mount and the TLD was observed. Various different arrangements were
tried and the most satisfactory performance was observed when the TLD plaque
was turned upside down and the polyimide replaced by teflon (TFM). The teflon
is transparent to the blue emission of the TLD while the polyimide absorbs 70%
of the light emitted.

With this arrangement the TLD absorbs the energy directly and there
is considerable penetration of the TLD by the laser beam. This arrangement
gives considerable improvement in terms of signal to background ratio.

2.3.4. TLD Intercomparison Experiment - A.R. Jones

In the international intercomparisons of environment TLDs it has
been generally found that those participants, such as CRNL, who use °°Co
sources for calibration have been more successful than those who use 137Cs
sources. This remains true even when exposures from *3'Cs sources are
measured. The explanation is not known so those participants who can perform
both types of calibrations are doing so in an experiment to uncover the
reason(s) for these surprising results. CRNL is participating in this
experiment.
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2.3.5. Fre- and Post-Annealing of Sensitized TLDs - A.R. Jones

Three different annealing cycles have been studied:

- Pre-irradiation annealing at 80°C for 17 hours
- Post-annealing at 80°C for 1 hour
- Both of the above

There is no clear advantage in terms of reproducibility at high and
low doses or in sensitivity. However, if pre-annealing is used a single glow
peak is observed making it easier to detect thermoluminescent contamination.
Also in an emergency the post irradiation anneal can then be left out without
serious penalty.

Annealing both before and after irradiation has been introduced for
finger tip TLDs and is being used in the recalibration of plaque-mounted TLDs.

2.3.6. Study of Blackening of Anvil Tips in the Automatic TLD Readers -
A.R. Jones

The tips of the anvils which heat the TLDs become blackened with use
and this results in poorer transport of heat from anvil to TLD. The stainless
steel tips are maintained in air just below 300°C and may be corroded in the
air or by contact with materials on the surface of the kaplon mount.

An experimental tip made from platinum has been installed and no
corrosion has, as yet, been detected. It also heats the TLDs up more quickly
than the steel tip even when the latter is clean.

2.4. BETA DOSIMETRY

2.4.1, Angular Response of Instruments for Measuring Directional Dose
Equivalent from Beta Radiation - W.G. Cross and A.R. Jones

Direct measurements of the variation of the response of a dosimeter
with the direction of incident beta radiation give the angular response for a
constant fluence. What is now required, according to ICRU 30, is the response
relative to the directional dose equivalent for a given fluence (at 7 mg/cm2

depth), how this varies with the angle of incidence of the beta radiation and
how this variation depends on the beta ray spectrum.

The most accurate method of measuring this variation of directional
dose equivalent is with an extrapolation chamber. The angular response of a
PTB extrapolation chamber with a 7.4 mg/cm2 plastic window was measured for
i47Pm beta rays from "point" and larger area sources at distances of 10, 15
and 25 cm in air. The shape of the response varies slightly with distance.
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The ratio of responses at incident angles of 90° and 0° is between 0.08 and
0.15, increasing with distance to the source. For low energy betas like those
from 1^7Pm, the directional dose equivalent is thus highly anisotropic. Beta
survey instruments which have a very anisotropic response relative to fluence
(e.g. D.E. Hankins, Health Physics 4£, 435 (1985)) are much more nearly
isotopic for measuring directional dose equivalent from low energy beta rays.

Similar measurements on other beta emitters are continuing.

2.4.2. Calibration of Surface Dosimeter - A.R. Jones

At present, the surface dosimeters in the personal TLD holders are
calibrated using standard dosimeters Irradiated with ™ y-rays (the standard
dosimeter is covered with an electronic equilibrium layer).

A series of measurements, using this type of standardization, were
made while exposing TLDs to -, a-, and p-rays of different energies were made
and it was observed that the measured and given doses (surface) agreed when
the measurement was made with °"Co vrays, 100 keV X-rays, uranium -rays (in
contact) and 90Sr/90Y p -rays (average energies of 0.20 and 0.93 MeV).
However, the dose was underestimated by 40-50% (depending whether the given
dose is at 7 mg.cm"^ or 7-37 mg.cm"^, as has been suggested) when p-rays from
20/(Tl (average energy, 0.24 MeV) were used.

In principle, this underestimate could be corrected using a more
complicated calculation of dose. This would be done at the cost of:

- overestimation of dose when the p-rays were of high energy
- more seriously, it would result in errors that result from calculations
made from the difference of two measured quantities. One consequence would be
an occasional indication of p-rays when they were not present.

In summary the more complicated approach can be justified on the
grounds of conservatism but it cannot be on the basis of accurate and reliable
dosimetry.

2.5. TRITIUM MONITORING

2.5.1. Quantitative Measurements of Tritium Surface Contamination - R.G.C.
McElroy, R.A. Surette,and J.R. Johnson(sponsoredin part by
Ontario Hydro)

The experimental part of the study of the quantitative measurement
of tritium on surface contamination has been completed and a draft report
submitted to Ontario Hydro.

The major conclusions are as reported previously. That is:
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The choice of scintillation cocktail is not particularly critical.
We have achieved satisfactory results with both Beckman Ready-Solv HP and
Packard Pico-Fluor 15. While we do not recommend the use of a solvent when
swipingi the choice of cocktail would become more critical if a solvent were
used.

The use of a solvent does not appear to be worth the extra nuisance.
That is, satisfactory results are obtained without the use of a solvent, and
thn use of a solvent is a much messier procedure.

The choice of swipe material is not critical. We have achieved
satisfactory results with both glass fiber filters and with Ontario Hydro
blotting paper. While the glass fiber filters are marginally better, they are
much more expensive.

Our results concerning the form of the tritium on the surface are
ambiguous. However, we can assert that significant HTO is evolved from
stainless steel even when the initial exposure was as HT. We observed that
when the exposure chamber was first opened, much of the initial release of
tritium was as HTO. This observation is particularly interesting when it is
noted that the exposure and subsequent storage were without oxygen being
deliberately present. We have no definite knowledge as to when the oxidation
occurs, but some observations suggest that the oxidation occurs as the tritium
desorbs.

Highly contaminated stainless steel surfaces lose activity via
desorption to the air only very slowly under ambient conditions.

We have no controlled results with respect to the effect of surface
cleanliness. The surfaces were cleaned prior to exposure according to the
recommendations of Chemical Engineering Branch. However, the tritium exposure
system was contaminated with pump oil for some of the experiments and it is
our belief that this dominates the effect of any possible surface preparation.

In general, the removal efficiency was of the order of 10% but with
very large variations. Removal efficiencies on previously undisturbed
surfaces were much higher.

There was some evidence of regrowth of surface activity after
swiping at low levels. This was not a significant effect at high levels.

We were unable to obtain good results pertaining to correlations
between swipe measurements and measurements with the commercial surface
monitor. The commercial instrument was very sensitive? and had a small dynamic
range. Further, it appears that the two measurements may be of different
components of the surface contamination. Both are very sensitive measures of
surface contamination.

In general the differences between 304 and 316 stainless steels
pertaining to tritium surface contamination are small.
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2.5.2. Passive HTO Samplers - R.A. Surette, R.G.C. McElroy and M.J. Wood

We have begun a series of tests on passive HTO in air samplers to
determine their effective sampling rate. Fifteen samplers are being used in
this test, five of which are of the Ontario Hydro design. The remaining 10
samplers are of an AECL design, half are made out of TEFLON and the other half
out of NYLON.

2.5.3. Magnetic Shielding of Reed Relays - R.A. Surette and R.G.C. McElroy

The characteristics of some reed relays and coils were tested with
respect to their trigger and holding levels when in strong magnetic fields.
These coils are similar to those used in the Scintrex Model 275 Tritium Area
Monitor.

It was observed that the action of the reed switch was not reliable
in fields above 20 gauss. With a mu metal shield placed around the coil, the
reed switches operated satisfactcrily up to 200 gauss.

2.5.4. Determination of Energy Dependence of Concentric Ion Chambers - R.A.
Surette and R.G.C. McElroy

Tests were conducted to determine if the CRNL designed, 1.3 litres,
concentric ion chambers had uniform gamma compensation characteristics for
gammas of various energy. Tests were conducted with X-Rays at 48, 100, 161,
205, and 248 KeV and also with Csl37, Co60, Ra226 and Irl92 gamma sources.
Two concentric ion chambers were used, one with the compensating bias the same
polarity as the measuring chamber and the other with the compensating bias
opposite polarity to the measuring chamber. Measurements were taken at two
different distances from the radiation sources.

In an initial series of tests reported previously, problems were
encountered with the bias supply for the ion chambers. The tests have been
repeated using two Scintrex Model 275 Tritium-in-Air monitors. The ion
chambers used in these monitors are based on the CRNL design.

It was observed that the gamma compensation was 95% or better for
energies above 400 KeV. Below 400 KeV the gamma compensation falls off
rapidly to about 45% compensation for 100 KeV X-rays.

2.5.5. Repair of AEP-5336 Discriminating Tritium Monitor - R.A. Surette

After a rupture of a water line in the Discriminating Tritium
Monitor, the unit was relocated in another part of the laboratory. The
detection unit had to be dismantled before being moved. After the move the
monitor did not update the display properly. The control unit of the
Discriminating Tritium Monitor was removed and returned to building 513 for
repair. The problem was a faulty wire wrap contact on the control board. The
unit was returned to the tritium lab in building 250 and the monitor put back
into service.
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2.5.6. Analytical Tritium Monitors for CRITIC-1 - R.A. Surette and R.G.C.
McElroy

We were requested to supply four ion chambers suitable to determine
the tritium release from the in-situ sweep gas tests. Four 125 raL ion
chambers using conventional vacuum components were designed, fabricated and
tested. The units were delivered to the Chemical Engineering Branch,

In general, the ion chambers have functioned satisfactorily. There
have been some problems with contamination. This has been somewhat alleviated
by using heating tape wrapped around the ion chambers to reduce the amount of
tritium retained in the walls of the monitor.

2.5.7. HTO/HT Discriminating Monitor - R.G.C. McElroy, M.J. Wood, and R.A.
Surette (Sponsored in part by CFFTP)

Responsibility for the development, construction and delivery of two
Nafion based HTO/HT discriminating tritium monitors reverted to the Dosimetric
Research Branch late last fall. First priority was to be the delivery a
discriminating tritium monitor, based upon our original design, to the
Radiation Dosimetry Research Group at Harwell. The monitor has been shipped
and has arrived. It is currently undergoing testing.

The monitor that was shipped should be considered an advanced
laboratory prototype rather than a fully refined commercial unit. When we
took over the project from Instrumentation and Control Branch, we decided to
revert to a design that we were fully confident in order to meet our scheduled
shipping date. To this end, we modified the separator unit to closely
parallel the operating mode of our prototype monitor and we used a duplicate
of the original nafion tube assembly.

The current design does not humidify the sample flow. Therefore,
its performance may fall off under dry conditions. We had hoped that it would
not be necessary to humidify the detector flow but this has proved untenable.
We have added a simple humidifier in the detector circuit. This humidifier is
not controlled and must be refilled manually. This should be reconsidered for
a fully refined instrument.

However, the monitor is reliable, exhibits good construction
practice and will allow the customer to judge the performance of this type of
monitor.
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In our qualification tests, the monitor exhibited a discrimination
ratio of 15 000, an HTO efficiency of greater than 90% for relative humidities
greater than 50% at room temperature, and a 10 to 90% time constant for HTO of
20 to 30 minutes. (All of these results are very humidity dependent.) The
time constant for the total tritium channel was less than five minutes.
(Compared to the. original discriminating monitor, the discrimination is
better, the HTO efficiency is slightly worse, and the time constant is about
the same.)

2.5.8. Product and Process Monitors - M.J. Wood and R.G.C. McElroy
(sponsored in part by CFFTP)

Responsibility for the product and process monitors for the Chalk
River Tritium Extraction Plant reverted to the Dosimetric Research Branch last
fall. We have investigated the power supply requirements for these monitors
and forwarded them to CRNL's Chemical Engineering Branch.

Specific recommendations were made based on the ionization
saturation curves of the two types of ion chambers, and the power requirements
for the electrometers to be used with the ion chambers. An other important
consideration in selecting the power supplies was physical size. There was
very little space available for the power supplies.

A report describing the Product and Process monitors is being
prepared by members of the Chemical Engineering branch. The report is in
final form and should be issued soon.

2.6. STACK EFFLUENT MONITOR

2.6.1. Stack Effluent Monitor - Noble Gas Detector - A.R. Jones and A.H.
Ohno

The detector and the computer/controller have continued to work
together properly and have been used to measure the quantity and timing of
emission of whole gas fission product release during the Battelle experiment.

2.6.2. Filter Change System - R.A. Surette, and R.G.C. McElroy

The pump on the air compressor supplying air to the pneumatic
actuators for the sample change mechanism failed. The unit was replaced with
a new one and the system put back into service.
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2.6.3. Particulate and Iodine Detectors - R.A, Surette and R.M. Holford

The particulate and iodine detectors were inoperative during the
reporting period because the Sonotek control computer is not functioning as
designed.

2.7. MISCELLANEOUS

2.7.1. Calculation of Dose Conversion Factors - R.M. Holford and D.W.
Dunford

Another minor discrepancy was uncovered between the results from the
EDEFJS code running on the CBNL computer and those published in report TR-244.
Due to a defect in the version of the code used to produce TR-244, one of the
correction factors used in calculating photon doses for subjects immersed in
water was omitted. The error caused by this was, however, never greater than
10%.

Work is continuing to produce a new version of the code which should
be more accurate and faster running. Once this has been achieved, extensions
to the code will be considered, for instance to cover the case of contaminated
ground.

2.7.2. Radiation Dose Recording - R.M. Holford, N.O. Freedman and D.W.
Dunford

The CP/M computer, currently used for transmitting data generated by
the TLD readers to the CRNL central computers, is obsolete. Replacement by an
IBM-compatible machine would be desirable, and two alternative methods of
achieving this have been investigated. First, a special IBM-compatible disc-
controller board was obtained. This has the capability to control both the
8-inch and 5-inch floppy disc drives at the same time. The disc drives used
by the TLD dose calculators are Sony model 0A-D31V. These are 3g inch drives
that operate at 600 rpm and look to a computer like an 8-inch drive with
reduced capacity. A hardware interface was constructed to connect a Sony
drive to the controller board and software was purchased along with the
controller board which was supposed to allow it to read discs in a variety of
formats. Unfortunately the software proved to be inadequate for our purposes,
and although the supplier, a small California company, claims that a new
version of the code is almost ready for release, there is not guarantee that
even this would completely meet our requirements.

In the meantime an IBM-PC with an internal 3| inch drive was located
within CRNL. This drive runs at 300 rpm and looks to the computer like a 5-
inch drive, but it appeared that the discrepancies - both factors of 2 - might
cancel, allowing the IBM to read discs written in a Sony drive and vice-versa.
A test showed that this was indeed the case, and we therefore intend to
proceed along these lines by purchasing an IBM-compatible computer with an
internal 3^-inch drive fcr the dosimetry service. The software currently used
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on the CP/M machine is mainly written in the 'C language, apart from an
assembly language 'read physical sector' subroutine. Transferring the
software to an IBM should therefore present no major problems once the sector-
read routine has been successfully implemented.

For most of the period of this report, the new Chalk River Dosimetry
Database (CDD) has been operated in parallel with the old PRRS system. Most
of the discrepancies between the results of the two systems have been resolved
and Radiation Exposure Reports are now being routinely produced by the CDD
with those from the PRRS just acting as checks and backups. A few of the PRRS
procedures are still required, such as those for the archiving of input data
files, but these can probably be set up to run independently, allowing the
main PRRS system to be abandoned by the end of this year.

2.7.3. Construction of Test Jigs for Field Testing of MOSFET and Silicon
Diode Beta Particle Detectors - A.R. Jones

Both MOSFETS and silicon diodes could, in principle, be used to
monitor beta doses in real time. They could be used to predict the doses
measured by passive detectors such as TLDs. In operational terms, they might
be used to prevent administrative overexposures (1.6 rem surface dose and A
rem hand dose).

Three jigs are being constructed which contain the two kinds of
detectors, their electronics and displays. In addition, they contain two
types of TLDs used for p-dosimetry at CRNL. These jigs could then be carried
by those exposed to (5-rays to determine the correlation between the active and
passive dosimeters. They would also demonstrate whether or not the two kinds
of active detectors have sufficient ruggedness for the application envisaged.

2.7.A. 1-125 Area Monitor - R.M. Holford

This instrument has performed satisfactorily in the vicinity of the
1-125 Production Facility attached to the NRU reactor for the entire period
covered by this report, apart from about a week of down-time in early June.
This was caused by an intermittently defective LCD display, which has since
been replaced.

2.7.5. Doorway Monitor - A.R. Jones

The engineering prototype is under construction. This will replace
one aisle in the building and permit testing and comparison with the older
version.

2.7.6. Probes for Sealer Count Rate Ruler AEP 5231 - A.R. Jones

Two prototype probes have been constructed for testing and use with
the meter. The first is a probe which accepts a photomultiplier and
scintillator. The second has a 35 cm2 'pancake' GM counter. It is provided
with a cover with a 1 cm2 hole, which can be attached, to measure the
activity/unit area averaged over a small scale.
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2.7.7, Intelligent Colony Counter - R.A. Surette and R.G.C. McElroy

We have begun development of a user friendly interface for the CRNL
developed intelligent colony counter. A menu driven interface has been tested
and is currently being merged with the existing colony counting routines. The
new software will be available to support one of the Deep River Science
Academy projects. This work is supported by Unit 2000.

2.8. RADIOCHEMICAL ANALYSES

2.8.1. Radium in Urine - G.H. Kramer

This work is progressing slowly and is still in the preliminary
stages. The present experimental protocol is: coprecipitate the radium with
calcium phosphate from raw urine, ash the precipitate with a mixture of
perchloric, nitric and phosphoric acids and then separate the radium from
calcium (and many other cations) by a fuming nitric acid precipitation. The
resulting precipitate is dissolved in distilled water and the radium
coprecipitated with barium sulphate in a form suitable for direct alpha
counting.

Results obtained so far indicate that recoveries will be in excess
of 45% of the added Ra-226.

2.8.2. Neodvmium Fluoride Coprecipitations - G.H. Kramer

Work is underway to replace the cerium fluoride precipitation steps
in the gross alpha method currently used by the bioassay laboratory. The new
coprecipitation agent has the potential advantage of not needing a regular
purification step as is currently required by ceriMm fluoride.

Another modification to the gross alpha method is the inclusion of
Teflon-PFA apparatus. This material does not wet and, therefore, makes sample
transfers of small amounts of liquids more complete.

Coprecipitation of Th-230, Am-241 and Pu-239 from distilled water
using NdF3 is in excess of 90% and preliminary data for urine samples implies
that this will also be true for urine samples processed by the existing gross
alpha method. This work is continuing.

2.8.3. Analysis of Gross Alpha and Beta on a Single Sample - G.H. Kramer

Presently it is necessary to analyze two separate samples to perform
this requirement. Work is underway to develop a method that will allow this
test to be performed on a single sample. The experimental protocol under
investigation is as follows: perform gross beta method as normal (the calcium
oxalate precipitate should also contain all the actinides of interest) and
discard the urine supernatant, convert the precipitate to calcium perchlorate
and proceed with the gross alpha method as usual.
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Preliminary experiments indicate that the recovery of the actinides
by the coprecipitation step in the gross beta method is essentially 100%.

The method as described above has been tested with Am-241, Th-230
and Pu-239. Recoveries for these radionuclides are lower than 50% and the
problem is believed to be in refining the gross alpha method to deal with the
calcium perchlorate matrix.

2.9. METABOLIC STUDIES

2.9.1. The Assessment of Tritium on Surface Hazards (II) Biological
Studies - E.S. Lamothe and J.R. Johnson (supported bv Ontario Hvdro)

This project concerning the metabolic behaviour of tritium following
percutaneous uptake from surfaces, the estimation of the resultant dose
equivalent and an examination of methods of preventing contamination or of
decontaminating skin if contamination does occur is now completed. Retention
measurements of organically bound tritium (OBT) in skin, liver and other
tissues have shown a greater concentration of OBT in exposed skin and liver
and kidney tissue. Autoradiography studies of the tritium in skin are nearing
completion.

A cheap and easy method to measure OBT in urine has been developed.
The separation of OBT involves a double distillation. This works well and
requires little sample preparation.

It was found that heavy neoprene gloves and barrier creams are
effective in preventing contamination. The combination of a hand cream with
gloves is not as effective. If contamination has occurred, washing the skin
with soap and water, followed by swabbing the area with an alcohol-impregnated
cottonball substantially reduces the tritium content in both the exposed skin
and in urine. Decontamination is most effective if done within 15 minutes.

A report summarizing our finding is nearing completion.

2.9.2. Literature Review of Studies on Uptake, Retention and Distribution
of Radionuclides by the Foetus - E.S. Lamothe and J.R. Johnson
(supported by the AECB)

At the AECB's request, we have completed a review of the available
scientific literature concerning studies of uptake, retention and distribution
of radionuclides by an embryo or a foetus following maternal intake to
identify areas for further research to improve the accuracy of relevant
dosimetric parameters. From this review, it is suggested that there is
insufficient human data available and that further research is needed. A
report summarizing our findings is nearing completion.
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2,9.3. Lunjj Models - J.R. Johnson and S. Mileneoff

A new mathematical description of the retention and excretion of
inhaled radioactive aerosols has been developed as part of a review of lung
models for an ICRP Task Group. This model is conceptually much simpler than
the model currently recommended by ICRP in that it does not contain any
parameter that can not. at least in principle, be measured. Data obtained
from monitoring individuals that have inhaled radioactive aerosols is now
being analyzed using this model to demonstrate its usefulness in evaluating
doses in these situations.

2.9.A, Uranium Metabolism - J.R. Johnson

Available mathematical models of the metabolism of systemic uranium
have been evaluated as part of work being carried out for an NCRP Task Group.
It was found that while these models give results for committed doses that
agree within a factor of two, there is considerably more variation in the
relationship between organ burdens and excretion rates. This is particularly
important for the control of chemical toxic effects on the kidney, where
urinary excretion is used to control kidney burden. A search for data that
might support one model over another, or for the development of a new model,
is now underway.

2.10. EMPLOYEE MONITORING PROGRAM

2.10.1. Distribution of Tritium Exposure at GRNL - G.H. Kramer

See Tables 2.10.1.1 and 2.10.1.2.

2.10.2. Body Radiation Doses - C.E. Thibeau and R.G. Gallagher

Since the last report (PR-PHS-HS-1) there have been no whole-body
radiation doses exceeding the 600-mrem two-weekly adminstrative control limit,
one skin dose exceeding the 1600-mrem two-weekly administrative control limit
and no extremity doses exceeding the 4-rem two-weekly administrative control
limit.

Distributions of whole body and skin radiation doses in the first
and second quarters of 1987 are given in Tables 2.10.2.1 to 2.10.2.4.

2.10.3. Hand Radiation Doses - C.E. Thibeau and R.G. Gallagher

Distributions of extremity radiation doses in the first and second
quarters of 1987 are given in Tables 2.10.2.5 to 2.10.2.6.



DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM EXPOSURE AT CRNL

1987 January 1 - 1987 March 31

Table 2.10.1.1

PRC1
PRC2
PRC3
PRC4
CO
NRU
NRX
RIS
EIP
MS
WEP

sssc
RCC
WNRE

TOTALS

% of Persons

0-49
mrem

7
2
9
4
20
30
13
33
25
31
2
3
0
1

180

62.7

50-99
mrem

0
0
0
0
7
41
0
7
3
7
0
0
0
0

65

22.6

100-199
mrem

0
0
0
2
22
0
7
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

32

11.1

NUMBER

200-299
mrem

0
0
0
0
5
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

8

2.8

OF TESTED

300-399
mrem

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2

0.7

PERSONS IN

400-499
mrem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

GIVEN DOSE RANGES

500-999
mrem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

1-3
rem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

3-5
rem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

Above
5 rem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

Tested
Persons

-71

2
9
4
36
95
13
48
28
39
2
3
0
1

287

100

Total
mrem

8
0
34
1

2925
7240
59

2001
832
1230

4
0
0
0

14334

NOTES TO TABLE ABOVE

(1) Doses are estimated from tritium concentrations in urine of individuals who have submitted one or more samples,
and so represent tested personnel only.

(2) The method of dose estimation is described in AECL-5507 and AECL-7744.

(3) The numbers in the last column are those that actually result from the method of dcse calculations, and are not
intended to represent a number of significant figures.

(4) SSSC does not include branches listed separately.

N3

V£>



DISTRIBUTION OF TRITIUM EXPOSURE AT CBNL

1987 April 1 to 1987 June 30

Table 2.10.1.2

PRC1
PRC2
PRC3
PRC4
CO
NRU
NRX
RIS
EIP
MS
WEP
SSSC
RCC
WNRE

TOTALS

% Of
Persons

0-49
mrem

10
2
11
10
17
20
12
24
8
15
2
16
0
1

148

49.0

50-99
mrem

0
0
0
0
5
18
0
7
13
15
0
0
0
0

58

19.2

100-199
mrem

1
0
0
0
6

41
0
11
2
6
0
0
0
0

67

22.2

NUMBER OF

200-299
mrem

0
0
0
0
0
14
0
3
0
1
0
0
0
0

18

6.0

TESTED

300-399
mrem

0
0
0
0
3
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

7

2.3

PERSONS IN

400-499
mrem

0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

1.0

GIVEN DOSE

500-999
mrem

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0.3

RANGE

1-3
rem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

3-5
rem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

Above
5 rem

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0.0

Tested
Persons

11
2
11
10
35
96
12
46
23
37
2
16
0
1

302

100

Total
mrem

120
0

75
39

4352
12200
145
3509
1385
2413

6
58
0
1

24303

to

o

NOTES TO TABLE ABOVE

(1) Doses are estimated from tritium concentrations in urine of individuals who have submitted one or more sampl'
and so represent tested personnel only.

(2) The method of dose estimation is described in AECL-5507 and AECL-7744.

(3) The numbers in the last column are those that actually result from the method of dose calculations, and are •
intended to represent a number of significant figures.

(4) SSSC does not include branches listed separately.



DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLE-BODY DOSES AT AECL

1ST QUARTER, 1987

*****************************************************************************************************************

* * NUMBER OF MONITORED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGES (MREM) *
* ******************************************************************************************************
* * 0- 21- 51- 101- 201- 301- 401- 501- 1001- 3001- 5001- >10000 NUMBER TOTAL *
* * 20 50 100 200 300 400 500 1000 3000 5000 10000 PEOPLE MREM *
**************
* *
* PRC1
* PRC2
* PRC3
* PRC4
* CO
* NRU
* NRX
* RIS
* EIP
* MS
* WEP
* SSSC
* RCC
* WNRE
* OTHR

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

********

336
14
136
223
7
4
6
17
86
122
78

561
177
984
106

*«ft**ft*ri

35
4
5
10
2

- 5
1
15
10
39
6
31
65
41
7

*****«»!

18
0
0
6
15
11
2
8
5
22
1
9

32
15
1

SR*«ftft*Ti

10
0
1
1
12
5
5
15
11
16
0
0
18
10
0

2
0
0
1
12
12
1
11
7
7
0
0
5
1
1

0
0
0
0
5
22
0
5
3
9
0
0
2
1
1

0
0
0
0
1

1 4 •
3
6
1
2
0
0
1
0
0

I
0
0
0
1

25
1
12
0
7
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
G
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

402
18
142
241
55
103
19
89
123
224
85
601
300
1052
117

7640
266
1388
2519
8653
40333
3384
18848
6346
16016
890

5613
9635
7372
1851

*
*
*
*
*
ft

*

*
*
*
*
*

*

*

*
*

*****************************************************************************************************************

* TOTALS * 2857 276 145 104 60 48 28 48 5 0 0 0 3571 130754 *
* * *
* ZPERSONS * 80.0 7.7 4.1 2.9 1.7 1.3 .8 1.3 .1 .0 .0 .0 100.0 *

Table 2.10.2.1



DISTRIBUTION OF SKIN DOSES AT AECL

1ST QUARTER, 1987

NUMBER OF MONITORED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGES (MREM)
**********************

ft
ft
* * * * * * * *
ft

* PRC1
* PRC2
* PRC3
* PRC4
* CO
* NRU
* NRX
* RIS
* EIP
* MS
* WEP
* SSSC
* RCC
* WNRE
* OTHR

ft
ft

ftftftftft£
ft

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft

ft
ft

ft

0 -
20

•4-444444

336
14

136
223

7
4
6

17
86

121
78

561
177
981
105

21-
50

k444444^

35
4
5

10
2
5
1

15
9

39
6

30
65
39

7

5 1 -
100

t444444

17
0
0
6

15
11
2
8
6

21
1
9

30
13

2

101-
200

nltnnflnn

9
0
0
2

12
5
4

13
11
11

0
1

18
12

0

201-
300

4444444
n ? f #( n #• 5» #»

2
0
1
0

10
12
2
9
6

11
0
0
7
2
2

301-
400

4444444

0
0
0
0
7

16
1
6
3

10
0
0
2
2
0

401-
500

4444444
AAnnKnA

1
0
0
0
0

19
0
6
2
2
0
0
1
1
1

501-
1000

444444''
« #t ?§ nt%n /

1
0
0
0
2

25
3

14
0
9
0
0
0
2
0

1001-
3000

t444444d
»?»•(£*•«« Mli

1
0
0
0
0
6
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3001-
5000

fc444444-J
( ?( n In iff f̂ n #

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5001-
10000

kiV444444iHKnilllA^

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

>10000

^444444*
* « #• rf% *• ** n 4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NUMBER
PEOPLE

fr4444444i
ft if* >*C^ o n *% 49 *

402
18

142
241

55
103

19
89

123
224

85
601
300

1052
117

TOTAL *
MREM *

i*4444*44
m r f 4% # * # * * * *% #*^%

ft

9254 *
266 *

1414 *
2500 *
9096 *

43198 *
3585 *

21508 *
6582 *

18359 *
890 *

5678 *
10148 *
9441 *
1847 *

ho

to
N3

* TOTALS * 2852 272 141 98 64 47 33 56 8 0 0 0 3571 143766 *
ft ft *

* ^PERSONS * 79.9 7.6 3.9 2.7 1.8 1.3 .9 1.6 .2 .0 .0 .0 100.0 *
ftftftftftftftftft*ft*ft*ftftft***ft*ft4ftftft4ftftftftftftftftft*ftftftft*ft*ftftftftft*ft»ft*ftftftftftftftftftftftftft*ftft**ft**ftftftftftftft*ftftft**ft*ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft*A*ftft*

Table 2.10.2.2



DISTRIBUTION OF WHOLE-BODY DOSES AT AECL

2ND QUARTER, 1987

g£&&£&£*&£&**&******************************************************************^^

* * NUMBER OF MONITORED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGES (MREM) *
* ******************************************************************************************************
* * 0- 21- 51- 101- 201- 301- 401- 501- 1001- 3001- 5001- >10000 NUMBER TOTAL *
* * 20 50 100 200 300 400 500 1000 3000 5000 10000 PEOPLE MREM *
*****************************************************************************************************************
* * *

10962 *
341 *
1688 *
3715 *
9871 *

45479 *
4968 *
24936 *
8525 *
24602 *

*
* PRC1
* PRC2
* PRC3
* PRC4
* CO
* NRU
* NHX
* RIS
* EIP
* MS
* WEP
* SSSG
* RCC
* WNRE
* OTHR

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

338
15
140
254
6
4
2
17
69
115
74
575
178
1026
97

62
3
14
28
2
6
5
8
24
47
7
43
57
58
9

22
1
1
9
7
4
3
11
7
18
3
9
39
15
0

20
0
0
3
16
12
0
15
9
15
2
2
25
15
0

3
0
0
0
12
11
1
10
10
6
1
0
6
2
1

1
0
0
0
6
20
2
3
4
7
1
1
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
3
16
3
8
2
11
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
30
3
16
1
7
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
2
0
4
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

447
19
155
294
53
108
19
90
126
230
88
631
306
1118
107

1912 *
7704 *
11255 *
9265 *
957 ** OTHR * 97 9 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 107 957 *

*****************************************************************************************************************
* TOTALS * 2910 373 149 134 63 46 45 60 11 0 0 0 3791 166180 *
* ft *
* %PERSONS * 7 6 . 8 9 . 8 3 . 9 3 . 5 1 . 7 1 . 2 1 . 2 1 . 6 . 3 . 0 . 0 . 0 1 0 0 . 0 *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

to
I

S3

u>

Table 2 . 1 0 . 2 . 3
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DISTRIBUTION OF EXTREMITY DOSES AT AECL

1ST QUARTER, 1987

ft

* PRC1
* PRC2
* PRC3
* PRC4

* CO

* NRU
* NRX
* RIS
* EIP
* MS
* WEP
* SSSC
* RCC
* WNRE
* OTHR

* NUMBER OF MONITORED PERSONS IN GIVEN DOSE RANGES (MREM) *
**ftft**ft*ft**ftft***ft**ftfc**ftft*ft*ftft**ftft**ft*ft**ftft*^

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ft

*

*

ft

ft

* TOTALS *
ft ft

* ZPERSONS *

0-
20

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

2

.9

21- 51- 101- 201- 301- 401- 501- 1001- 3001- 5001- >10000 NUMBER TOTAL *

50

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
1
0
2
0

100 200 300 400 500 1000 3000 5000 10000 PEOPLE MREM *

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
2
1
3
0
0
3
8
1

24

1
0
0
4
2
3
0
5
1
6
0
0
5
9
0

36

1
0
0
1
6
5
1
2
1
2
0
1
1
10
1

32

•ftftftftftftft*ftftft*ftftft******ft***ft***ft****ft**ft***ftftftftftftftftft*ftftft**ft**ft
ft
*
ft
ft
ft
*
*
4
ft
ft
ft
*
ft
ft
ft

0
0
0
0
2
6
0
3
0
3
0
0
4
5
0

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
4
0
0
9
2
0

4
0
0
0
0
6
1
7
0
7
0
1
14
9
0

2
0
0
0
0
6
2
1
0
1
0
0
15
5
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
0
0
5
10
35
4
24
3
26
0
3
52
50
2

7010
0
0

918
2435
21938
4602
10405
528

10089
0

809
40816
20245
395 *

'ftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftftft*ftftftftftftftftftft*ftftftftftftftft*ftftftftftftftftftftftftftft*ftftft

23 18 49 32 0 0 0 222 120190 *
*

2.7 10.8 16.2 14.4 10.4 8.1 22.1 14.4 .0 .0 .0 100.0
**ft**ftft***ftft***ft*ft**ft*ft**ftft***ftft**ft*ft**ftftft**ft*ft***ftft**ftft*ft*****************ft***ft*ft*ft******ft*ft*ft:

Table 2.10.2.5
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2ND QUARTER. 1987

ftftftftftftftftftftftftftft

A

ft
ft

A
44*
ft

ft

&&&&&&;

0 -
20

14**444;

1***44*:

21-
50

1*444*:

1444*4:

51-
100

4*44*4*44**4*4**444*4444******4**:
ft

* PRC1
* PRC2
* PRC3
* PRC4
* CO
* NRU
* NRX
* RIS
* EIP
* MS
* WEP
* SSSC
* RCC
* WNRE
* OTHR

ft
ft

ft
ft

ft

*

ft
ft

ft
ft

ft
ft
ft

ft

ft

ft

1
0
1
0
1
2
1
3
0
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2.10.A. Bioassay Laboratory - G.H. Kramer

2,10.4.1. Quality Assurance

The quality control program has shown that the bioassay laboratory
is working satisfactorily and that the methods and equipment are performing as
expected. A series of QC failures for the nickel-63 method were found to be
due to a standard that had evaporated an unknown amount - this problem was
solved by the acquisition of a new standard

2.10.5. In Vivo Facility - G.H. Kramer

2.10.5.1. Data Acquisition System

The Canberra S-40 MCA has again caused problems and is in the
process of being repaired. The In Vivo Facility cannot perform simultaneous
counting (i.e. lung counting and whole body counting) and, therefore, is
operating in a limited manner until the MCA is repaired.

2.10.5.2. Software Development

The Quality Control data is now maintained on the Apple H e
microcomputer. This removes the data entry/recording duties from the
technologist because the files are updated automatically whenever calibrations
are performed or backgrounds measured with the exception of the alpha counter
used for the Thoron in Breath Monitor - this still requires manual data entry.

A utility has also been added that will print a 35 day sliding
window of all the QC files at the beginning of each month - this is also an
automatic feature not relying on the technologist to actually perform the data
output.

The software has also been modified to include the large phoswich
detector for U-235 counting.

2.10.5.3. The U-235 Counter

This has now been repaired and is in routine use. The system has
been calibrated and the counting efficiency is approximately 5% in the thorax
phantom.

2.10.5.4. Quality Assurance

The new QC procedures have shown that the In Vivo facility has been
performing satisfactorily over this review period.

A new procedure manual has been written to describe actinide
analysis in feces. This document is part of the Dosimetric Research Branch
Technical Documents (DRTD) series.
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2.10,5.5. Calibration of the Phoswich Detectors for Fecal Samples

This work is now completed. The phoswich detectors have been
calibrated for the measurement of plutonium and americium in feces. The
efficiency (E) of the system has been measured as a function of detector
separation distance (S) and sample density (D) for a variety of pseudo-fecal
samples some spiked with Am-241, some with Pu-239 and some spiked with both.
The counting efficiencies for homogeneously distributed samples were fitted to
a function of the form:

Ln(E) = Ao + hi * Ln(S) + A2 * [Ln(S)]
2 + A3 * D

A number of samples were spiked with both Am-241 and Pu-239 and then evaluated
using the protocol described above. Providing the ratio of Pu-239 to Am-241
was greater than 2:1 then the accuracy of estimation was within 5% of the true
value for Am-241 and within 15% of the true value for Pu-239. The precision
of estimation was: Am-241, 12%; Pu-239, 16%.

A report on this work is being prepared.

2.10.5.6. Consolidation of the Phoswich Detectors

It was intended to consolidate the phoswich counters in the copper
room with the large phoswich detector currently used for measuring U-235 in-
vivo.

The mobile stand for the lung counting phoswich detectors was
modified so that the phoswich detectors could be well supported, the patient
bed was modified so that the mobile stand can be wheeled underneath it, the U-
235 detector was mounted on a stand that has vertical movement and the wiring
was put in place. Unfortunately, when the system was tested the background for
the phoswich detector that had been in the iron room was found to have
doubled; therefore, the system was dismantled and reassembled in the iron
room.

The configuration in the iron room has been altered to accommodate
the large phoswich detector and all the wiring is now in place. Now that the
calibration of the large phoswich detector is complete (see above) it is
expected to routinely use all three phoswich detectors for lung counts.

2.11. DOSIMETRY FOR TRITIUM RBE EXPERIMENTS

2.11.1. Dosimetry for Mice Exposed to X-Ravs - A.R. Jones

Following the failure of the high voltage X-ray set, the 150 kV tube
was placed in service with a different filter to 'harden1 the X-ray beam.

The relationship between the exposure measured at the front of the
cages and the dose to the mice was re-measured for the three positions at
which the cages were placed. This was done by comparing readings obtained
with TLDs placed at the cage fronts with those from others implanted by N.J.
Gragtmans in the mice.
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Also, photon spectra were obtained using the Picker X-ray set
operated at 200 and 150 kV with various thicknesses of plastic in the beam to
simulate the conditions which obtained with the two Philips tubes (200 and
150 kV).

2.11.2. Tritium Doses for the Myeloid Leukemia Study - J.R. Johnson and J.W.
Leon

Preliminary tritium doses for all mice in this study is completed.
Doses are assigned as the average soft tissue dose to the mice in each of the
tritium cages (nominally seven mice per cage). Work is underway to see if
this dose is appropriate to use as the dose to the red bone marrow cells, or
whether a small adjustment may be required because of differences in water
content or organically bound tritium from that assumed in the calculation of
the preliminary doses.

2.11.3. Tritium Doses for the Cvtogenetic Studies - J.R. Johnson and J.W.
Leon

Irradiated mice from the myeloid leukemia study are being examined
by Biomutatech for translocations in spermatogonia and chromosome aberrations
to estimate the tritium RBE for these endpoints. In this study, individual
tritium doses are estimated from urine concentrations in order to decrease the
variation in assigned tritium doses.

2.12. TRAINING

2.12.1. Internal Dosimetry Course - E.S. Lamothe

A total of 9 (nine) people attended the first offering of the course
"Practical Assessment of Internal Contamination" held at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories on 1987 May 20-22. This 3-day course was designed to
provide participants with the basic requirements for the assessment of
internal contamination. The course reviewed the fundamentals of internal
dosimetry, the purpose and development of monitoring programs and the
calculation of internal doses. The principle lecturers were J.R. Johnson,
E.S. Lamothe, G.H. Kramer and R.G.C. McElroy. The course was judged to be
excellent in content. This course may be repeated in 1988.

2.12.2. Tritium Safe Handling Course - J.R. Johnson, R.G.C. McElroy, G.
Kramer, R.A. Surette, M.J. Wood and J. Leon and other branches.
(CFFTP Sponsored)

Various members of the branch contributed to the CFFTP sponsored
Tritium Safe Handling course, in early May. Branch personnel contributed a
lecture on the Dosimetry of Tritium, a lecture on Tritium Monitoring, a
laboratory session on tritium dosimetry and a laboratory session on tritium
monitoring.
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2.12.3. Radiation Protection and Management Course - J.R. Johnson, R.O.C.
McElroy, and A.R. Jones

Members of the Dosimetric Research branch contributed to three
lectures at the recent Radiation Protection and Management course run by
Radiation and Industrial Safety Branch.

2.13. PUBLISHED PAPERS, REPORTS, ETC.

2.13.1. Published Papers

Gross, W.G. and Ing. H., "Neutron Spectroscopy", Chapter II in "The Dosimetry
of Ionizing Radiation", Vol. II, K.R. Kase, B.E. Bjarngard and F.H. Attix,
Eds., Academic Press, 1987, pp. 91-167.

Kramer, G.H., "The Optimization of the Estimation of Carbon-IA in Urine",
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-9100, 1987 January.

Jones, A.R, and Sanders, J.M.*, "A New Solid State Beta Dosimeter", Radiation
Protection Dosimetry L7 (1987) 105. "Canadian Astronautics Ltd., Ottawa.

Jones. A.R., "A Comparison of Two Methods of Heating Thick TLDs", Radiation
Protection Dosimetry .17, (1987) 307.

2.13.2. Reports

Dunford, D.U., "GENMOD User's Guide", Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report
CRNL-41A6, 1987 April.

Kramer, G.H., Maggs, S.C.E. and Bouchard, P.M., "The Estimation of Carbon-1A
in Rat Feces", Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report CRNL-A123, 1987
January.

2.13.3. Presentat ions

Cross, W.G., Arneja, A. and Kim, J.L., "The Neutron Energy and Angular
Response of Electrochemically-etched CR-39 Dosimeters", Presented at a CEC
Workshop on Development of Personal Neutron Dosimeters based on Track Etch
Detectors, Harwell, May 1987.

Cross, W.G., "Developement of Neutron Dosimetry at CRNL", Presented at the
Technical Review Committee Meeting, Chalk River, April 1987.

Holford, R.M., Kramer, G.H. and Dunford, D.W., "The Chalk River Dosimetry
Database (CDD) System", Presented at an IAEA symposium on "The Application of
Computer Technology to Radiation Protection", Bled, Yugoslavia, June 1987.
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Johnson, J.R., "Health Sciences Research at CRNL", Presented to staff at the
Lovelace Inhalation Toxicology Institute, Albuquerque, NM, June 1987.

Johnson, J.R., "Development of a Monitoring Program", A lecture delivered at
the "Practical Assessment of Internal Contamination" course, Chalk River, May
20-22.

Kramer, G.H., "Bioassay Monitoring", A lecture delivered at the "Practical
Assessment of Internal Contamination" course, Chalk River, May 20-22.

Kramer, G.H., "In Vivo Monitoring", A lecture delivered at the "Practical
Assessment of Internal Contamination" course, Chalk River, May 20-22.

Kramer, G.H., "Tritium Dosimetry - A Practical Session", A lecture delivered
at the CFFTP sponsored "Tritium Safe Handling Course", Chalk River, May 1987.

Kramer, G.H., "The Design and Implementation of Software to Manage and
Interpret Data Collected in the In Vivo Counting Facility at the Chalk River
Nuclear Laboratories", Presented at the Canadian Radiation Protection
Association, Saskatoon, May 26-29.

Lamothe, E.S. and Johnson, J.R., "Dose to the Basal Layer of the Skin from I-
125 Skin Contamination", Presented at the 11th Biannual CRSO conference,
Montreal, June 8-11.

Lamothe, E.S., "Introduction to Internal Dosimetry", A lecture delivered at
the "Practical Assessment of Internal Contamination" course, Chalk River, May
20-22.

McElroy, R.G.C., "Tritium Monitoring", A lecture delivered at the CFFTP
sponsored "Tritium Safe Handling Course", Chalk River, May 1987.

McElroy, R.G.C., "An Introduction to Radiation Dosimetry", A lecture presented
at the "Practical Assessment of Internal Contamination" course, Chalk River,
May 20-22.

McElroy, R.G.C., "An Introduction to Dosimetric Units", A lecture presented at
the Radiation Protection Technology and Management Course, Chalk River, June
1987.

2.13.4. Technical Documents

Kramer, G.H., "In Vivo Facility Procedure Manual #7 - The Determination of
Americium-241 and/or Plutonium-239 in Feces Using the Phoswich Detectors",
Dosimetric Research Technical Document, DRTD-87-1.
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3. ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH BRANCH

by

R.V. Osborne
(Edited by K. Inch)

3.1 STAFF

3.2 INTRODUCTION

3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES

3.3.1 ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES
- Atmospheric Dispersion
- Meteorological Measurements for Atmospheric Dispersion Studies
- Meteorological Support for the HT Experiment
- Tritium Dispersal and Deposition from a Release of HT

3.3.2 UNSATURATED ZONE, GROUNDWATER AND STREAM FLOW INTERACTIONS
• Unsaturated Zone-Groundwater
- Groundwater-Stream Interaction
- Investigations of Unsaturated Zone Processes Using Trltiated
Water and a Natural Tracer

• Groundwater Recharge Chemistry
- Snowmelt Processes: Deposition and Accumulation
- Snowmelt Chemistry
- Snowmelt Physics

3.3.3 FLOW AND CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN GROUNDWATER
- The Twin Lake Tracer Test Site
- Radionuclide Migration in the Lake 233 Area
- Validation of Conceptual Groundwater Flow and Mass Transport
Models

- Validation of Numerical Groundwater Flow and Transport Models
- Development of Conservative Solute Transport (CONSOLT)

Database
- Predicting Radionuclide Transport at the Proposed IRUS Site
- Models of Dispersion Processes
- Models of Time-Dependent Chemical Processes
- Surface Area Measurements
- Cigar Lake Study of Natural Analogs
- Microbial Mediation of Radionuclide Transport

3.3.4 LAKE AND RIVER PROCESSES
- Measuring Contaminant Sedimentation
- Modelling Nuclide Behaviour in Lakes
- Lake Contamination Model
- Sorption of Contaminants onto Particles
- Bioavailability of Trace Contaminants
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3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT - CRITERIA, TECHNIQUES AND IMPLEMENTATION

3.4.1 INTRODUCTION

3.4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL DISPERSION MODELLING
- BIOMOVS
- LEGGO
- TRITIUM

3.4.3 ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND STANDARDS

3.4.4 FIELD STUDIES
- Survey of Saline Springs on the Ontario Precambrian Shield
- Modelling of Saline Groundwater Discharge Zones
- Survey of Sediments of Surface Water in the Whiteshell

Research Area
- Uranium Series Disequilibrium in a Saline Discharge Located in

the Nipigon Basin
- Site Capacity Study for Shallow Land Burial
- Tritium in Perch Lake Streams

3.5 ANALYSIS AND MONITORING

3.5.1 INTRODUCTION

3.5.2 INSTRUMENTS, METHODS AND ANALYSES
- Development of Software in Support of the Nuclear Data 6700

Data Acquisition System
- Electronic Instrumentation
- Analytical Quality Assurance
- Analytical Instrumentation
- Determination of 22 Ra In Natural Waters and in High Calcium

Leachates
- The Determination of Low Levels of Iodine in Natural Waters
- Hydrogeologic Methods Development

3.5.3 SITE MONITORING
- Gamma Exposure Rates in Public Areas near CRNL
- Gamma Exposure Rates at CRNL
- Radionuclides in Precipitation and the Ottawa River
- Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents
- Radionuclides in Surface Water
- NRU Heat Recovery System
- Determination of Iodine-125 in the Process Effluent
- Streamflow Measurements on the CRNL Site
- Tritium Migration from the Liquid Dispersal Area
- CRNL Climatological Report
- Hydrologlc Data at Perch Lake
- Water Budget Analysis

3.5.4 MONITORING IN ASSOCIATION WITH OUTSIDE AGENCIES
- Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMON)
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3.2 INTRODUCTION - R.V. Osborne

In this report the work of the Branch is presented in three main
sections; Environmental Processes, Environmental Assessment, and Analysis and
Monitoring. There is considerable interdependence between projects in the
different sections, particularly between the fundamental studies in the first
section and the applied projects in the second, and between both of these and the
analytical and instrumental work described in the last section.

In the Environmental Processes section, the emphasis is on
investigations of the fundamental nature of environmental processes, and
particularly those controlling the movements of air, water, and dissolved and
particulate materials in the environment.

In the Environmental Assessment section the research described is
directly related to estimating or predicting the potential doses to human
populations from past, present and projected sources either by the development
and use of models or by monitoring the actual distributions of radlonuclldes that
are already dispersed in the environment. Such work provides the basis for
advice and assistance in defining strategies for the management and disposal of
all radioactive wastes. Accordingly, research in this section involves:

developing models to describe the fluxes of radioactivity through
environment media to human populations,

- adapting our understanding of environmental processes to transport
calculations; for example, identifying the important properties and
processes that have to be considered,

determining the distribution of radionuclides in the environment; for
example, in the neighbourhoods of the various waste management areas at
CRNL,

developing the laboratory and field techniques to determine the parameter
values needed in the transport equations and models, and

work towards establishing appropriate criteria for assessments.

The third section, Analysis and Monitoring, comprises the reports of
developments in the various techniques - chemical, radiochemical, instrumental
and environmental measurement - that support the research and monitoring program
of the Branch. The results of the Branch's measurements of current releases of
radioactivity from CRNL to the environment are reported, as are the activities of
the Branch in other monitoring programs and in commercial exploitation of the use
of radioactive sources and related technologies in industry, research and
resource development.

The locations of the various research facilities and areas mentioned in
the report and the monitoring points are shown on Figure 3.2.
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3.3 ENVIRONMENTAL PROCESSES

3.3.1 ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES

Atmospheric Dispersion - P.J. Barry, E. Robertson

A report was prepared which summarizes the results from the analysis of
Argon-4i and associated meteorological data collected between 1965 and 1976.
The data were used to validate a Gaussian plume model for CRNL stack emissions.

The Stochastic Gaussian plume model, which does Monte-Carlo simulations
of atmospheric dispersion by drawing at random from the frequency distributions
of meteorological variables observed at CRNL, has been applied to provide
Nuclear Safety Advisory Committee with the normalized concentration distribution
within the plant boundaries due to emissions from the ho-99 stack.

Meteorological Measurements for Atmospheric Dispersion Studies -
F.C. Brown, W.J. Beattie, E. Robertson

Most of the software required for the Perch Lake Data Capture System
has been written. The system transmits meteorological data from Perch Lake to
Building 513B. Parts required for implementation are now available and the
system will be completed as time allows. In the Interim, no atmospheric
turbulence data are available for further studies.

The meteorological measurement and display system has operated
continuously except for one interuption of 3-4 days for repair of the Digistrip
data logger.

Meteorological Support for the HT Experiment - D.P. Wildsmlth,
E. Robertson

Two 4 m meteorological towers were instrumented to provide data for the
period of the HT release and subsequent air and soil sampling. The data
obtained consisted of 1) wind direction, velocity and turbulence indicator,
2) vertical wind profile to 2 m, 3) vertical temperature profile to 5 m and
4) net radiation. The data were recorded by two CR5 data loggers. The results
were transferred to the mainframe, and converted to conventional units. Outputs
are available to the participating scientists.

Tritium Dispersal and Deposition from a Release of HT -
R.M. Brown, W. Workman, S-R. Gentner, Z. Franic, D.P. Wildsmith,
E. Robertson

(a) Release over a Bnow surface

The release experiment of 1986 August, reported in the last progress
report (PR-PHS-HS-2) indicated that the oxidation of HT to HTO In the atmosphere
is very slow. HTO observed in the atmosphere is due primarily to evaporation of
HTO from the soil where It has been produced by micro-organism-promoted
oxidation of HT. Such oxidation should be greatly reduced in a snow cover. An
HT release over a snow surface has been performed to study this.
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The release was conducted on frozen Lake Maskinonge to provide a large
(500 n» length) undisturbed snow surface. The release was planned for winds from
the southeast with moderate temperature and humidity conditions. The release
and sampling equipment used in the 1986 release was winterized by the use of a
methanol-water mixture in the HT displacement system and insulation of new
wet-cell batteries for the samplers. Samplers and meteorological towers were
installed on the lake with a minimum disturbance of snow surface. The release
was delayed two weeks by persistent northwest winds. Finally on February 27 the
wind swung around to the southeast and the release of about 600 GBq (17 Ci) of
HT over a 30 minute period was made. Unfortunately the wind was approximately
25° off the centre line of the sampling array and the plume just caught the
outer edge of the array. The atmospheric HT concentration at the one 5 m
sampling point was only 1/15 of that observed in the 1986 experiment. However,
the HT concentration at the outermost sampling point of the 50 m arc was
approximately the same as at the 50 m centre line point in the 1986 release.

Surprisingly, the atmospheric HTO/HT ratios were about 10 fold higher
than in the summer release. It is believed this was due to much lower retention
of HT0 in the snow pack than in the soil. At the 5 m site, the HTO
concentration at the end of the release was approximately A times the background
level over the 0-2 cm depth and uniformly 2 times background from 2 to 22 cm.
Concentrations had returned close to background levels throughout the profile
within 2 hours. This is in contrast to permanent retention of 10% to 40% of the
deposit in soil observed in the 1986 August release. There was no penetration
of HTO below the 2 cm depth at any other site and all surface concentrations
were down to background levels within 2 hours. The low retention of HTO by the
snow is reflected in deposition velocities of about 5x10 cm/s in contrast to
8xl0~2 cm/s observed over the vegetated field in 1986 August.

In summary, slight oxidation of HT over a snow field was observed and
the atmospheric HTO level was enhanced by rapid transfer of HTO from the snow
surface. While a deposition velocity 100 fold less than the case of a release
over a vegetated field is probably primarily due to less oxidation, the low
retention of KTO by the snow pack is a contributing factor. Sensitivity of
measurement of oxidation and retention in this experiment was limited by low HT
concentrations over our sampling points due to wind direction and by high HTO
background levels in the snow pack due to proximity to reactor facilities. A
repeat experiment at the meteorological field under better wind conditions is
desirable.

(b) International HT Dispersal Study

A release of 3.7 TBq (100 Ci) of HT over a 30 minute period was
conducted at the CRNL meteorological field on June 10 with participation by 26
scientists and technical staff from 6 countries. This study was sponsored by
the Canadian Fusion Fuels Technology Project (CFFTP) and participation funded by
CFFTP, Ontario Hydro, AECL, US Department of Energy, Japanese Atomic Energy
Research Institute, the Commission of European Communities, the French
Commissariat 4 l'Energie Atomique, German Kernforschungesanlage Julich, Swedish
Studsvik Energiteknik, and the l̂ ilv. of Hannover Niedersachsisches Institut fur
Radiookologie. More than 2500 kg of sampling and measuring equipment was sent
tn from Europe, Japan and the US. Use was made of the partially completed
building at the Emergency Dispersal Area for storing and assembling equipment.
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Favourable meteorological conditions allowed the release to be m,-)̂ .
only one day after the nominal date. Preliminary measurements indicate thai, a
good coverage of the HT plume was obtained by the experimental facilities set up
on the field* Concentrations measured were close to those predicted on the
basis of last summer's release. Various aspects of tritium dispersal were
studied by the different groups. ThiB included oxidation in the atmosphere,
deposition and resuspension, diffusion into the soil, and uptake by vegetation.
The field work involved the setting up of equipment and the taking of samples
over a two week period. The samples would be later analyzed in the
participants' own laboratories. Most visitors were at CRNL for three weeks.
Some have requested continued sampling by CRNL personnel during the summer.

In addition to providing visitors with facilities and logistic
assistance, CRNL's participation consisted of providing the HT, conducting the
release, measuring the concentrations of HT and HTO in the atmosphere at 13
locations (with a vertical profile to 7 metres at one site) and continued
sampling and analysis of soil and vegetation during the summer. A meeting of
participants will be held in November to bring together all results and a joint
report will be prepared. It is planned to hold a half day symposium at the
CNS-ANS Meeting on Tritium Technology in Toronto, 1988 May,

3.3.2 UNSATURATED ZONE, GRUUNDWATER AND STREAM FLOW INTERACTIONS

Unsaturated Zone-Groundwater - J.M. Buttle, K.. Sami

This is a detailed investigation (based on hydrometric and natural
Isotope techniques) to determine the role of moisture fluxes in the unsaturated
zone in generating storm flow during snow melt. In particular, the study is an
evaluation of the groundwater ridging phenomenon, which has been suggested as a
means of generating increased groundwater flow during storm or snowmelt events.

The study area is a small (3.12 ha) headwater catchment draining into
Perch Lake. The central portion of the catchment consists of a wetland which
drains into a shallow ephemeral stream channel during and following spring
melt. Grain size analysis of the hillslopes draining to the channel has
revealed that the soils are very well sorted and permeable, with no marked
stratification.

Run off plots Installed and operated by A.G. Price (q.v.) at a nearby
site permitted us to determine the hourly inputs of melt water to the soil
surface. Two lined plots assessed total melt inputs to the surface, while an
unlined plot monitored the presence and amount of Horton overland flow. These
data were supplemented by daily snow surveys during the melt period.

Moisture fluxes in the unaaturated zone were measured at an
instrumented hillslope that drains to the stream at its base. The location and
geometry of the hillslope were felt to be particularly conductive to the
observation of groundwater "ridging" should it occur in the catchment. A two
dimensional array of 26 tensiometers was installed, and matrix tension was
monitored continuously throughout the melt period. Moisture content in the
unsaturated zone was determined through the daily extraction of soil cores taken
down the hillslope. Soil moisture was determined gravimetrically at 5 cm
intervals to a maximum depth of 1 m below ground surface. Selected cores were
analyzed for deuterium content at 5 cm intervals, permitting the sequential
tagging of the passage of malt water in the unsaturated zone through the melt
period.
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Groundwater Clow in the catchment was assessed using a detailed network
of over 200 wells monitored daily during and following the melt. These data
were supplemented by four continuously recording wells installed in the central
wetland, and by measurements of the deuterium content of groundwater. The
spatial extent of surficial saturation was mapped periodically during and
following melt. This saturated area represents the seepage face where water may
leave groundwater bodies and exit the basin as streamflow. Streamwater samples
were collected regularly and analyzed for deuterium concentrations*

Due to the harsh environment, only 50% of the tensiometers survived the
snow melt. Their results have been used to assess hydraulic gradients in the
unsaturated zone, and have been used in conjunction with the soil moisture data
to determine moisture fluxes. Near-surface tensiometers showed marked diurnal
fluctuations in matrix tension during the initial melt period, responding
rapidly to melt water inputs to the soil surface. Deeper tensiometers appeared
to demonstrate a capillary fringe mechanism, as they showed the gradual and
constant wetting as the water table rose. However, this water table rise does
not appear to be in response to surficial inputs of water on the hillslope.
Analysis of the soil cores showed wetting occurring at the base of the profile
as well as at the soil surface. Well data both for the instrumented hillslope
and the entire catchment demonstrate that hydraulic gradients during the melt
period are directed away from the wetland and the stream channel. Thus the
wetting from below is due to water moving from the stream channel back under the
hillslope. The run off response of the catchment appears to be dominated by the
surface and subsurface flow issuing from the central wetland, and it is not
necessary to invoke a groundwater "ridging" mechanism operating along the banks
of the stream in order to explain the source of the streamflow.

Groundwater-Stream Interaction - P.J. Barry, E. Robertson

The new flume on the ephemeral stream draining the study area performed
very poorly. The water in the pipe to the stilling pond froze and the flume was
inoperative during the early melt period. The flume itself was too insensitive
to streamflow variations and this, combined with the low sensitivity of the
borrowed water level recorder, meant that virtually no streamflows were
obtained. The automatic sampler borrowed from the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment, after some initial repair, worked well and except for periods of
low temperature when the sampler lines froze, gave samples at two hour
intervals. Unfortunately the sampler was needed elsewhere and had to be
returned well before the stream ceased to flow in the middle of June. Samples
were not collected during the period between spring melt and the cessation of
flow. The ancient neutron soil moisture probe borrowed for many years from the
University of Toronto ceased to function before the melt started and could not
be repaired because parts cannot now be obtained. Soil moisture, therefore, had
to be measured gravimetrically which is much more labor intensive and suffers
the disadvantage of needing a new site for each determination, complicating the
interpretation of the results.

Despite minor difficulties many valuable data were obtained which,
though still being analysed, promise to provide important new information on the
process of streamflow generation. Relationships between the changes in
concentrations of the natural isotope H and of other chemical constituents to
changes in streamflow are of great potential utility.
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Investigations of Unsaturated Zone Processes Using Trltiated
a Natural Tracer - A.G. Price, E. Robertson, P.J. Barry

The 3 10 m-long soil cores extracted on July 28, 1986 have now been
analyzed in 5 cm sections for water content, deuterium concentration and soil
stratigraphy. Three similar cores were extracted In late May of 1987 following
the relatively large inputs of spring snow melt water and rain. The cores were
immediately cut into 5 cm sections. Water is now being extracted from the
sections by azeotropic distillation with toluene prior to deuterium
concentrations being measured with the mass spectrograph.

Shallow (i.e. to 75 cm) soil cores were taken during the lace winter
and snow melt period from the site where tritiated water was injected in
November 1986. Recovery of the soil water and assays for tritium on 5 cm
sections of the cores showed a very rapid movement of the tracer down the soil
column. Deeper cores were later collected to determine the position of the
tritium front. The infiltration rate could then be estimated.

Groundwater Recharge Chemistry - K.J. Inch, G. Svensson

Groundwaters in a recharge area of the Perch Lake Basin (north of
Area A) were shown to be affected by acid precipitation events (especially
during spring melt). To document these occurrences and evaluate the effects of
acid precipitation on the chemistry of groundwater recharge, three new
monitoring sites were established near an older site which has been continuously
monitored since 1982. Groundwater samples are taken monthly except during
spring melt when samples were taken more frequently.

To assess the long term buffering capacity of the sediments, the acid
neutralizing capacity (ANC) of the sediments was measured. The results show
the change in ANC with depth corresponds to the changes within a weathering
profile. The conclusion from this work, now reported, is that the buffering
capacity of the sediments at Chalk River is low but sufficient to neutralize the
acidic precipitation. A continued decrease of a mean precipitation pH of 4.37
to 4.14 (Jan.-June, 1987 average) could, however, decrease the sediment
buffering capacity over a long period of time.

Snowmelt Processes: Deposition and Accumulation - P.J. Barry,
E. Robertson

Major objectives for this period were: a) to characterize the
variability of snow deposition in the forest, and b) to determine the stability
of chemical species in snowfall during the accumulation phase. Nearly 50
garbage cans were deployed, 9 in an open clearing, 5 in a coniferous forest and
the remainder in the deciduous forest. The cans were lined with polythene bags
which were collected and replaced after each major snowfall. Deposition in the
deciduous forest was for the most part surprisingly uniform particularly when
low temperatures accompanied the event. Variability increased with temperature
and became relatively large when rain or wet snow fell.

The concentrations of major ions followed a similar pattern. The ion
concentrations were slightly higher in the forest compared to the open clearing
and the differences increased with the temperature.
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Many snow cores were collected during the winter. These were cut into
sections 5 cm thick, and analysed for major ions. Sulphate and nitrate appeared
to be stable in the snow pack but concentrations of H+ and NH**" decreased with
time. The loss of H+ and NHi»+ probably occurs while the samples are melting in
contact with the surface material. Similar processes may occur during the
spring melt when melt water contacts the surface but the conditions, mainly
temperature and contact time, are then different. The presence of relatively
very high concentrations of K+ in the lowest core sections is strong evidence
for water-surface interactions occurring.

Snowmelt Chemistry - A.G. Price, P.C. Jay

Two 5 m x 5 m polythene lined and 1 unlined lysimeter of the same area
were used this year to measure the rates of snow melt, surface overland flow and
to obtain samples of melt water for chemical analysis. Samples for this purpose
were collected hourly throughout the melt period. Over 5,000 analyses have been
completed, representing about half the total number to be done* Interpretations
will be made when all the results have been obtained.

Snowmelt Physics - A.G. Price

Short and long wave radiation exchanges were measured over the three
lysimeters from several weeks before snow melt started until all the snow had
melted. The data collected is still being analyzed.

3.3.3 FLOW AND CONTAMINANT TRANSPORT IN GROUNDWATER

The Twin Lake Tracer Test Site: R.W.D. Killey, G.L. Moltyaner,
D.R. Champ, J.H. Munch

During the past half year, three papers presenting and discussing the
results of the 1982 and 1983 tracer tests at the Twin Lake sites were submitted
to Water Resources Research* These have been returned with acceptance for
publication following revisions. Revisions are under way* Work on a third
tracer experiment, at a much larger scale, started the beginning of June. This
experiment has dual objectives - to study dispersive processes over a transport
distance of approximately 250 m, and to investigate sorption and degradation
processes affecting the subsurface migration of selected hazardous organics.
Groundwater sampling and analysis to determine background geochemical parameters
began in late May. Drilling and piezometer installation, to refine the project
groundwater flowpath from the tracer injection point, has also begun. For the
current fiscal year, the primary objective of the drilling program will be to
install the necessary sets of monitors and samplers. To this end, we plan to
inject a conservative tracer and place the additional sampling grid in
accordance with limited tracer sampling and measurement. I has been ruled
out for use as the tracer because of insufficient gamma ray energy, and we will
employ H. The actual experiment studying dispersion and sorption will begin in
the spring of 1988.
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Radionuclide Migration In the Lake 233 Area - R.W.D. Killey,
G.L. Moltyaner, I.H.K, Cheung, J.H. Munch, S. Uchida

A paper discussing radlonuclide migration behaviour in the contaminant
plume from the former Nitrate Plant has been submitted to and accepted by the
Water Pollution Research Journal of Canada. The paper includes a conservative
analysis of the future release to surface waters of 90Sr (the only radionuclide
present in the groundwater flow system in appreciable quantities). For the most
part, sorption and migration data from a variety of sources provide a coherent
picture of radlostrontiun behaviour, which can be characterized as being
controlled by a rapid ion exchange sorption and a chemisorption/desorption to
oxide coatings on sediment grains with half-reaction times of a few months.
There remains a substantial discrepancy, however, in the observed and predicted
rates of movement of the centre of mass of the strontium plume, with the
observed migration being much slower than that predicted from aquifer-averaged
measurements of in-situ partitioning of Sr between water and sediments. Two
possible explanations for this observation are:

i) that the input of radiostrontium to the aquifer did not occur as a
single slug in 1954 - substantial sorption occurred in the
unsaturated zone beneath the infiltration pit with slow subsequent
release to the aquifer below, or

ii) that sorption of radiostrontium in a silty sand stratum near the
source is substantially greater than that observed in the bulk of
the aquifer, which is dominated by fine-medium sands.

Current data favour the second hypothesis, and we are reviewing
available information to test this.

The proposed site for the prototype disposal facility for radioactive
wastes with hazardous lifetimes of less than 500 years (the IRUS facility) is
adjacent to the former Nitrate Plant. Hydrogeologic and contaminant migration
studies on this site are primarily supported by the Waste Management Technology
Division (WMTD) and are reported in the Waste Management PRC progress reports
(PR-WWM-series). One study of the migration behaviour of Co, Cr, and Cs in
field columns, however, has been jointly supported by WMTD and by the
Environmental Research Branch. All analyses of column effluents of the
sediments have been completed and the data compiled. Modelling of the elution
data Is also nearlng completion, and work on an AECL report and on a paper for
journal submission is under way.

Validation of Conceptual Groundwater Flow and Mass Transport Models -
G.L. Moltyaner

The following five sections describe studies which validate conceptual
models of groundwater and mass transport that are used to understand, interpret
and predict the fate of radionuclides in groundwater systems. Because of the
complexity of a natural geologic environment, the acceptability of groundwater
models may be assessed only by comparisons of model predictions with a reliable
and extensive data set. The long isolation times associated with the disposal
of radioactive wastes preclude the performance of large-scale field tests that
are required to validate the groundwater models. Field observations collected
from the existing contaminated sites at CRNL are used for this purpose. The
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major limitation associated with the obtained data is the scarcity of
information on the source of contamination and plume evolution in time and
space* In our research program observational studies are augmented by data
obtained from field-column experiments and relatively large-scale dispersion
experiments. A combination of data from field observations, field-and
laboratory-column experiments is used to develop a reliable data set for the
validation procedures. The first part of the data base (named CONSOLT) is being
developed.

This report describes our efforts to provide a state-of-the-art
method for validating numerical models of conservative radionuclide transport
(sections "Validation of Groundwater Flow and Transport Models," "Development of
CONSOLT Database" "Predicting Radionuclide Transport at the Proposed IRUS
Site"), stochastic models (section "Models of Dispersion Process) and in
validating analytical models of reactive radionuclide transport. The last
section deals with the estimation of transport parameters required by predictive
nonequilibrium models.

Validation of Numerical Groundwater Flow and Transport Models -
G.L. Moltyaner, J. Poisson

The two-dimensional finite element model describing groundwater flow
and mass transport in saturated porous media was developed to describe the
evolution of I plume at the Twin Lake aquifer (AECL-9263). The objectives of
this study are to evaluate the capability of the finite element code to describe
the in-situ measurements and to develop a methodology for validating numerical
models* The major problem associated with using the finite element
approximation for solving the advection-dispersion equation is numerical
dispersion. Appropriate care is taken with time and space steps to reduce this
problem and to describe adequately steep concentration gradients. Development
of the validation method included a sensitivity analysis (with regard to
calibration parameters) and development of the evaluation criteria. The major
concern of the validation methodology is to achieve reasonable assurance that
the grid scales of the numerical model are compatible with the averaging scales
associated with the measurement procedures used in the estimation of model
parameters.

The simulation of the tracer distribution in the aquifer with the
optimum irregular grid that can be accommodated by our site computer failed to
reproduce steep concentration gradients and fingerlike spreading of the tracer
plume. For the advection-dominated radionuclide transport, control of numerical
dispersion is essential in the simulation of concentration distribution. The
simulated tracer transport is conveniently summarized using large-scale spatial
moments. The difference between observed and simulated variances monotonically
increases with the travel distance as a result of numerical dispersion. The
advective transport of the plume is simulated more accurately. It was concluded
that the conventional finite element or finite difference models may produce
accurate simulations of the plume provided that adequately fine space and time
discretizations were made. This demands large computer resources and use of
supercomputers. It will be the subject of future investigations.
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Development of Conservative Solute Transport (CONSQLT) Database -
G.L. Moltyaner, A. Wills, J. Poisson

CONSOLT is a database that will contain a million measurements of
concentration, hydraulic conductivity, hydraulic head and porosity obtained at
the Twin Lake site.

The database is being developed to support model validations for a
large number of site-specific and assessment models used to predict the fate of
radionuclides in a natural geological environment* In order to assess the
reliability of these models they have to be validated against subsets of the
database that are obtained from the Twin Lake data by appropriate averaging
procedures* As a result of such validations, the accuracy of the model
predictions can be evaluated and criteria of model appropriateness derived. As
a first step in this unique undertaking, CONSULT-L (release 1) is being
developed. The maintenance (making data contained In CONSOLT available to
investigators) and updating (adding to data base subsets suitable for validating
various mathematical models) is an ongoing responsibility of the Environmental
Research Branch. CONSOLT is one of the most complete sets of subsurface
dispersion data in existence and is potentially the Branch's greatest asset for
validating transport models.

Predicting Radionuclide Transport at the Proposed IRUS Site -
G.L. Moltyaner, I.H.K. Cheung

The groundwater flow system at the IRUS site is being studied along the
mean direction of flow using a 2-D, finite element based computer code. The
output of the computer simulation is a two-dimensional velocity field. The
generated velocity field is used as input for describing radionuclide transport
in the system. In order to avoid the problem of numerical dispersion associated
with the use of a numerical model for simulating radionuclide transport, an
analytical model should be used. Numerical experiments to identify the
appropriate analytical model are underway.

The model parameters are estimated from a series of field-column
experiments performed by Killey and Uchida. Mathematical models used for the
determination of transport coefficients stem from two basic approaches: fitting
theoretical curves of concentration distribution to the measured values of
concentration and using the statistical moments method. The model parameters
were determined using both approaches assuming equilibrium or kinetic
conditions. A report describing the results of the experiments is in
preparation.

Models of Dispersion Processes - G.L. Moltyaner, A. Wills

There exist two "different" approaches to modelling dispersion
processes in groundwater: the first is devoted to the description of
small-scale components of dispersion (at the scale of some representative
elementary volume) and the second is devoted to the description of large-scale
components (the scale is similar to the scale of the overall volume modelled.
The basic difference in behaviour "of models based on these two descriptions"
arises from the fact that large-scale characteristics of dispersion are very
site-specific, depending considerably on the geometry of the boundaries of flow
(bedrock surface plays a dominant role in the thin unconsolidated deposits of
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CRNL) and the nature of the external forces acting on the flow system. The
small-scale characteristics, to a large extent, possess a generic character, as
shoved by two natural gradient tracer tests conducted at the Twin Lake site and
described in the literature. Our present research is directed towards the
description of large-scale characteristics obtained by averaging the observed
data.

Assuming that the concentration distribution in groundwater flow is a
random field as defined in probability theory, the concentration distributions
observed in the Twin Lake experiments would be a sample from the statistical
ensemble of all possible fields. Such a statistical field may be described by a
sufficient number of momenta of the assumed probability distribution. The
averaging of the observed data then may be understood as probability averaging
with respect to the observed sample field. This suggests using moments and
cumulants of probability law for characterizing the large-scale dispersion
process.

The report describing detailed investigation of the basic mechanics of
dispersion at the full-aquifer scale on the basis of vertically averaged data
(see previous progress report) is being prepared.

Models of Time-Dependent Chemical Processes - G.L. Moltyaner,
I.H.K. Cheung

There are at least three reasons to consider time-dependent chemical
processes in addition to chemical interactions at equilibrium conditions when
assessing solution-solid reactions involving contaminants in groundwater flow
systems. First, geochemical processess often proceed extremely slowly,
especially in relation to the length of experiments. Second, nonequilibrium
conditions can exist as a result of the physical transport of the solution
phase. Third, information about reaction mechanisms and the processes occurring
may be obtained from such data. The interrelationship of chemical reaction
kinetics and physical transport processes is extremely important for the
prediction of radionuclide fate owing to the sensitivity of predictions to the
choice of models. This study is directed towards determining the laws of
limiting reactions and transport using miscible displacement procedures in field
column experiments. The characteristics of the bulk flow are determined using
nonreactive tracers such as I and H. Separate experiments were performed by
Killey and Uchida in which three reactants Sr, Co and 13 Cs were injected
simultaneously in a column at a rate equal to that of groundwater flow. In
analyzing the observed data two methods of establishing an apparent rate law
were used.

In the first method, it is assumed that the system of differential
equations could be solved under a specified boundary condition. The observed
breakthrough curve is regarded as a continuous residence time frequency
distribution and the obtained solution as a probability distribution. The
probability distribution is fitted to the frequency distribution and the best,
In the least squares sense, fitted model was considered to be the apparent rate
law of chemical reaction. The estimated model parameters are the apparent rate
constants. First order reaction rate laws and mass exchange laws were used.
Equilibrium transport models were also considered.

The second method is based on the method of statistical moments. The
major advantage in using this method is the simplicity in evaluating effective
transport parameters, effective retardation factors and effective dispersion
coefficients. The effective parameters may be used in predictive equilibrium
transport models. Research in this direction is underway.
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Surface Area Measurements - K.J. Inch, K.W.D. Killey

A paper discussing the strong linear cor re la t ions between Sr and
'Co sorption and BET (Brunauer-Emmett-Teller) surface area in samples from

three contaminated aquifers has been submitted and accepted by the Water
Pollution Research Journal of Canada. The resu l t s conclude that surface
coatings (predominantly iron hydroxides) provide most of the surface area and
sorption capaci ty .

The problem of spa t i a l and s t ra t igraphic v a r i a b i l i t y in sorption of
radionuclides and other contaminants could be addressed by examining the
va r i ab i l i t y of BET surface area within discrete s t r a t i g r aph ic un i t s . We are
seeking methods of surface area analys is that wil l allow us to pursue t h i s
work.

Cigar Lake Study of Natural Analogs - D.R. Champ, J.L. Young

One approach to assessing the potential for migration of radionuclides
from future waste disposal vaul ts i s through a study of natural analogs. The
Cigar Lake uranium deposit (Cramer, 1985) is one such example that i s cur ren t ly
being studied as part of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program.
We are analyzing groundwater from dr i l lho les in and around the uranium deposit
to obtain evidence that wil l help us to assess whether microorganisms have been
involved in the evolution of th i s deposi t .

The r e s u l t s from the analys is of a second set of samples are presented
in Table 3.3.3A. The data presented has been obtained from analyses of
repl ica tes of a single sample from each d r i l l h o l e .

TABLE 3.3.3A

CIGAR LAKE SAMPLES - MICROBIAL ANALYSIS

Sample
Number Pg• mL"

1

ATP
Range(a)
cells»mL~
(xlO-5)

SOi4(b)
Reducers
(cells/mL)

Anaerobic
(cells

Black Agar

Bacteria
/mL)

Met Agar

Aerobic Bacterif
(cells/mL)
Black Agar

79
80
128
134
137
139
197
198
199

75.2
53.6

154.0
44.7
32.4
213.0
169.0
130.0
14.3

2.61-314
1.86-223
5.34-642
1.55-187
1.12+135
7.39-888
5.86-705
4.51-542
0.49-59.6

n.d.
n.d.
n.d.
n.d.

n.d.
n.d.
52

n.d.

8810+380
37250+5300
263O±75O

36350+5300
10250±70
11090+2270
7950+350
25000+5650
139OO±71O

0
0

1490+62
(c)

4500 +300
0
5+1

525±57
930+.325

134 ±3
1930+850

16600+850
13500 ±780
2500+35
4640 ±99
790 ±43
2630 ±88
2100 +560

(a) Assuming lowest to highest literature value for pg ATP per cell (Wilson et al., 1981)
(b) FeS formation in Kligler Iron Agar
(c) Unable to count
n.d. Not detected
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On the basis of the ATP analyses all samples contained large numbers of
microorganisms. The range of cell numbers presented is estimated from the ATP
results using the range of ATP concentrations per cell reported in the
literature for microbial cells in environmental waters.

The results of the plating tests for microorganisms, shown in columns 5
to 7, confirm directly that bacteria are present in all samples. All samples
also had bacteria present which are capable of growing under both aerobic and
strictly anaerobic conditions: in all but one case (#128) the numbers of
"anaerobic" bacteria were substantially greater than the aerobic. The observed
"aerobic" species may not be true aerobes but rather facultative anaerobes that
can function under either condition. However, the geochemical data showing both
oxidised and reduced chemical species in many of the water samples is consistent
with the presence of both "aerobic" and "anaerobic" bacteria in these waters.
This apparent anomally of both oxidized and reduced chemical species co-existing
in the same groundwaters has been observed in other groundwater flow systems.

The orders of magnitude differences in the population estimates by ATP
analyses and direct plating can be, at least partially, attributed to the
Inability of all species to grow on a single media; as a result direct plating
results will almost always underestimate the population size in a mixed
culture* Replicate plating of several samples over several months indicated
insignificant changes in total cell concentrations during storage. On that
basis we conclude that the measured cell numbers are representative of the
actual populations in the groundwater recovered from the boreholes*

Direct identification of anaerobic bacteria that might function in and
around the ore body was attempted and the results for sulfate reducers and
methanogens are shown in columns A and 6, respectively. Sulfate reducers were
positively identified in only 2 samples, those from boreholes 137 and 198.
Since the analysis was performed using 0.5 ml of groundwater and no black zones
were observed in the remaining tubes, the number of sulfate-reducing bacteria,
if any, in these samples was less than a few per ml. Alteration of the colour
of the agar from orange to light yellow with extensive gas bubble formation
occurred in all the remaining tubes, indicative of bacterial activity in these
waters. The geochemical data show relatively high concentrations of nitrogen in
these waters which would be consistent with microbially catalyzed
denitrlflcatlon. Direct assays for this process have not yet been run. Six of
the 9 samples tested registered colonies on methanococcal agar indicative of the
presence of methanogenic bacteria in those waters. Sample 137 had both the
largest population and the highest measured concentration of methane: however,
a direct correlation between cell numbers and methane concentrations for the
entire set of samples was not observed. Analyses of borehole waters from the
Underground Research Laboratory showed no bacteria growing on the methanococcal
agar despite similar total population sizes.
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In an effort to demonstrate directly the raicrobial production ur
methane, samples of water from 7 boreholes were incubated anaeroblcally at.
18°C in a liquid culture in septum sealed vessels and the headspace gases were
sampled at intervals. Samples were analyzed by gas chromatography using both
thermal conductivity and flame ionization detectors. Direct production of
methane was not observed. On the basis of the analytical technique used the
methane concentration was estimated to be less than 0.003% in the headspace for
any sample following up to 11 weeks of incubation. Further work on fresh, water
samples will be required to substantiate these observations. On the basis of
limited replicate plating data there appears to be a relatively rapid loss of
methanogens once the water samples are removed from the pressurized sampling
vessels.

The predominance of "anaerobic" bacteria suggests, but doesn't confirm,
Chat the observed bacteria are at least partially derived from the natural rock
mass. The direct demonstrations of sulfate reducing bacteria in at least 2 of
the samples and the presumptive evidence for methanogens further supports the
hypothesis that there is a resident bacterial population in the rock mass. The
observation of bacteria capable of functioning under low redox potentials is
consistent with the hypothesis that the bacteria may have played an important
role in minimizing the secondary dispersion of U by their effect on the redox
chemistry of the system. Further direct analysis for methanogenlc bacterial
activity is required and if demonstrated will provide the most conclusive
evidence for a role for bacteria in this system since these bacteria function
under very low redox potentials and they are less likely to be introduced during
the well experiment and in subsequent studies into the system.

Microbial Mediation of Radionuclide Transport - D.R. Champ, D. Gupta

To evaluate the significance of microbial effects on the behaviour of
technetium and iodine, the conditions In the backfill materials expected in a
nuclear fuel waste disposal vault were simulated in the laboratory using
columns. To achieve reduced oxygen conditions, the entire experimental system
was placed in an environmental chamber which was continuously flushed with
nitrogen. The physical environment consisted of polyethylene columns with two
types of packing, one half packed with backfill sand, and the other half with
polyethylene beads coated with clay from the backfill. A Standard Canadian
Shield Saline Solution (SCSSS) was equilibrated with backfill materials and
pumped through the columns.

The columns were injected with tritium and strontium (to assess column
behaviour) and with teohnetlum and Iodine, two radionuclldes of interest In high
level waste disposal. The resulting variations of breakthroughs with time
were analyzed along with the microbiology and geochemistry of the system. The
microflora In the sand and clay columns was then altered. Although ATP
activities remained at an average of 1.85 x 10 cells/ml, plate counts showed a
more diverse microflora with the bacteria on the clay columns being different
from those on the sand columns. Enhanced microbial growth was confirmed by
decreases in nitrate, sulfate, dissolved organic content and E^.
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The clay-coated beads simulated the b haviour of a clay surface and
allow us to use clay in columns. Batch sorption tests yielded Kd values of
85,60 mL/g for strontium on the clay-coated beads in distilled watar. More
sotption of Tc.l and Sr was observed on the clay-coated beads than on the
backfill sands• Breakthrough curves show tritium was retarded by the
clay-coated beads. The above three results agree with results reported in the
literature for clay.

Batch sorption tests indicated that the Kd values for strontium and
technetium were lower in SCSSS than in distilled water. Competing ions, organic
complexes which were not readily sorbed, or coprecipitation with calcite
resulted in lower strontium Kd values. Kd values of iodine were unchanged in
SCSSS indicating that iodine did not participate in ion exchange reactions.

Based on our analyses of breakthrough curves for Sr eluted from
backfill sand columns we estimated dispersion coefficients from 6.85 x 10 to
2.78 x 10"5 cm/s, dispersivity values from 6.10 x 10~3 to 1.61 x 10"2 and
distribution coefficients from 0.19 to 0.41 mL/g. These are, expectedly, lower
than literature values due to the influence of SCSSS. Iodine and technetium
were nonreactive on the sand in the column work. Microbial alterations did not
influence the mobility of strontium, iodine, or technetium under the mildly
oxidising conditions prevailing in these experiments. The results :f these
initial studies have demonstrated the feasibility of the techniques used to
evaluate microbial effects. Further experiments under controlled anaerobic
conditions and on other radionuclides of interest in high-level waste disposal
are being considered.

3.3.4 UVKh AND RIVER. PROCESSES

Measuring Contaminant Sedimentation - R.J. Cornett, B.A. Risto,
L. Chant

A paper entitled "Measuring Contaminant Transport Rates Between Water
and Sedlment!i using Limnocorrals" (Chant and Cornett, 1987) was accepted for
journal publication. The report describes the similar transfer rates of several
radionuclides and trace metals from water to sediment. It also notes that
radiotracers added to experimental systems are transported from water to
sediments much more rapidly than stable element analogs which are present
naturally. Model simulations currently underway will test quantitatively
several explanations for the different behaviour of the stable elements and
radiotracers.

Two papers describing methods of measuring and quantitatlng the
diffusive and resuspended particle-bound fluxes of radioisotopes from sediments
into the overlying water were presented at the Fourth International Symposium on
Sediment Water Interactions. Both "kinds of fluxes" were found to transfer only
a small fraction of the nuclide activity from the surficial sediments to the
overlying water during short term experiments. Once transferred to the water,
the isotopes sorbed to the particulate phase were rapidly redeposlted in the
sediments. Isotopes which diffused from the sediments into the water
equilibrated with the bottom sediments and remained in solution for much longer
periods. During the next 6 months a more detailed comparison of these
experimental results with some simple mass balance simulations will be
performed.
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Modelling Nuclide Behaviour In Lakes - A.F. Vezlna, R.J. Cornett,
M.L. Diamond

Mass balance models are being developed to describe the behaviour of
nuclldes In lakes at various time scales (dally, seasonal, annual etc.).
One model uses estimates of Kd, particle flux, thickness of the active layer of
bottom sediments and diffusion piston velocity to describe nuclide behaviour. A
single set of parameters in an element-specific Kd model, simulated successfully
the removal of nuclides from the water column after the isotopes were injected
into lironocorrals located in Perch Lake. The accuracy of the models'
predictions declined towards the end of the one month experiments. Several
explanations for the deviations of the predictions from the observed nuclide
concentrations are currently being explored. Model predications are sensitive
to the magnitude of the diffusive flux and to the depth of the layer of bottom
sediments interacting with overlying water. Temporal variation in either of
these parameters could explain the difference between predicted and observed
values.

Furthermore, this simple model does not account for the apparent
heterogeneity of the labelling of suspended particles in the experimental
systems. A slightly more complex model that accounts for this effect is being
developed. These modifications may correct for the deviations from the observed
removal curve. Experiments to explore these effects will be performed this
summer.

Preliminary numerical experiments with the models indicate that the
prospects of predicting nuclide behaviour at different time scales with a single
model are good. The models will be fitted to the experimental data, and the
projections to a lake basin over a year will be compared with the Co budget
for Perch Lake.

Lake Contamination Model - P.J. Barry, E. Robertson

A frame-work for the model has been developed (PR-PHS-HS-2,
February 1987). Interactive user input includes lake area and depth, surface
flows, sediment load, sediment input, and depth of sub-surface input. Options
include: 1) therraocline formation as a function of lake size, mean wind speed
and Insolation, 2) mode of contaminant Input, and 3) seasonal variation in
flow.

Initial runs Indicate that seasonal changes in lake mixing are
unimportant for long-term modelling; they may however, prove more important for
some contaminants when seasonal biological effects are included. The model is
being applied to a BIOMOVS lake sedimentation scenario.

Sorptlon of Contaminants onto Particles - A.F. Vezina, N. Hopkins,
R.J. Cornett

Many nuclides rapidly absorb onto particles. Existing models of
particle sorptlon usually treat the population of particles as a single unit.
Several observations made during the experimental addition of isotopes to
Perch Lake suggest that more than 1 population of particles are present In the
lake water. We believe that our models of nuclide behaviour in surface waters
could be Improved significantly if the behaviour of both types of particleB were
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Incorporated Into the models. Preliminary experiments suggest that very small
particles suspended in the water absorb significantly higher concentrations of
activity than larger particles which are rapidly transported to the bottom
sediments. Further studies of the sources of these particles and their sorption
kinetics are required before our models of nuclide behaviour can be improved
further.

Bioayailability of Trace Contaminants - R.J. Cornett, u. Chant and
D". Evans (Trent University)

Three papers were presented at the Canadian Chemical Society Conference
on "Trace Element Speclation" held in Quebec City during June, 1987. These
papers investigated the utility of the sequential chemical extraction developed
by Tessier et al. (1979). This technique Is used to separate trace inorganic
contaminants from the solid matrix. The separation uses 5 progressively
stronger sequential leaching agents. From the distribution of trace
contaminants in different leachates, the strength of the chemical bonding and
the type of chemical bone ing can be categorized. Although the categories are
operational and quite broad they provide useful generalisations suitable for
environmental systems.

The papers presented highlighted four conclusions based upon the
analysis of a series of different nuclldes and trace metals in several
environmental systems. First from the addition of isotopes to Perch Lake and
Ottawa River experimental systems, we concluded that the short-term tracer
conditions result in a chemical fractionation similar to that when trace metals
are discharged through groundwater systems into surface waters. Most of the
trace metals were found in the oxide- and carbonate-bound extracts. The
distribution of trace metal discharged in a soluble form was found to be
significantly different from that of trace metals originating from erosion of
the soils and bedrock. Trace metals derived from these later sources were found
In the mineral fraction. The third general observation made in several
different systems was that trace metal partitioning changes after the trace
metal or nuclide Is put into freshwaters. In laboratory and field experiments,
we observe a change in chemical partitioning from easily-exchangeable fractions
to the fraction bound by organic and sulphide compounds. Finally these
experiments highlight the utility of using specific activities to identify which
chemical fraction is involved in geochemical processes. This technique will be
used by a graduate student enrolled at Trent University to identify fractions of
trace metals which are available for biological uptake.
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3 . 4 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT - CRITERIA, TECHNIQUES AND IMPLEMENTATION

3 . 4 . 1 INTRODUCTION

Environmental assessment requires a model of transport processes
linking a source emitted as a result of a given operation and some measure of
the impact on a sensitive receptor, usually in the form of a dose. The Branch
is devoting a greater proportion of its resources than previously to the
development of these models. The magnitude of that dose will be one of several
factors which may have to be considered when the acceptability of the given
operation is to be judged. Since different factors and different aspects of the
form of the calculated doses require different modelling strategies, It is
necessary to specify model output. To use the models it is necessary to
identify and quantity the transport processes of importance for a specified
operation and site and to be able to measure the parameters used in the
transport equations. Many of the field techniques and methods to obtain this
information in a form that can be used remain to be developed. For a waste
repository in a consolidated geologic formation (geosphere) a key step for the
modelling is the linkage between the consolidated formation and those parts of
the biosphere most readily accessible to humans. The receiving body in the
biosphere may be water in a lake or river or groundwater in an unconsolidated
geologic formation. This is a relatively new field of enquiry and little is
known about this linkage. Methods for both finding where such a linkage occurs
in practice and observing what happens are unknown.

3.4.2 ENVIRONMENTAL DISPERSION MODELLING

BIOMOVS - S-R. Gentner, P.J. Barry

As part of our effort in the international Biosphere Model Validation
jitudy, programs were written to model the movement of I and \-Cs through the
air-pasture-cow-milk system. Daily concentrations of I and 'Cs in the air
during the period of the Chernobyl accident were supplied for twelve locations
around the world. Additional information included rainfall, grazing time on
pasture, percentage of contaminated forage eaten by cows and percentage of
organic, elemental and particulate forms of Iodine.

The literature was reviewed for parameter values. Integrated values
for concentrations of * I in forage and milk were calculated for 6 months;
integrated values for concentrations of Cs in forage, milk and meat were
calculated for 1 year. After a comparison of these predictions with those of
others, a cow submodel was Introduced which, through the concept of body burden,
prevents the output in milk from falling immediately to zero upon the cow being
removed from pasture. Revisions are continuing: corrections to the original
data have been supplied and attempts are being made to bring results more in
line with what is actually measured at the 12 sites. Unfortunately, the task is
made more difficult by the fact that differences between these models and
measurements are not consistent.
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LEGGO - S-R. Gentner, P.J. Barry

The manual for LEGGO, a program for digital modelling, is being
revised* The coding has been improved to allow for greater flexibility and a
number of errors in the code have been found and corrected. Some limitations in
the usefulness of LEGGO have been uncovered during attempts to use it for some
of the BIOMQVS scenarios* Problems were encountered in atmospheric modelling of
WE; It appears that LEGGO is better suited to modelling closed systems like
lakes rather than open systems like the atmosphere. However, use of LEGGO to
model HT dispersion has not yet been discredited.

TRITIUM - S-R. Gentner, R.M, Brown

Using LEGGO, modelling of the conversion of HT to HTO in the
environment from the 1986 August experimental release of HT has been started.
Due to limitations in LEGGO, it is impossible to model dispersion of HT; hence
only conversion at 200 m distance from the source was modelled. Literature was
reviewed for parameter values. Undiagnosed problems with the model have
resulted in some nonsensical predictions and the model has been put aside
temporarily. When work on the model resumes, data from the HT release of
1987 June 10 may help in the evaluation of parameters.

Tritium (HTO) release data for Buildings 163, 250, 210, 468, and 150
have been entered in STACD4 up until 1987 June 10. The STACDX file series
stores on the mainframe all tritium data from the stack effluent monitoring
reports from 1980 January 02 to the present; in this format, tritium release
values are easily accessible for comparison with field measurements.

3.4.3 ASSESSMENT CRITERIA AND STANDARDS - R.V. Osborne

Following the Chernobyl reactor incident late in April 1986, a watching
brief has been maintained on the radionucllde distributions, radiation exposures
and counter-measures adopted over the globe as such information becomes
available. In company with the vast majority of other national nuclear agencies
we shall be participating in appraisals of scientific information that can be
gained from the observed dispersion of activity and in reviews of the
appropriateness and effectiveness of criteria used for turning on various
counter-measures•

3.4.4 FIELD STUDIES

Survey of Saline Springs on the Ontario Precambrian Shield -
D.R. Lee, S.J. Welch

Appearance of saline waters at the surface of the shield may be
significant to the CNFWMP because saline waters are known to exist at
hypothetical repository depths. From enquiries across Ontario, we have learned
that saline areas exist at Nipigon, Manitouwadge, Parry Sound and North Bay.
Two other possible areas are near Kitkland Lake and Geraldton. All of these are
being investigated and will later be used to determine: 1) possible general
patterns related to lithology, structure, or topography, 2) geochemical
relations with deep saline waters, and 3) the usefulness of existing methods
for locating saline groundwater discharge where it occurs on land or underwater.
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A collaborative study with C. Kamininl and G. McCrank of
AECL-Geological Survey of Canada was outlined in a meeting held in Ottawa 1987
June A. Initially this is a desk-top study using maps and airphotos. In
September a visit to selected field sites is planned. However, at the time of
this writing, it is not known whether funds will be available for work. A
detailed shallow coring project near Armstrong is on hold.

Modelling of Saline Groundwater Discharge Zones - G.L. Moltyaner,
D.R. Lee

A project was initiated to evaluate possible hydrogeologic controls and
observed patterns of salinity near mineral springs in northern Ontario using a
finite-element density-dependent code for groundwater flow. Our purpose is to
improve the understanding of hydrogeologic conditions that can lead to surface
emergence of saline water to guide the application of field methods.

Survey of Sediments of Surface Water in the Whiteshell Research Area
(WRA) - D.R. Lee, S.J. Welch

Sediment cores to depths of 3.5 m were obtained at 6 locations in
Lac du Bonnet proper, 1987 March 23-27. These samples will be used as reference
material for a temperature/conductivity survey of surface waters in the area,
planned for the 1987 field season. Members of the WRA working Group showed
general support for this program at a meeting held 1987 April 15, with a
specific recommendation that sediment surveys will be conducted on a major
subhorizontal fracture zone that may have a surface expression in the Lee River
downgradient of the URL.

Equipment has been designed, built and tested for a 20 to 30 day survey
of Lac du Bonnet and area surface waters. Current work has focussed on
determining the sensitivity of the sediment probe to riverbed conditions of
temperature and electrical conductance.

Uranium Series Disequilibrium in a Saline Discharge Located in the
Nipigon Basin - G.M. Milton

A detailed analysis of water from the saline spring referred to in
PR-PHS-HS-2 - 3.4.A, has been carried out on larger samples collected in
1986 December. The data obtained are being evaluated in the context of similar
studies of saline discharges elsewhere()(Table 3.A.AA). Some of the principal
points of interest are:

1. The Nioigon water contains very high levels of dissolved radium,
with a much larger Ra excess over Ra than that observed in the other 2
studies. 226Ra/228Ra ratios » 1 are to be expected in regions where average
concentrations of U and Th prevail in the host rock.

2. Radon-222 in approximate secular equilibrium with 226Ra might be
expected in regions of high leach rates. However a build-up of radium, similar
to that observed on the surfaces of the clay particles in the sediment overlying
bedrock at the spring, may exist on fracture surfaces close to the discharge
point, allowing unexpectedly high radon activity to be present in solution.
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Sampling
Sice

West Australia
Seeps

Falo Duro
Basin, Texas

Nlpigon Basin,
Spring

Nlpigon Surface
Water

HNO3 Leach of
Clay at Spring

Total Dissolution,
Clay

U conc'n
(dpni-ir1)

4.7-16

0.037

4.2

0.78

(dpm«g )
1.5

2.1

U234
U23B"

n.d

1.30

2.60+.01

1.471.04

1.5O±.O1

1.551.32

Th conc'n
(dpm'L"1)

• - -

.005

Tb230
U238

• ' —

0.27

0.03

0.15

0.66

Th228
Th23C

12.0

=10

2 2 6Ba
(dprn-IT1)

=300

=(240

6000

0.93

Ba228
15228

—

71

=100

Ba226
Ba228

.34-.13

26

33

Ba224
Ha226

=1.0

=1.0

n.d

Kn222
Ia226"

n.d

3.1

1.60

370

Ba226

vzSS~
75-100

65C0

2200

1.2

81
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3. In contrast to the Texas brine, a retardation factor of =100 is
observed for both Th and Th relative to their immediate parents, 22BRa and

U respectively, despite the enormous difference In half-lives. Uo_ thorium
isotopes were detected in the Australian study.

4. Not shown in Table 3.4.4A is the extreme variability in major and
minor elemental concentrations observed in these waters over a one week sampling
period (as much as a factor of 4 between sample containers). The cause of the
phenomenon has not yet been determined. No significant fluctuations in isotopic
ratios have been observed.

5. The reduction in the 226Ra/238U activity ratio from water (=2200)
to sediment surface (=80) may reflect the higher adsorptive capacity of clays
for uranium, or more probably it indicates that the sedimentary activity ratio
is not a true value for adsorbed material only. The differing 23*U/233U
activity ratios on sediments and in the co-existing water supports the
contention that most of the uranium recovered in this leach was actually derived
from the crystalline matrix minerals.

Analyses, currently in progress, of whole rock and fracture surface
minerals, both from the short core drilled in the centre of the discharge,
should assist in testing the conclusions reached to date. In addition, these
results will be used in conjunction with analyses of a wider suite of I) and Th
series nuclides in future water samples to develop a model of site-specific
adsorption-desorption rate constants and retardation factors similar to those
attempted elsewhere.

Reference

C1) Dickson, B.L. (1985), Radium Isotopes in Saline Seepages, Southwestern
Yllgara, Western Australia, Geochim et Comochim. Acta 49, 361-368.

Site Capacity Study for Shallow Land Burial - K.J. Inch, R.W.D. Killey,
J.H. Munch

The preliminary evaluations of five potential sites for waste disposal
facilities have been completed for the Waste Management Technology Division
(WMTD). The five sites include Area D, a Mattawa Road site, the sand pit south
of Area C, the Lake 233-Twin Lake area and a dune ridge northwest of Twin Lake
(Figure 3.2).

Field work, including drilling, coring, and piezometer installation has
been completed. Grain size determinations were completed and summary files of
the data were created. Water level fluctuations are being routinely measured.
Groundwater monitoring details were compiled on disks.

The figures for Area D and the Mattawa Road site include a base map, a
map of borehole locations, plezometric heads, and geologic cross sections. The
remaining three areas also include maps showing the basal contours of the sand
aquifer.

A draft report assessing the potential of these five areas is in
preparation.
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Tritium In Perch Lake Streams - B.A. Risto, R.J. Cornett

Tritium is discharged into the Perch Lake catchment from several waste
management areas. The tritium flows with the groundwater, entering the streams
via several springs. Tritium concentrations in the streams show strong seasonal
cycling. The observed changes in concentration are different from the
predictions of quantitative models of groundwater and streamflow generation.
Tritium concentrations increase during periods of high flow such as spring
runoff. The changes in concentration appear to be consistent with those being
different sources of groundwater entering the different surface streams and a
significant amount of winter storage of tritiated water near groundwater
discharge points*

To investigate this hypothesis, we have examined several locations
within the Perch Lake basin for discharge of tritium and storage of tritium
through the spring period of 1987. Results of this work suggest:

1) Tritium is stored within the snow pack at several locations
throughout the basin. Tritium concentrations measured in the snow pack were
often several hundred times greater than those expected from atmospheric inputs
alone. ^

2) Tritium inputs into the streams can be accounted for by discharges
from several different springs in different areas of the stream system.

3) Discharge of tritium stored within the shallow groundwaters and
snow pack during the spring melt results in an increase in tritium concentration
in the streams.

4) The timing of tritium discharge from different groundwater
springs is quite different. As a result pulses in tritium concentration are
observed at several points along the stream channel and these display
significant temporal variability.

These observations will be included in the tritium mass balance for the
Perch Lake basin and a simple quantitative model will be tested.

3.5 ANALYSIS AND MONITORING

3.5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Branch provides a broad range of routine analytical and monitoring
services in support of other programs a) within the Branch, b) with Branch
collaborations in external agencies, and c) for other programs within CRNL.
The methods, techniques and facilities in use are continually being developed
and expanded to meet changing demands.
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3.5.2 INSTRUMENTS, METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Development of Software In Support of the Nuclear Data 6700 Data
Agulsltlon System - E.L. Cooper, T.A. Clouthler, J.F. Mattle

The main emphasis this spring has been on the software to access the
various counters connected to a Microcomputer designed by J. Beattie. The
software package designed for the ND 6700 Is menu driven allowing the user easy
access to the counters controlled by the micro. The Intention of the software
Is to allow the user to initialize counters, receive data from the counters and
store the data on disk with the appropriate header Information and finally to
allow the user to perform various calculations on the accumulated data.

At the present time the software allows the user to initiate both
manual and automatic counters controlled by the micro. The entire file
structure for the sample header information and actual data has been designed
and for the most part implemented. The software allows the user to create and
make modifications to the sample header files. The initial testing of the
software for receiving and storing data from the micro has been completed,
leaving only the user interface to be implemented.

Electronic Instrumentation - W.J. Beattie

Work has continued on two main projects: a multi-channel analyzer
system based on the STD bus for soil moisture and fluid flow measurements and a
miniature radiotelemetry system for the measurement and recording of water level
and flow data from observation wells.

Multi-channel analyzer system: A two-channel amplifier and discriminator board
has been fabricated and tested. The discriminator levels are generated by D/A
converters and are programmable. A circuit board containing digital logic and
two pulse counters has been designed, fabricated and tested. The counter board
is intended for use with the amplifier board to provide a two channel counting
system. Additional circuit boards could be added to provide more channels. A
spectrum stabilizer circuit has been designed to compensate for probe drift due
to temperature. Layout of the circuit board has been delayed because of
problems with the AES system in Building 600.

Miniature radiotelemetry system: One transmitter and associated logic circuit
board have been packaged and tested. The input logic circuit converts the
0-10 V analog input into a pulse train; the time interval between pulses is
directly proportional to the amplitude of the input signal. The received pulses
are connected to a microprocessor-based time interval measuring system and the
amplitude of the input signed is thus determined. Programming of the
microprocessor system has been completed and is currently being tested.

Analytical Quality Assurance - J.M. Judd, P.C. Jay

Participation in interlaboratory comparison studies as a means of
ensuring the quality of our analytical methods has been continued. Studies L12
and L14 showed our data to have high precision and CRNL ranked with the top 5
laboratories of the 46 laboratories participating in the study. Samples from
L15 study have been analysed and the results reported to the Natural Waste
Research Institute, Burlington, Ontario for comparison with the other
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participating labs. In addition to the LI5 study, the Quality Assurance Office
at the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Laboratory Services Branch asked
CRNL to participate in a pH round robin• This involved the pH analyses of 16
samples comprised of 4 types (H5 study) and dilutions thereof. The samples
arrived in sealed ampoules, which when opened, were measured for pH immediately*

Analytical Instrumentation - P.C. Jay

Routine analyses of surface and groundwater samples has continued*
More than 1500 samples from snowmelt, soil cores, lined and unlined plots, and
multi-level samplers were analysed for pH and the major anions. Analyses have
begun on the same samples for monovalent cations. This work la being done in
conjunction with the study on infiltration processes and snowmelt which
characterizes the spatial variability of concentrations and water equivalent in
snow ceres and spring melt water.

Determination of 226Ra in Natural Waters and in High Calcium Leachates
E.L. Cooper, J.F. Mattie

Development work has been completed on a method for measuring 226Ra In
natural waters and leachate samples. The 226Ra in 1 L samples is concentrated
by copreclpitation with BaSOi*. The BaSOi, is then redissolved in alkaline EDTA
and transferred to a scintillation vial containing 5 mL of toluene-based
scintillator. After Rn has been allowed to grow in to equilibrium, it is
extracted into the toluene and counted in equilibrium with its daughters by
liquid scintillator counting. Barium-133 is used to determine the yield.

The radiochemical procedure had been developed earlier, but the optimum
conditions for counting have onlv been established recently. Earlier work by
G.M. Milton had indicated that 113Ba interfered with the counting of 22°Rn and
its daughters if a wide counting window was used. However, by raising the lower
level discriminator it was possible to eliminate the interference
substantially. In order to study the shape of the spectra, a liquid
scintillation spectrometer was set up by connecting the linear output of a
manual liquid scintillation counter (Nuclear Enterprises LSC-2) to a
multichannel analyzer. This system was used to count a variety of spiked
standards and samples. The results allowed us to optimize the window settings
so that the efficiency and count rate stability were maximized and the
interference from Ba was eliminated. The requirements for quench correction
were also determined.

The information gained from the spectrometer was used to program a
Beckman LS-75OO. The standards and spiked samples were then counted on this
automatic ^•«"-»> The method was found to give good yields (65 to 85%) and the
agreement wj.cn Cue amount of Z26Ra added to the spiked samples was good.

This method for determining Ra has a number of advantages over
traditional methods. Mo special equipment is required and the counting can be
done with commonly available liquid scintillation counters. The method can also
handle up to about 10 g»L of calcium which interferes with most methods of
determining Ra.
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The Ra method, along with methods for determining Rn in natural
waters (developed by R.M. Brown) was presented at the Conference of the
Low-Level Techniques Group of the International Committee for Radlonuclide
Meteorology which was held in June. The methods will also be published in the
conference proceedings.

The Determination of Low Levels of Iodine in Natural Waters -
G.M. Milton

An analytical procedure developed by Wllkins and Stewart(*) for the
determination of I in environmental materials has been modified to permit
simultaneous determination of radioiodine (either I or I) and stable
iodine, without the need for neutron activation analysis. Either of the two
forms (stable or radioactive) may be used to measure the recovery of the other.

Briefly the method consists of iodide adsorption on anion exchange
resin, elutlon with NaCl, extraction of 12 into CCI4, and back extraction into
Na2S205. The specific ion electrode used to measure stable iodide in these
solutions shows a linear response to <0.1 ppm. However, rapidly decreasing
recoveries following the CCI4 extraction step were observed at I~ concentrations
<5 ppm. Consequently 10-20 ppm have been added routinely to all samples in
which radioiodine activities were to be determined.

The relative proportion of I" and 103" species in solution can also be
measured by a simple extension of the procedure, by eliminating the
oxidation-reduction step. Since however, the rapid complexation of trace levels
of I™ (<10 M) by organics present in natural waters has been well
documented, and if the oxidation-reduction step is to be omitted, it is
necessary to destroy these complex forms by another method prior to passage of
the solution through Dowex 1. The addition of OH" ion to pHIO one hour prior to
separation serves this purpose.

The method developed above has been successfully applied to the
measurement of the removal of I from the water column in lake enclosure
experiments and its subsequent release from the sediments over a 55 day
interval.

A variation of the method has been applied to the measurement of low
levels of stable iodine in saline waters, using 125I as a yield monitor. Since
the linearity of response of the electrode is somewhat reduced at the salinities
encountered (electrical conductivity » 20.000 (jS.cm ), it has been necessary to
distill 12 into a solution of Na2S2Os prior to measurement. (Column
pre-concentration would necessitate that the sample size was adequate to provide
the 5ppm required for satisfactory CCI14 extraction.) Poor distillation
recoveries (<25%) have so far reduced the potential limits of detection of this
measurement•

Reference

(X) Wilkins, B.T. and S.P. Stewart (1982)
Int. J. Rad., Isot. 33 1385-1388
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Bydrogeoloeic Methods Development - J.H. Munch

The American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) is currently seeking
to establish standard methods for a wide range of techniques required in
groundwater contaminant transport studies. In January a paper on methods for
the collection of soil samples was presented to a meeting called by the
Groundwater Monitoring Standards Development Committee. Involvement will be
continued as a reviewer for the Monitoring, Well Drilling, and Soil Sampling
Task Group.

3.5.3 SITE MONITORING

Gamma Exposure Rates in Public Areas near CRNL - A.E. Docherty,
P.C. Beaulleu, T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Thermoluminescence dosimeters placed at the perimeter of the CRNL
exclusion area (see Figure 3.2) and beyond, are used to measure quarterly
exposures that are the sum of contributions from CRNL and natural gamma
radiation. The exposure rates averaged over the fourth quarter 1986, the first
quarter 1937 and the last two calendar years are given in Table 3.5.3A.
Station 19, 4 km east of the Plant Stack, on the Quebec shore of the Ottawa
River was established in July 1986 and in October 1986 additional stations were
set up to provide more extensive monitoring outside CRNL property. Results from
these stations are now included.

Gamma Exposure Rates at CRNL - A.E. Docherty, P.C. Beaulleu,
T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Indoor (shielded) and outdoor (unshielded) gamma ray exposure rates
within the CRNL exclusion area are given in Table 3.5.3B.

Stations 17 and 18 were introduced in the first quarter of 1986 as part
of the monitoring coverage for the NRU heat recovery program.
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Table 3.5.3A Gamma Exposure Rates In Public Areas

Location

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

132 Quebec, CRNL

197 Quebec, Oiseau

20 Gutzman Kd. Petawawa

21 Portage Rd. Petawawa

22 Lloyd Dr. Pembroke

23" Ft . Will iam

24 Deep River Hydro

25 2 Quebec, Schyan

Harrington Bay3

Deep River

Fourth Quarter
1986

6.0

5.5

4.1

6.8

4.3

5.1

4.3

6.4

First Quarter
1987

5.0

3.4

2.1

4.5

1.5

4.5

4.5

4.0

—

1985
Average

10.5

5.8

5.3

6.5

4.9

5.6

5.9

8.1

5.5

1986
Average

7.1

4,8

3.9

b.O

4.2

4.8

4.6

6.8

9.2

5.2

5.2

6.0

5.2

4.3

6.0

7.7

2.9

2.9

2.5

1.5

2.0

4.9

3.0

7.5

6.1

6.3

6.3

Natural background (excluding cosmic radiation) and airborne contamination from
CRNL.

''These TLD locations are across the river from CRNL and are not accessible for
much of the year. Thus the TLD's are changed less frequently and the exposure
periods do not correspond to those of the other TLD locations.

3Harrington Bay, P.Q., 9 km south east from plant stack.

''Fort William, P.Q., 11 km south east from plant stack.

*1 R *> 2.58 x 10- 4 C.kg-1.
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Table 3.5.3B Gamma Exposure Bates1 within the CRNL Exclusion Area

1985
Average

29.

12.

12.

10.

9

2

3

4

1986
Average

17.

9.

8.

10,

8.

7

.9

.6

.0

.5

Location Fourth Quarter First Quarter
1986 1987

9 - see Fig. 3.2 13,6 21.6

10 - First floor office, 8.5 9,5
Building 513

11 - see Fig. 3.2 7.7 8,0

16 - Office in CRNL cafeteria 9.9 9.5

17 - Bldg. 400 & 401 steam 9,5 6.5
condensate

18 - Bldg. 400 basement 9.9 9.5 - 9.9

"Sum of gamma natural background (excluding cosmic radiation) and airborne
contamination from CRNL.

*1 R « 2.58 x 10-** C.kg"1.

Radionuclldea lo Precipitation and the Ottawa River - A.E. Docherty,
P.O. Beaulieu, T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

Precipitation samples collected at Deep River were analyzed
radiochemically for Sr and spectrometrlcally for 1 Cs and ether
gamma-emitters. Monthly composite samples of water from the Ottawa River,
collected at Rolphton, Seep River, Pembroke and CRNL, were also analyzed for
gamma-emitting nuclides, tritium and Sr. The results for Sr and

Cs concentrations in the Ottawa River at Pembroke, Deep River and Rolphton
are shown in Figures 3.5.3A and 3.5.3B.

Radionuclidea in Liquid Effluents - A.E.Docherty, P.C. Beaulieu,
T.J. O'Kane, W.M. Hartwick

At CRNL, three liquid effluent streams discharge radionuclides to the
Ottawa River from the Inner Area. They are the Process and Sanitary Sewers plus
the 04 Storm Sewer combined with 04A seepage, Kach of these is sampled
regularly and analyzed for individual nuclides. Perch Creek and Duke Stream are
&iso sampled regularly. The former drains Perch Lake, Waste Management Areas A
and B, then flows into the Ottawa River. The latter drains Waste Management
Area C and flows into Maskinonge Lake.

The mean daily releases from the Process Sewer are given in Table
3.5.3C for the fourth quarter of 1986 and the first quarter of 1987. Most of
the radionuclides are measured by gamma-ray spectrometry. Other releases are
shown in Figure 3.5.3B. The daily releases have been calculated from the
measured flow rates and radionuclide concentrations in individual streams.
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FIGURE 3.5.3A: Monthly Average Concentration of Cesium-137 and
Strcntium-90 in the Ottawa River at Rolphton,
Deep River and Pembroke during 1986.

* Health and Welfare Canada's recommended target concentrations for
Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 in drinking water are 5 x 10 Bq-m and
1 x 10 Bq'm , respectively. The target concentrations have been
derived to correspond to 0.1% of the ICRP recommended annual
occupational dose-equivalent for continuous exposure.
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FIGURE 3.5.3B: Monthly Average Concentration of Cesium-137 tad
Strontium-90 in the Ottawa River at Rolphton,
Deep River and Pembroke during 1987.

* Health and Welfare Canada's recommended target concentrations for
Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 in drinking water are 5 x 10 Bq'ta and
1 x 10 Bq'm3, respectively. The target concentrations have been
derived to correspond to 0.1% of the ICRP recommended annual
occupational dose-equivalent for continuous exposure.
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Table 3.5.3C Mean Daily Releases from the Process Sewer

Radlonuclides

90Sr

137Cs

^"ce
l06Ru

l-°Ba
13lj

2 3 9N t

95Zr

5V
"6Sc

59Fe

65Zn

60Co

Fourth
MBq/d*

6

230

61

49

140

120

150

98

74

57

22

91

51

Quarter 1986
% of DRL**

1.3x10""

7.7x10-2

2.7x10-"

2.6x10""

8.8xl0"5

2.7x10"3

1.5xlO"5

4.8xl0"5

6.9x10"5

4.2x10"5

2.1x10"5

3.0x10"3

3.6x10"3

First Quarter 1987
MBq/d* % of DM**

4

150

57

38

120

69

80

90

51

32

12

65

43

8.6x10-5

5.1x10-2

2.5X1Q-1*

1.7X10-1*

7.6x10"5

1.5xlO~3

8.QX10-1*

4.4x10-5

4.8x10"5

2.4x10"5

1.2xlO~5

2.1x10"3

3.0x10"3

*Release figures rounded to two significant digits. (1 MBq = 2 7 |£i).
**Derived Release Limit* The percent of DRL figures have been calculated

from the DRL values given in AECL-7243.
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NOMINAL $ »Sr
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J F H A N J J A S O N O

soo -

J F M A M J J A S O N D

m »oPu
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MBq/d
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2000

kBq/d

1000

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

FIGURE 3.5.3C Daily Releases of Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents. 1986
1 Bq = 27
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NOMINAL 0 »Sr

GBq/d

30 r

20

ID

i

300 p-

200

MBq/d

100

I I I I I I I

1500

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

1000

MBq/d

SOO

n

1500 i -

1000

MBq/d

SOO

i i i i i i i i

J F M A M J J A S O N D

01,

J F M A M J J A S O N D

MBq/d

3000 r

2000

1000

3000 , -

2000

kBq/d

1000

I i I I i i l l

J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D

FIGURE 3.5.3D Daily Releases of Radionuclides in Liquid Effluents. 1987
1 Bq = 27 uCi
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Plutonium discharges are expressed in terms of activity per day rather than mass
per day. Since we do not distinguish Pu from Fu and the two isotopes have
different half'lives, the values for plutonium therefore represent z * % plus
2 P«. Pot comparison with previous release rates the conversion factor is
1 mCi (37 MBq) => 16.3 mg for 239Pu,

The tritium concentrations, determined by liquid scintillation
counting, are summarized in Tables 3.5.31) and 3.5.3E, together with the
activities released during the fourth quarter of 1986 and the first quarter of
1987.

These surveys of liquid effluents have shown that in all cases the
radioactivity released either directly or indirectly to the Ottawa River has
been leas than 1% of the Derived Release Limit (DRL).

Radionuclides in Surface Water - A.E. Docherty, P.C. tieaulieu,
T.J. Q'Kiue, W.M. Hartuick

Weekly samples and flow readings were taken at weirs on the surface
streams carrying contaminated seepage water from the Waste Management Areas into
Perch and Maskinonge Lakes (see Figure 3.2). Most samples were combined and
analyzed monthly for Tl as well as quarterly for gamma-emitting radionuclides
and Sr. Strontium-90, Co and Ti remain the main contaminants in the
Perch Lake basin.

NRU Heat Recovery System - A.E. Docherty, P.C. tteaulieu, T.J. O'Kane>
W.M. Hartwick

For the 34 days operation of the system in the early part of 1987, flow
proportional samples of the effluent were analysed for tritium, total beta and
gross alpha* There was no indication of any contamination in the system.

Determination of Iodine-125 in the Process Effluent - P.C. Beaulieu,
A.E. Docherty

A method, modified by G.M. Milton, was successfully applied in
estimating iodine-125 after notification by the Chalk River Environmental
Authority of a release to the process sewer. A mean value of 16.0 MBq/d
(2.6xl0~*% of the URL) was determined for the week in which the incident took
place and subsequent levels of iodine-125, monitored in the sewer during
decontamination of the lower header room in Building 100, gave a total release
of 888 MBq (4.7xlO-4% of the DRL) over a four week period.
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Table 3.5.3D Tritium In Streams in the Exclusion Area
Fourth Quarter 1986

Process Sewer

Sanitary Sewer

04 Storm Sewer
(plus 04A)

Perch Creek Weir

Duke Stream

Concentration
MBq/m

8.4

1.0

5.1

16.5

339

Quarterly Release
GBq

9.2x10**

46

1.4xl03

4.2x103

6.4x103

Percent of
DRL*

l.QxlQ-1

5.2x10"5

1.6x10-3

4.8x10"3

7.3x10"3

Table 3.5.3E Tritium in Streams ln the Exclusion Area
First Quarter 1987

Process Sewer

Sanitary Sewer

04 Storm Sewer
(plus 04A)

Perch Creek Weir

Duke Stream

Concentration
MBq/m3

2.0

0.6

8.5

14.4

392

Quarterly Release
GBq

1.8X101*

22

7.4x10"2

3.2xlO3

5.1xlO3

Percent of
DRL*

2.1x10-2

2.5x10"5

8.4x10"

3.6x10"3

5.8x10"3

Duke Stream discharges into Masklnonge Lake; all other streams flow directly
to the Ottawa River.

*DRL = Derived Release Limit. DRL values have been calculated from the
DRL's given in AECL-7243.

1 MBq = 27 uCi, 1 GBq - 27 mCi.
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Streamflow Measurements on the CRNL Site - R.W.D. Killey, W.J. Beattie,
J.H. Munch

Construction of (and power supplies to) the weir on Lower Bass Creek
were completed in 1987 March. Components for water level measurements and
electronic data recording were also received in March, and a prototype system
was assembled. Following testing and calibration, the measurement equipment was
installed at Lower Baas Creek in mid-April. Persistent problems that developed
late that month were traced to a faulty pressure transducer, and after
replacement the system functioned well until damaged by lightning in early
June* Replacement parts are on order, and better insolation of the equipment
from future lightning damage has been undertaken.

Available data on flows from Maskinonge Lake have been compiled, and a
series of possible gauging structures have been reviewed for suitability at the
Maskinonge Lake outlet. The composite weir designed for use in the Perch Lake
basin appears to have adequate carrying capacity, and offers the best resolution
of low flows of any suitable structure for which calibration is available.
Unfortunately, the use of a weir requires that the downstream face be above
water at all times. This requires a dam about 60 cm higher than that initially
proposed by Mechanical Services Branch, CRNL and they feel that for such a
structure (maximum height approx. 1.5 m) plant design should prepare detailed
specifications and drawings. We are currently evaluating an alternate site for
a gauging structure and the possibility of using an earth dam. An access road
to the area has been completed.

In May, the Water Survey Branch of Environment Canada's Inland Waters
Directorate informed us that, as a result of funding cut-backs, they will no
longer be able to service 7 of the 8 gauging stations in Perch Lake basin for
which they had previously supplied flow data. This took effect at the beginning
of June. They are willing to leave the recording equipment in place for the
time being, but will only abstract the charts on a commercial basis. Site
monitoring obligations require flow data on all streams draining waste
management areas; we are currently reviewing our options, which are:
continuation of flow measurement by Water Survey on a commercial basis, in-house
flow measurements using existing, analogue, recorders, and in-house measurements
with electronic data collection. In-house data analysis and compilation using
electronic recorders is the approach currently favoured; we will make a final
decision after accruing a little more experience with the system installed at
Lower Bass Creek.

Two dilution gauging measurements of streamflow on Lower Bass Creek
were performed in June for weir calibration purposes. Additional dilution
gauging measurements will be made on a number of site streams in the next half
to check calibrations on other weirs and to provide design data for some
currently ungauged streams.
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Tritium Migration from the Liquid Dispersal Area - R.W.D. Killey,
T. Dinesen

For the past 5 years we have undertaken annual surveys of the
distribution of tritium in the groundwater flow system between Reactor Pit #2
and Perch Lake. This work is in part to supply data for the site monitoring
program and In part to collected information on groundwater flow
characteristics. These data will also be used in a model of the overall tritium
budget of the lower Perch Lake basin. Collections and analysis of the 800-odd
samples is nearing completion, and work on data compilations and inventory
calculations is beginning.

CRNL Climatological Report - P.C. Jay

Monthly meteorological data including maximum and minimum temperatures
and precipitation are sent to the Atmospheric Environment Service in Toronto in
cooperation with other network stations across Canada.

1987 January and March were two of the mildest on record (24 years)
with a total heating degree-days of 838.3 and 549-3 respectively. There were 2
years when the total degree-days for January were lower than 1987; January 1963,
at 793.3 and January 1967 at 828. Also there were only 2 years when the total
degree-days for March were lower than 1987; 1973 at 520.3 and 1977 at 532.5.

Hydrologlc Data at Perch Lake - P.C Jay

The stream gauging weirs in the Perch Lake system are routinely
surveyed and water levels are taken manually twice a week and correlated with
the recorder charts at each weir. These recorder charts are sent to Water
Survey of Canada (Environment Canada) for integration and estimation of flows
for all weirs. All heaters at the rivers were turned off for the summer.

Water Budget Analysis - P.C. Jay

Tritium analyses of bi-weekly water samples from Perch Lake Outlet,
Perch Creek weir, Main Stream, East Swamp Stream and No. 1 and No. 2 inlets were
continued up to the end of 1987 May. The monitoring of these streams is for the
estimation of tritium fluxes into Perch Lake and eventually into the
Otcawa River.

3.5.4 MONITORING IN ASSOCIATION WITH OUTSIDE AGENCIES

Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network (CAPMON) -
D.P. Wildsmith

Since the summer of 1978 CRNL has been operating a monitoring site for
CAPMON. The objective of the network is to determine the temporal and spatial
variations of the concentrations and deposition of ionic constituents of
precipitation across Canada. The chemical composition of precipitation is an
indicator of changes in atmospheric composition since precipitation acts as a
scavenging agent for many substances (both solid and gaseous) in the
atmosphere. The primary constituents and/or indicators being investigated are:
sulphates (S04~), nitrogen compounds (N03~, NH^"), chloride (Cl~), metal ions
(Na+, K+, Ca"1^, Mg"1"1"), pH and electrical conductivity.
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In December 1983, at the request of the then Environment Minister,
Charles Caccia, five of the CAPMON monitoring sites were asked to cooperate in
providing precipitation pH values, to be correlated with air-mass movements and
Issued as a weekly Acid Rain Report to the news media.

CRNL is one of the reporting sites and Table 3.5.4A lists the
precipitation events and pH values for the period 1987 January 01 to June 30.
During this period there have been 59, pH measureable, precipitation events
having a mean pH of 4.14. This compares with a total of 63 precipitation events
having a mean pH of 4.37 for the same period in 1986. The total precipitation
amounts for these two periods were 379.9 mm and 403 mm, respectively.



Table 3.5.4A Precipitation Events pti.
1987

Day

January

Amount
(mm)

pH

February

Amount
(mm)

pH

March

Amount
(mm)

pH

April

Amount
(mm)

PH

May

Amount
(mm)

PH

June

Amount
(mm)

pH

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

1.2

1.0
0.4
1.4
0.6

0.2

0.6

8.0

4.13

29
80
03

3.85

3 . 2
3.4

0 . 2
0 . 1
3.4

4
4

4

. 4 1

.45

*
*
. 36

3.79

4.08

6.7
1.2

1.2
3.1
8.4
8.2
1.2

3.85
4.05

4.47
4.22
4.31
4.70
4.58

1.2 4.22

3.6 4.60

14.4
1.6
0.2

4.50
4.20

0.3
1.7

6.9
1.0

*

3.75

4.59
3.86

8.0 3.65

6 .4
1.0
0 . 8

4 . 2
35.2
14.0

3.94
3.84
3.52

3.81
4.35
4.88

18 .
1 .

1 1 .

4
6
62

4.00
4.27
4.44

1.9
1.4

1.4
4.0

6.4

13.6

0.8
7.0

5.32
5.49

4.4 4.34

9.8 3.87

3.96
3.78

7.6 3.76
13.8 4.03
2.8 3.91

3.88

4.04

4.27
4.26

2.8 3.66
0.6 *
7.0 3.84

1.2 3.98

2.0 *
15.4 4.32
1.4 *

10.0 3.76
0.4 *

1.0 3.90

0.6 3.60

14.0 3.65
23.8 4.29
4.8 4.34
4.6 4.15
29.8 4.05

Total
Mean pH

23.7 34.8 77.8 49.5 74.9
4.12 4.33 4.13 4.08 4.22

119.2
3.9b

Total precipitation 379.9 mm
Mean preclp (monthly) 63.3 mm
Mean pll 4.14
* insufficient crecip. for pH reading
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3.6 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

3.6.1 PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS

Cornett, R.J. and F.H. Rigler. Vertical transport of oxygen into the
hypoliranlon of lakes. Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 44_ (1987) 852-858.

Cornett, R.J. and F.H- Rigler. Decomposition of seston in the hypolimnion.
Can. J. Fish. Aquat. Sci. 44 (1987) 146-151.

Inch, K.J. and R.W.D. Killey. Surface area and radionuclide sorption in
contaminated aquifers. Water Pollution Research Journal 22_ (1987),
85-98.

Hailhot, H., R,H. Peters and R.J. Cornett. A regression analysis of cesium
bioaccumulation by aquatic animals. Verh. Int. Verehin, liamol. (in
press).

McMahon, J.W., A.E. Docherty, J.M.A. Judd and S-R. Gentner. Determination of
ultra trace amounts of cobalt in fish by graphite furnace zeeman effect
atomic absorption spectrometry. Int. J. Environ. Anal. Chera. _24_
(1986) 297-303.

Milton, G.M. and R.M. Brown. Uranium series dating of calcite coatings in
groundwater flow systems of the Canadian Shield. Chem. Geol. (Isot.
Geosci.) j>5 (1987) 57-65.

Milton, G.M. and R.M. Brown. Adsorption of uranium from groundwater by common
fracture secondary minerals. Can. J. Earth Sci. ̂ 4 (1987).

Milton, G.M. and R.M. Brown. Uranium series dating of calcite coatings in
groundwater flow systems of the Canadian Shield. Chem. Geol. (Isot.
Geosci.) 65 57-65.

3.6.2 REPORTS

Brown, R.M., G.L. Ogram, F.S. Spencer. Field studies of HT oxidation and
dispersion in the environment. I. The 1986 August Experiment at
Chalk River. Report No. CFFTP-G-87004.

Cornett, R.J., B.A. Risto and L. Chant. Kinetics of As and Ni in sediments in
Moira Lake. National Uranium Tailings Program Report DSS-23317-6-1736.

Munch, J.H. Design and operation of a cohesionlesa soil sampler. Americal
Society for Testing and Materials, Seminar on Standards Development for
Ground Water Monitoring, Tampa, Florida, 1987 January 22-23.
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3,6-3 CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS

Chant, L-, R.J. Cocnett and B.A. Risto, Measuring contaminant sedimentation and
remobilization using Hmnocorrals. International Society of
Umnologists, Hamilton, New Zealand, 1987 February 11-15.

Cornett, R.J. Remobilization of trace contaminants from lake sediments. Fourth
Int. Symposium on the Interaction between Sediments and Waters, Int.
Assoc. of Sediment Water Science, Melbourne, Australia,
1987 February 17-21.

Cornett, R.J. and R.D. Evans. Trace metal diagenesis and chemical fractionation
In lake sediments. Int. Trace Metal Speciation Symposium, Quebec City,
1987 June 7-11.

Cornett, R.J. and F. Marcantonio. Chemical speciation of trace elements
transported between water and sediments. Int. Trace Metal Speciation
Symposium, Quebec City, 1987 June 7-11.

Cornett, R.J., D. Evans and D. Andrews. Identifying biologically available
trace elements using specific activity. Int. Trace Metal Speciation
Symposium, Quebec City, 1987 June 7-11.

Lee, D.R. and R.J. Cornett. Continuous measures of sediment heterogeneity using
a sediment drag. Fourth Int. Symposium on the Interaction between
Sediments and Water. Int. Assoc. of Sediment Water Science, Melbourne,
Australia, 1987 February 17-21.

Lee, D.R. and R.J. Cornett. Measures of sediment heterogeneity using a towed
probe. American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, Madison,
Wisconsin, 1987 June 15-18.

Mailhot, H., R.H. Peters and R.J. Cornett. A regression analysis of cesium
bioaccumulation by aquatic animals. Int. Society of Limnologists,
Hamilton, New Zealand, 1987 February 11-15.

Milton, G.M., E.D. Earle and R.V.E. Deal. Analysis of acrylic components for
traces of Th and U. Poster Session, C.A.P. Congress, Toronto, Ontario,
1987 June 15-17.

Risto, B.A., R.J. Cornett and L. Chant. Resuspension of sediments and
contaminants in a small shield lake. Int. Symp. on the Interaction
between Sediments and Water. Int. Assoc. of Sediment Water Science,
Melbourne, Australia, 1987 February 17-21.
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3.6.A LECTURES

Brown, R.M. Tritium in the environment. CFFTP Tritium Safe Handling Course,
CRNL, 1987 May 6.

Lee, D.R. Mooselicks: groundwater movement through the Shield to surface.
Hydrogeology seminar, University of Waterloo, 1987 January 20.

Lee, D.R. Environmental research. Science teachers tour, CRNL, 1987 April 3.

Osborne, R.V. Research in Health Sciences at Chalk River. Summer student
lecture, CRNL, 1987 June 24.

Osborne, R.V. Environmental research at CRNL. Governor General's Study Tour,
CRNL, 1987 June 2.

Osborne, R.V. Chernobyl and the future of nuclear power in Canada, Futurescope
'87, Centennial High School, Belleville, Ontario, 1987 April 6.

Osborne, R.V. Principles of radiation protection, Radiation Protection
Technology and Management Course, CRNL, 1987 June 22-26.
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4, RADIATION BIOLOGY BRANCH

by

D.K. Myers

STAFF

INTRODUCTION

SCREENING FOR ABNORMAL MITOmCIN C SENSITIVITY

SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR ABNORMAL RADXOSENSITIVITY

CARCINOGEN RESPONSE TESTING ON CULTURED HUMAN CELL LINES FROM CANCER
PATIENTS EXHIBITING ADVERSE REACTION TO CONVENTIONAL RADIOTHERAPY

TRITIUM RBE FOR MYELOID LEUKEMIA INDUCTION

RADIATION INDUCED RESISTANCE TO MNNG INITIATION OF TUMORIGENESIS IN MOUSE
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4.1 STAFF

Branch Manager D.K. Myers

Secretary L.J. Morel

Professional Staff Technical Staff

S.D. Bird1- D. Adams
N.E. Gentner D.M. Cecil2

N.J. Gragtmans L. Courchesne
R.E.J. Mitchel A-M. Foley
D.P. Morrison K.L. Gale^
P. Unrau J.J, Jevcak

M.M. Werner T.L. Joyce
L.D. Johnson
R.A. McCann
J.W. Murphy
R. PiIon
M. Plattner*

B.P. Smith5

Students

Janice Buch Work Week Algonquin, from 87.02.23 to 87.02.27
William C. Simon National Queens, commenced 87.05.04

Attached Staff

C.J. Sugiarto BATAN, terminated 87.02.26
Huixin Yang Suzhou, China, commenced 87.02.27
Doug Boreham U. of Ottawa, commenced 87.05.12

Deep River Science Academy (DRSA)

Sheila Broughton Commenced 87.05.12
Sara Kelly Commenced 87.05.11
Valerie McKibbon Commenced 87.05.11
Caroline Purvis Commenced 87.05.11

1. Commenced, 1986 Nov. 17 on a one-year appointment.
2. Short-term appointment extended to 1987 August 26.
3. On maternity leave, 1987 February 15 to 1987 August 26.
4. 2.5 days per week in Radiation Biology, remainder in Medical Branch.
5. Leave of absence commenced 1987 May 01.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION

The primary objectives of research In Radiation Biology Branch are to
contribute to the worldwide hank of knowledge on the biological effects of
radiation and related agents on humans and other living organisms, and to apply
this knowledge to improvements in health protection.

In terms of mutagenic and carcinogenic hazards, the most critical target
in living cells is DNA, the carrier to hereditary information. We have therefore
studied *he nature of DNA damage from exposure of cells to radiation and
cancer-causing chemicals, and the biological control of enzymes that repair most
of the initial DNA damage in living organisms. The biological effectB of
radiation are studied in a wide variety of living organisms ranging from yeast to
cultured human cells to laboratory animals.

Two of the major research projects in the Branch are being operated as
cost-shared projects with financial support from outside agencies. The Atomic
Energy Control Board la supporting 50% of the work on the development of a
screening assay for members of the general population who carry inherited
abnormalities in their DNA repair systems and who are presumed to be at increased
risk following exposure to ionizing radiation. The Utilities and the Atomic
Energy Control Board together are providing 55% of the financial support for the
collaborative study with Dosimetric Research Branch on relative biological
effectiveness of tritium beta-rays for induction of myeloid leukemia in mice.
Research on cancer-prone families and on effects of hyperthermia is carried out
in collaboration with the Ottawa Cancer Clinic and various universities in the
local area.

The Branch continues to function as a source of information on biological
effects of radiation for AECL, other government agencies and students on request.
Branch representatives also participate in the deliberations of national and
International committees concerned with assessment of the biological hazards of
exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation.

4.3 SCREENING FOR ABNOBMAL MXTOKZCIN C SENSITIVITY
- N.E. Gentner, L.D. Johnson and D.P. Morrison

Mitomycin C (MMC) is an anti-neoplastic agent that is converted in vivo
to a DNA-damaging agent; bioreduction yields the reactive metabolite(s). This
conversion to metabolites displaying alkylatlng properties is thought to involve
enzymatic reduction of its quinone system, leading to ring opening of the
aziridine function. MMC reacts with DNA to yield both mono- and di-adducts; the
latter (which cross-link DNA strands), although numerically the lesser product,
account for the major portion of the cellular cytotoxiclty of MMC exposure.
Screening for individual variation in susceptibility to exposure to carcinogenic
chemicals such as MMC is therefore inherently a more complicated business than is
the case for radiosensltlvity, where the exposures given are essentially the
doses that the cells get. For chemicals, variation in responsivity could be due
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not only to differences in ability to repair damage induced i:\ DNA but also to
differences in the amount of damage actually formed in DNA as a consequence of
exposure to a given concentration of the agent in solution. The latter may be
substantially affected by variations in the metabolic or physiological state of
the cells; it becomes important to understand which factors have potential effect
here, in order to minimize their confounding effect, possibly by tight control of
experimental variables.

The lifetime of MMC in growth medium is sufficiently long that
utilization of a chronic exposure protocol is possible: the one we have developed
assesses the grow-back response of cells maintained in the continuous presence of
a very low level of the agent. Preliminary experiments indicated that better
discrimination (of model MMC-sensitive phenotypes) was attainable using the
chronic compared to the acute exposure test regime. In validation of the assay,
hypersensitive responses are evident in LCL strains derived from donors with
Bloom syndrome or Fanconi anemia, heritable disorders where the conventional
cultured fibroblast colony-forming ability assay has revealed a hypersensitive
response. Some — but not all — ataxia telangiectasii LCL strains exhibit MMC
hypersensitivity; we infer from this that, while all A-T strains are
radiosensitive, MMC hypersenEitivity may differ in different complementation
groups (genetic forms) of the disorder. This finding may resolve a long-standing
controversy in the scientific literature, from experiments with fibroblasts, as
to whether A-T cells are MMC-sensitive or not.

The attribution of abnormal sensitivity versus normalcy truly seems to be
a property of the particular challenging carcinogen used and not of a given LCL
strain per se. That is, a number of LCL strains that gave an abnormal response
to ionizing radiation exhibit a normal MMC-response; conversely, some strains
with a normal y-response seem to be MMC-hypersensitlve. This specificity
strongly argues that the abnormal responses we have encountered in the screening
assay for ionizing radiation sensitivity reflect a specific inability to deal
with DNA damage of the radiogenic type.

4.4 SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR ABNORMAL RAD1OSENSITIVITY
- N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison, L.C. Courchesne, D. Cecil, B.P. Smith,
L.D. Johnson and K. Gale

The development and validation of a rapid screening assay utilizing
lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL's) to assess donor radloresponse was detailed in
PR-PHS-HS-2, Sect. 4.3. In Phase II (calendar 1987) of this cost-shared
AECL/AECB project, we aim to estimate the probable frequency in the
population-at~large of persons whose cultured lymphoblastoid cells exhibit a
response indicative of abnormal radiosensitivity. A large number of lymphoid
cell strains from ostensibly normal persons, including a population
representative of atomic radiation workers, is being accumulated (see
Sect. 4.12).

We wish to avoid undue reliance on non-cancer hospital patients as a
source of donors. This is because disorders associated with abnormal carcinogen
sensitivity exhibit pleiotropic effects; some of these may be manifested in
persons with a "predisposing" allele. Such effects increase the likelihood that
medical attention may be sought for a condition unrelated to malignancy.
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A number of control experiments are in progress to determine if there is
any possible confounding effect of the LCL establishment procedure per se, of
donor status at time of venipuncture, or of cell culture conditions. No
systematic variation with respect to radioresponse of "fresh" versus
cryogenically-preserved cells, or of independent establishment, (by different
operators and/or different EBV stocks) of LCL strains from a given blood sample,
or related to in vitro age (age in culture) has yet become apparent; a change
from a normal to a sensitive response, over a period of about one month in
culture for one strain, however, was evident. This strain will be re-tested.
Theae control experiments will continue; another that will require a longer term
to resolve is the consistency of the radioresponse of LCL strains established
from the same person at widely-separated times over, say, the course of a year,

"Blind" screening analysis will commence shortly on our repository of
lymphoblastoid cell lines from normal donors. A preliminary screen of a number
of representative CR strains was performed in order to obtain an indication of
the amount and extent of variation that will be encountered. This has indicated
that an appreciable proportion of LCL strains derived from the
population-at-large exhibits abnormal radiosensitivity. Moreover, the typical
hypersensitive response is more pronounced than that exhibited by a model
"moderately radiosensitive" class, A-T heterozygotes. It may be that the A-T
radiosensitive disorder has been called to our attention because it is one with
sufficiently mild effects to be compatible with survival of homozygotes. Genes
with more pronounced effect vis-a-vis radioresponse could give rise to
correspondingly greater effects in heterozygotes than is observed with the A-T
allele, but be incompatible with survival of homozygotes, so that the
double-recessive condition, which normally would alert clinicians and geneticists
to the existence of a gene-related disorder, is never seen.

4.5 CARCINOGEN RESPONSE TESTING ON CULTURED HUMAN CELL LINES FROM CANCER
PATIENTS EXHIBITING ADVERSE REACTION TO CONVENTIONAL RADIOTHERAPY
- N.E. Gentner, M.M. Werner, B.F. Smith and C. Danjoux*

S11358 is a cultured fibroblast strain from a 33y-old woman who presented
stage IIIB squamous cell carcinoma of the cervix. Three months subsequent to
external &0Co-irradiation to the pelvis (40 Gy in 20 treatments) followed by
an intracavity (Fletcher application) radioactive insertion, complete resolution
of the tumour mass (originally 6 cm in diameter) had occurred. A year after
this, multi-organ complications — clinical signs of radiation proctitis,
radiation enteritis, and neurological indications of irradiation neuritis —
became evident, and she died from massive organ failure 26 months after the
termination of cancer treatment. No evidence of malignancy was present. This
woman's familial history was suggestive of familial predisposition to cancer. We
have collaborated with the Chief Radiation Oncologist (Dr. C. Danjoux1) at the
Ottawa Regional Cancer Clinic, Ontario Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation
(OCTRF), by studying the carcinogen response — especially to ionizing radiation
— of a cultured fibroblast strain derived from a skin explant obtained from this
donor prior to her death. This revealed an apparently normal response to
acutely-delivered low (&°Co y-rays) or high (14 MeV neutrons) LET radiation,
but a slightly greater-than- normal response to chronic y-irradiation. This
response pattern is the same as that exhibited by ataxia-telangiectasia
heterozygotes, a somewhat-radiosensitive sub-group which epidemiological studies
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have indicated is at 5-10-fold excess risk of early-appearing fatal neoplasia.
Whether this relatively small degree of hypersensitivity is sufficient to explain
the pronounced, apparently radiation-induced, organ complications is far less
clear; a malnutrition and alcohol-abuse history is documented, and may have
exacerbated the radiation response. We are contributing to the preparation of a
case report on this patient.

A related case, more clearly suggestive of abnormal radioresponse,
occurred May 1987 at the OCTRF; again our assistance and collaboration was
requested. In this instance a 65y-old woman with stage I breast cancer developed
a severe reaction 8-weeks post-commencement of radiotherapy; this would
constitute an accumulated dose of about two-thirds that incurred from a
full-protocol treatment. We elected to proceed in this case with establishment
of a lymphold cell line from this patient donor and to exploit our
recently-developed 'rapid screening assay1 in order to measure radiation
responsivity; this would be its first application to a treatment-derived
condition. The cell strain obtained Is very slow growing; this is suggestive of
abnormal response. When sufficient numbers of cells become available, it will be
screened in the assay proper.

4.6 TRITIUM RUE FOR MTELOID LEUKEMIA INDUCTION
- N.J. Gragtmans, J.R. Johnson, D.K. Myers, A.M. Foley, J.W. Murphy,
J. Leon, J. Jackson

All experimental groups of mice have now been treated and daily
observations are made for purposes of tissue collection and diagnosis of moribund
animals. Pertinent data of each animal are recorded in a D-BASE computer
program. This program incorporates both medical history as well as pathology
data. It has flags for various conditions found in the animals which can later
be used for computer searches.

A small number of animals have died or been euthanized for various
reasons. Based on gross pathology, some of these are tentatively diagnosed as
Myeloid Leukemia. A histological examination of tissues collected will confirm
diagnoses made at the gross level.

The services of a veterinary pathologist, Dr. D.H. Percy from the Ontario
Veterinary College, have been acquired to provide quality assurance in the
pathological diagnoses.

In March and April of this year we were able to supply Biomutatech with
about 300 mice which had been either X-irradiated, treated with tritiated water
or received no treatments. These mice were to be analyzed by Biomutatech for
chromosome aberrations in lymphocytes and spermatogonia.

At present a new group of mice has been injected with tritiated water and
are sacrificed at various time intervals. Bone marrow from these animals is
collected at various intervals for purposes of dosimetry to the actual white cell
precursors. This will be done by means of scintillation counting of the total
marrow, the count of which will be corrected by a factor determined by the
relative autoradiographic rate for the WBC precursors.
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4.7 RADIATION INDUCED RESISTANCE TO MNNG INITIATION OF TUMORIGENESIS IN
MOUSE SKIN
- R.E.J. Mltchel, D.P, Morrison, N.J. Gragtmans, R. McCann, J. Murphy,
D, Cecil, M. Plattner and J. Jevcak

Skin tumors In groups of 25 female SENCAR mice were initiated by a single
exposure of the dorsal skin to N-methyl-N'-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidlne (MNNG) and
promoted by multiple exposures (2x/wk, 15 wks) to the phorbol ester TPA. Some
groups also received between 50 and 900 rads surface dose of 90Sr-B
Irradiation to the same dorsal skin area ar. the time of MNNG treatment. The
irradiated groups displayed a dose dependent reduction in tumor frequency,
compared to unlrradiated animals, that was easily observable at 50 rads (25%
reduction), reached a maximum by 500 rads (80% reduction), and then remained
constant to 900 rads. Some reduction in tumor frequency could still be observed
if the 3-irradiation was delivered up to six days before or after treatment with
MNNG. 6-irradiation alone (up to 1700 rads) initiated no tumors.

This protective effect did not simply result from a reduction in the
number of cells at risk due to cell killing by the radiation since (1) the same
doses gave much less protection against dimethylbenzanthracene (DMBA) initiation,
and (2) 44°C, 30 min hyperthermia given at the time of radiation exposure, which
should increase cell killing, partially blocked the protective effect. The
results suggest that radiation exposure results in the induction of a DNA repair
capacity dependent on heat shock inhibitable protein synthesis. The repair
system appears active on MNNG type lesions, has less if any activity on DMBA
lesions and is consistant with an alkyltransferase.

It is apparent that the risk of tumorigenesis which results from an
exposure to a mutatagen like MNNG is not necessarily a fixed value, but can be
made to vary in a controllable and predictable way. The results demonstrate that
exposure to an external stress like ionizing radiation, either before or after
exposure to the chemical mutagen will alter that risk by preventing the formation
of some tumors.

4.8 TUMORIGENESIS AND CARCINOGEHESIS IN MOOSE SKIN TREATED WITH
HYPERTHERMIA DURING STAGE I OR STAGE II OF TUMOR PROMOTION
- R.E.J. Mitchel, D.P. Morrison, N.J. Gragtmans, R. McCann, J. Murphy,
D. Cecil, M. Plattner and J. Jevcak

Our previous results showed that hyperthermia treatments given near the
time of 12-0-tetradecanoylphorboyl-13-acetate (TPA) promotion of SENCAR mouse
skin initiated with 7,12-dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) acted as a potent
antipromoter and reduced tumor formation by up to 90% compared to control animals
not receiving hyperthermia (Carcinogenesis 2.. 1505-1510, 1986). The action of
hyperthermia on a tumor promotion protocol separated into two stages has now been
investigated. DMBA-inltiated female SENCAR mice were promoted with either
H2O2 o r TPA (4 applications, 2x/week) as the first stage of promotion,
followed by promotion with mezerein (28 applications, 2x/week) as the second
stage. Hyperthermia (44°C, 30 min) treatment of the skin only at the time of
stage II promotion (just before each mezerein application) suppressed 100% of
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papillomas when H2O2 was used as a first stage promoter and 96% when TPA was
used as the first stage, as compared to unheated control animals. The same
hyperthermia treatment given only at stage 1 of promotion had similar results.
Hyperthermia treatments just before stage I TPA promotion (4 treatments only)
followed by mezerein as the second stage reduced papilloma formation by 92%.
When H2O2 was used as the first stage promoter and again mezerein as the
second, papilloma frequency was reduced by 74%, as compared to unheated controls.
This antipromotion activity of given hyperthermia could not be linked to an
inhibition activity of skin protease activity.

Although papilloma frequency was markedly suppressed by hyperthermia
during stage I promotion only, carcinoma formation was not. A similar number of
carcinomas appeared in the groups of mice receiving hyperthermia with either
H2O2 or TPA as first stage promoters, as in comparable groups receiving no
hyperthermia. In contrast, when hyperthermia treatments were given during stage
II promotion with mezerein (using either H2O2 or TPA as stage I promoters),
carcinomas (as well as papillomas) were markedly reduced.

The results suggest that DMBA initiation creates two types of promotion
dependent cells. The majority require both stage I and II promotion and have a
relatively low probability of progression to carcinomas, while a minority of
initiated cells have already passed stage I and require only stage II promotion.
The latter have a high probability of progression. Hyperthermia treatments given
during stage II promotion protected against promotion and progression of both
types of initiated cells, but similar treatments only during stage I did not
protect against promotion and progression of the latter. The different
probabilities of progression of these two types of cells were due to events
occurring at the time of initiation and not during promotion, although promotion
was required for expression.

These findings suggest that hyperthermia treatment of persons exposed to
tumor promoting agents may reduce the risk of induced tumorigenesis.

This work has been submitted for publication.

4.9 HUMAN RECOMBINATIONAL TYPE DNA REPAIR. TESTS FOR INDUCIBILITY AND
REPRESSABILITY
- R.E.J. Mitchel, S. Bird, R. Pilon and P. Unrau

It is generally believed that DNA repair systems are important in one or
more steps in the multi step process of cancer formation and we are examining the
possibility that recombinational type DNA repair is one of these important
processes. Based on our results with skin tumors in mice we believe that
cellular stresses may alter the activity of this repair system. Using an assay
based on recombination between DNA plasmids we are testing extracts of human
cells, subjected to various stresses, for recombinational repair competence. Two
approaches are being utilized as measures of recombination. The first is a
biological test which requires insertion of the recombined plasmid into a
bacteria, and a test for the expression of a functional gene. The second is a
direct biochemical measure of the transfer of DNA from one plasraid to the other.
By comparing the results of these assays we expect to be able to assess the
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influence of hyperthermia or radiation stress on cellular competence for
recombinational repair,

4,10 EXPOSURE OF HUMAN NATURAL KILLER CELLS TO HYPERTHERMIA
- R.E.J. Mitchel, H. Yang and J, Jevcak

Natural killer (NK) cells are a type of human white blood cell which have
the ability to recognize and kill (by cellular lysis) other cells of the same
individual which have become tumorous. As such, they represent the first line of
defense against cancer and may be particularly important before the original
cancer has undergone many divisions. These NK cells exist in the active state in
the circulatory system and do not need to be stimulated or activated as do some
other types of killer cells. In a cancer patient these cells may play a role in
preventing the growth of secondary tumors, eg. from metastasis. When a cancer
patient is receiving treatment by radiation and/or hyperthermia, NK cells in the
circulatory system are necessarily exposed to the treatment, as are the tumor
cells. This project is designed to assess the effects of hyperthermia and
radiation on NK cells, and on the ability of NK cells to lyse treated tumor
cells. Such data will provide Information on the alteration in the risk of
secondary tumor formation which could result from such exposures.

Human NK cells are isolated from blood samples taken from CRNL volunteers
and tested for their ability to lyse target cells (human tumor cells grown in
tissue culture). Lysis is monitored by the release of ^lcr previously
incorporated into the target cells. Initial experiments have shown that human NK
cells are particularly sensitive to hyperthermia treatment, and lose all ability
to lyse target cells after a 43° 30 min hyperthermia treatment. In comparison,
normal human fibroblasts would show nearly complete survival after such a
treatment. Experiments to measure recovery capacity, the ability to be induced
for thermal resistance, and the cellular response to combinations of radiation
and hyperthermia are in progress.

4.11 BYPERTHERMIA AND CHEMDTHBRAPEUTIC AGENTS
- R.E.J. Mitchel, J. Jevcak and R. McCann

We are continuing our investigations into the effects of the
chemotherapeutic agent bleomycin in hyperthermia treated human cells. We have
previously observed that hyperthermia sensitizes human cells to this radiomimetic
drug, as it also does to ionizing radiation, but that different mechanisms might
be involved. The evidence indicates that hyperthermia sensitization to ionizing
radiation killing results from a temporary inhibition of DNA repair capacity.
The evidence now suggests that a similar mechanism may play a part in cellular
sensitization by bleomycin, but that a part of the sensit.lzation results from
heat induced alterations in drug access to the DNA. Experiments are in progress
to estimate the relative contribution of these two mechanisms in normal human
cells and in cells taken from patients with DNA repair deficiencies.

4.12 ESTABLISHMENT OF LTOPHOBLASTOID CELL LINES AT CHALK RIVER
- D.P. Morrison, T. Joyce, M. Plattner, D. Cecil and N.E. Gentner

Transformation of peripheral blood B lymphocytes by Epstein-Barr virus
(EBV) allows the establishment of permanent lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL's).
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This type of cultured human cell represents certain advantages: there is minimal
difficulty, pain or inconvenience in obtaining the original sample;
EBV-transformed lymphoblasts exhibit good chromosomal stability; their growth in
liquid suspension and cultivation to high cell numbers per unit volume markedly
reduces cell culture costs; and, unlike the progenitor lymphocytes, samples can
be cryogenically preserved and re-examined with no apparent alteration in
response. Studies in a number of different laboratories have convincingly
demonstrated that the carcinogen responsivity of LCL's is as representative of
donor response as are primary fibroblast lines; this has been verified by
comparison of the response of these two cell strain types, versus a normal
response, as derived from donors manifesting a variety of genetic conditions
associated with abnormal carcinogen response.

Our object in Phase II (calendar 1987) of the joint AECL/AECB cost-shared
project on "Screening human populations for abnormal radiosensitivity" is to
determine the range of variation in radioresponse that may exist in a population
of ostensibly normal persons, and to furnish an estimate for the proportion of
persons who could, by analogy to the response parameters of model radiosensitive
and cancer-prone disorders, reasonably be viewed as a sub-set abnormally
sensitive to the cytotoxic effect of ionizing radiation (and possibly — to be
checked experimentally at a later time — at excess risk of spontaneous or
radiogenic cancer). To this end, a repository of LCL's from normal donors is
being developed. We expect to examine the response of some two hundred normal
persons. More than one hundred strains have already been derived at CRNL; these
are coded prior to our LCL development in order to preserve donor anonymity.
Another thirty or so strains have been obtained from outside sources, and we hope
to augment these. The viability of all cryogenically-preserved "CR" strains is
verified by thawing/re-growth. These strains, together with representative
radiosensitive strains, are to be coded in Ottawa prior to being tested here
'blind' for radioresponse in our screening assay.

An established procedure for LCL strain development is to employ the
mitogen phytohemagglutinin (PHA) in conjunction with EBV. A recent publication
by H. Neitzel, Hum. Genet. Ti_, 320-326 [1986]) details a more successful
protocol; it promises to reduce our efforts in this aspect of the work. This
approach utilizes Cyclosporin A (CyA), a fungal metabolite with specific
immunosuppressive activity that is of great value in human organ
transplantations. If added within 24h of EBV infection, CyA also inhibits B cell
regression. We are studying the application of the Neitzel procedure in our
work; obviously one appropriate control will be to compare the radioresponse of
LCL strains derived by the two procedures from given persons.

We are grateful to Sandoz (Canada) for supplying a sample of pure CyA for
use in this work.

4.13 IN VITRO RECOMBINATION CATALYSED BY HUMAN CELL EXTRACTS
- R. PiIon and P. Unrau

Recombination between plasmids with and without double strand breaks has
been studied using human cell extracts from normal human fibroblasts (GM38). To
quantitate the reaction it was decided to use radioactive DNA templates. This
development was required because no independent assay existed for the amount of
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DNA recovered after the reaction and associated removal of cell extract. Using
radioactive templates allows us to determine the number of recombinants per count
in DNA per unit of cellular protein in the recombination mix. In a number of
experiments using different extracts of the human fibroblast GM38 similar
recombination kinetics were observed, suggesting that the variability from one
cell extract to another might be a relatively less important variable. This
determination is of course important if human repair defective strains are to be
compared with normal repair proficient strains with any degree of confidence.
Human fibroblast extracts from repair deficient strains have been made and are
being prepared for testing.

From a large number of experiments using the GM38 extracts it has become
evident that at least two peaks of recombination activity can be observed as the
amount of human cell extract used increases. The observation of two peaks of
activity in such extracts suggests that two separable reactions are being
observed. This is not unexpected as several types of recombinational activity
have already been observed in other recombination studies. For example, Moore
and Kucherlapatli have assayed a recombinational activity which restitutes gaps
in their input templates. Experiments are being devised to attempt to
characterize the two activity peaks in more detail. It is hypothesized that some
of the abnormal human fibroblast cell lines may lack one or other of the two
activities so far discovered.

4.14 APPLICATION OF THE CHALK RIVER SCREENING ASSAY TO ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT AND
TO A "BULKY. ADDDCT FORMING'' CHEMICAL CARCINOGEN (4-NQO)
- W.C. Simon, D.P. Morrison and N.E. Gentner

The screening assay developed at Chalk River for initial application to
measurement of individual ionizing radiation response is in principle applicable
to all genotoxic agents. Each such application would require that appropriate
carcinogen exposure, cell handling, and "assay validation" (i.e. demonstration
that the modified procedures used allow identification of abnormal responses in
lymphoid cells derived from known 'sensitive1 donors) procedures be worked out.
Apart from the obvious application to determining the proportion of persons with
an abnormal response to various classes of agent, two major experimental benefits
accrue from such an extension of our studies: (1) it makes it possible to
substantiate the agent-specificity of an "abnormal response" determination,
supporting abnormalities in DNA repair capability as a root cause; and (2)
chemical carcinogens in particular generally induce a narrower and/or more
defined spectrum of DNA lesions, making it possible to define an abnormal
cytotoxic response more narrowly to a particular class of lesions or to a
particular DNA repair pathway.

Appropriate exposure and assay conditions have been worked out for 254 nm
ultraviolet (UV) radiation. This application is of major interest because this
non-ionizing radiation induces a spectrum of DNA lesions, and therefore calls
upon DNA repair activities, that are in large part distinct from those consequent
to ionizing radiation exposure; indeed, the major early classification of DNA
damage was to the categories "UV-like" or "ionizing radiation-like". Some growth
medium components absorb UV wavelengths selectively, requiring that UV-exposure
proceed in a non-nutritive medium; conditions that ensure minimal non-specific
loss of viability have been worked out. Lymphoblastoid cells themselves scatter
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incident light, so exposures either have to correct for this effect, if high cell
numbers per unit volume are employed, or take place at sufficiently low cell
numbers so that all cells are exposed to essentially the same fluence.
Well-defined dose-response curves have been derived. The dose reduction factor
(DRF; ratio of UV-fluence required to cause a given lev^l of effect in a normal
strain divided by that required to achieve the same effect in the test strain)
for a model UV-sensitive disorder, a xeroderma pigmentOBUUI complementation group
A strain (GM2250), is about 10, for example, mirroring that observed in
conventional colony-forming ability assays with cultured fibroblasts from XP-A
donors. A 2 to 3-fold increased sensitivity to UV-254 is manifested by a Tay
syndrome LCL, TS-1; this corresponds to the DFR obtained by M.M. Werner with
cultured dermal fibroblasts from the same donor.

4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide (4-NQO) is a pre-carcinogen that is reductively
bioactivated to reactive alkylating metabolites; their reaction products form
'bulky adducts' that historically have been considered to be UV-mimetic. A 48h
half-life for 4-NQO in growth medium has been reported. We had anticipated that
this would allow development of a chronic exposure response test of the sort that
was precluded with UV light itself. We found that nothing like a 48h half-life
attains in the presence of human lymphoid cells; these rapidly 'consume' the
agent, so that after 10-15 minutes no further effect is seen. This was verified
by an simple and direct experiment demonstrating that no residual cytotoxic
capability remained in cell-free treatment medium which had been used for a
primary exposure. It thus appears that development of t chronic-4NQ0 screening
test is not feasible. These results have additionally alerted us to look for a
possible effect of cell number when screening for sensitivity to chemical
carcinogens in general.

4.15 EFFECTS OF TERATOGENS ON HUMAN CELL LINE
- P. Unrau, D. Adams and N.E. Gentner

The developmental abnormalities observed in Roberts syndrome individuals,
especially the absence/short limb-type malformations, warrants the appellation
"pseudothalidomide" syndrome. Cultured fibroblasts from Roberts syndrome
patients are known to show hypersensitivity to the cytotoxic effects of DNA-DNA
interstrand cross-linking agents such as mitomycin C and cisplatin. The
correlation of defective development with apparent defective ability to repair
interstrand cross-links suggested that a possible molecular explanation for the
embryopathic effects of the thalidomide may have been to transiently create a
phenotypic state analogous to that which pertains in the genetic disorder,
Roberts syndrome. A priori such an effect could conceivably arise if thalidomide
either directly caused interstrand cross-links or if it interfered with their
repair. We are investigating whether an effect on DNA damage or DNA repair may
furnish, 26 years after the event, new insight into the teratogenic effects of
this class of compounds.

The most direct hypothesis is that thalidomide acts directly on DNA to
cause damage which overloads the interstrand cross-link repair system in
developing cells. This hypothesis arises by analogy to the sensitivity of
Roberts cells to interstrand cross-linking agents; repair of such lesions would
seem to require a recombinational mechanism and repair of spontaneous interstrand
cross-linking damage by recombinational means may be expected to have teratogenic
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consequences. The recently developed lymphoid cell screening assay affords a
convenient way to test the lethality of thalidomide and its analogues.

An alternative hypothesis is that teratogens of the thalidomide type
function by inhibiting repair of certain types of spontaneous or Induced DNA
lesions. The drug can hydrogen bond to Adenlne; this could furnish a basis for a
repair Inhibition mechanism. A general mechanism for teratogenesls would not
arise out of such proposed interference with repair as some teratogens, e.g.
aminopterin, act by Interfering with DNA intermediary metabolism. However,
demonstration of Interference with DNA damage repair might be of therapeutic
value in treatments enhancing the sensitivity of tumor cells. The 'screening
assay' can be used to test whether thalidomide potentiates the cytotoxic effect
of various classes of DNA damaging agents.

4.16 EFFECT OF COMBINED Y-RAY/MITOMYCIN C EXPOSURE IN NORMAL AND
REPAIR-DEFECTIVE CULTURED HUMAN FIBROBLASTS
- P. Unrau, D. Auams and N.E. Gentner

Vie have completed a preliminary investigation into the cytotoxic effect
of combined exposure (to two different carcinogenic agents concomltantly) on the
survival of cultured human cells. The reason for doing this was to determine the
degree to which the risk from exposure to one agent might be affected by
simultaneous insult with another agent; if considerable, then *"lsk estimates
based in part on experimental systems where significant exposure occurs only to
the test agent may fall to be representative of the real-life situation and could
under-estlmate the associated risk. Further, survival analysis with cultured
cells is an exacting process even from exposure to single agents, and we wish to
become more informed of the potential problems when the effects of multiple
exposures are studied.

Obviously, two agents that induced similar types of DNA damage would be
expected to exhibit a highly synergistic action on combined exposure, especially
at doses that by themselves caused little cytotoxicity; this occurs because of
the initial region of relatively "low-effect per unit dose" (i.e. the shoulder)
manifested by the survival response of cultured human cells to most eytotoxic
agents, and because the damage induced by either would have to compete for the
limited capacity of a given enzymatic DNA repair process. Rather, our intention
in the present work was to utilize a carcinogen pair where little such
interaction was expected, because the agents induce largely distinct classes of
DNA damage, and because there exists considerable evidence from the carcinogen
sensitivity patterns of heritable repair-defective human strains that distinct
repair systems are involved in their restitution. This approach would allow us
to evaluate the larger question of whether largely-distinct repair processes
could reasonably proceed in tandem with minimal cross-effect, although competing
to some extent for precursors and each making metabolic demands on the cell.

The carcinogen pair chosen for this was mitomycin C and low-LET
(60 C o y-rays) Ionizing radiation. We found no more than about a 1.25 DRF
(dose reduction factor; taken as the D^Q f o r agent A given singly divided by
the DjQ f°r C n e additional inactivation produced by agent A in the survivors
of cells pre-exposed by a given amount of agent B) for ionizing radiation on
combined exposure. We feel that this relatively small increase in the effect of
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ionizing radiation is due largely if not entirely to a small degree of overlap in
various lesions, among the spectrum of damage induced by the two agents, and that
no untoward effect, with possible impact on risk assessment, exists in cells
handling low levels of such disparate types of lesions.

An unexpected benefit from this experimental series was a greater
awareness of the role that cell cycle variations may play in an abnormal
response. It appears that at least part of the sensitivity of Roberts syndrome
strains to mltomycin C and of the sensitivity of A-T strains to -rays may be
related to their stage in the cell cycle at the time they are presented with the
carcinogen challenge; this stage is intimately related to their growth pattern
and to the way the cultured fibroblast cells are handled in the colony-forming
assay procedure.

4.17 Z DNA AMD RECOMBINATION
- P. Unrau and C. Greenstock*

A collaborative program to investigate the possible presence and
significance for recombinational repair of Z DNA, an isomer of the normal B DNA,
has been initiated. Plasmid DNA samples suitable for characterization by
Fluoresence Lifetime measurement have been prepared and are to be examined for
the presence of Z DNA and the possibility that such DNA can be induced as a
precursor or product of the recombinational reaction.

* Medical Biophysics Branch, WNRE

4.18 TAT SYNDROME: CARCINOGEN SENSITIVITY OF GENE CARRIERS
- M.M. Werner, N.E. Gentner, D.P. Morrison, B.P. Smith and D. Cecil

The two preceding progress reports (PR-PHS-HS-1 and PR-PHS-HS-2) have
documented the characteristics of the genetic disorder known as Tay Syndrome (TS)
or, alternately, by the acronym PIBIDS (for Photosensitlvity, ̂ chthyosis, JJrittle
hair, ̂ Intellectual impairment, Decreased fertility, and jShort stature), and the
reasons for our scientific interest in this heritable disorder. Additionally
described were results of survival analyses (post-carcinogen treatment
colony-forming ability) of cultured dermal fibroblasts derived from two
independent cases of this disorder when challenged with a number of model
carcinogens that induced characteristic types of DNA lesions.

This report details the extension of our survival analyses to the dermal
fibroblast strains derived from the parents of one of the TS patients. We wanted
to determine if the TS allele had any dominant effect, that is, if it contributed
to hypersensitivity in carriers. These strains (which are from heterozygotes)
are TS1O2, a 30y-old female and TS103, a 30y-old male. Neither showed abnormal
sensitivity to inactivation by 254 nm ultraviolet (UV) light or to cobalt-60
-rays (delivered acutely or chronically). By contrast, skin fibroblasts from
both patients with TS were hypersensitive to 254 nm UV light and one showed some
sensitivity to chronically delivered cobalt-60 Y-rays.

Colony-forming ability of the 2 heterozygous lines was also examined
following exposure to a series of chemical carcinogens. The series tested
included mitomycin C (MMC), a DNA cross-linking agent that requires reductive
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activation, and 4-nitroquinoline-l-oxide (4-NQO), a presumed UV-mimetic agent
which forms "bulky adducts" in DNA. TS-103 fibroblasts showed sensitivity to
both these agents, exhibiting dose reduction factors (DRF's) of 1.3 and 2.3
respectively; this constitutes the same degree of abnormality as exhibited by
skin fibroblasts from either TS patient. On the other hand, TS-102 fibroblasts
showed colony-forming ability in the normal range when challenged with either
agent.

Several points that arise from these and related findings warrant
emphasis. (1) The carcinogen hypersensitivlty seen in one TS carrier was not
with respect to the agent to which TS patients themselves exhibited the most
pronounced hypersensitivity, i.e. UV-C light, but rather to agents to which TS
strains exhibited a lesser degree of hypersensitivity. (2) To these latter
agents, the hypersensitive carrier exhibited the same — not an intermediate —
response as patients, and the other carrier exhibited a normal response. This
pattern is identical to that which we previously described in Roberts syndrome
heterozygotes. These data indicate a possiblity that such 'recessive1 disorders
may have the classical requirement for inheritance of two affected alleles (one
from each parent), but that these alleles may not represent the same gene. (3)
TS-103 represents a UV-C-normal, 4-NQO-sensitive, response. This Is the precise
opposite of the BD-1 response (see Sect. 4.19). This would indicate the
existence of a DNA repair process that is capable of handling 4-NQO-adducts but
not any significant amount of UV-induced damage. Thus the present work may have
defined two new human cell DNA repair processes: one for UV-damage alone (the one
defective in BD-1) and another for 4-NQO-damage alone (the pathway defective in
TS-102); these "Ould be additional to the repair process defective in XP, which
seems to be able to handle both types of damage. Distinct differences in the way
UV-damage and 4-NQO-adducts are repaired by the cell are thus evident, and it
would seem that 4-NQO is at best only partially UV-mimetic.

Clinically, TS patients have been reported to exhibit a pronounced (some
40-fold) sensitivity to erythema induction by non-germicidal ultraviolet
wavelengths. These UV-A and UV-B wavelengths, but not UV-C wavelengths, are
present in that portion of the solar irradlance spectrum that reaches the earth's
surface, and may have greater biological significance in regard to the
photosensitive response associated with TS. We have embarked now on an
investigation of the relative cytotoxic effects of light at such wavelengths on
TS fibroblasts.

4.19 BD-1: A CULTURED HDMAH FIBROBLAST STRAIN REPRESENTING A POSSIBLE MEN,
UNIQUE PHOTOSENSITIVE DISORDER
- M.M. Werner, N.E. Gentner, B.P. Smith and C.A. Ramsey1

I1 Department of Dermatology, University of Toronto]

A cultured fibroblast strain from a 27y-old male with a life-long history
of sun sensitivity and chronic actinic damage has been studied with a view to
assisting clinical diagnosis. Our demonstration of a 4-fold increased
sensitivity to the cytotoxic effects of UV-C (254 nm) exposure, coupled with his
clinical history, indicated that this was not a case of xeroderma pigmentosum
(XP).
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Further investigations on the carcinogen sensitivity profile of this cell
line has revealed that this strain defines a major, new, human cell DNA repair
pathway: major, because of the relatively large dose reduction factor with
respect to UV-induced damage seen in this strain; new, because this strain (in
strong contrast to the classical UV-hypersensitive disorder, XP) exhibits a
normal response to the reputedly UV-mimetic agent 4-nitroquinoline 1-oxide
(4-NQO). This strain's defect could conceivably represent another major pathway
that handles, as does the pathway deficient in XP cells, bulky adducts of the
cyclobutyl pyrimidine dimer type (but not, in this case, of the 4-NQO type). Of
more interest is the possibility that this defect represents an Inability to
accommodate a different, critical class of UV-lnduced DNA damage, distinct from
pyrimidine dimers; if so, this could alert us to the role of non-dimer UV-damage
and provide a means to assess its importance. Certainly this strain represents
valuable resource material with which to probe human cell UV-repair mechanisms,
and we hope later to be able to direct to this problem the resources necessary to
exploit it.

This new disorder would seem to be clearly related to excess incidence of
cancer. In early 1986 the patient presented a pigmented basal cell carcinoma on
his neck. Since then, two other carcinomas have appeared. All three are on
sunlight-exposed areas; it seems difficult to avoid a conclusion that actinic
damage initiated these carcinomas.

On his next clinic visit, we hope to obtain a blood sample from this
patient and to subsequently establish a lymphoblastoid cell line, so that we can
utilize the 'rapid screening assay* techniques in the study of this strain's
response.

In order to determine the UV-induced repair replication response of this
strain, a cell culture has been sent for analysis to Dr. R. Mirzayans, in Dr.
M.C. Paterson's laboratory at the Cross Cancer Institute, Edmonton. Application
of this technique may provide additional information differentiating this
disorder from XP. To the same end, we are examining the strain's response to
UV-B (313 nm) and to UV-A (365 nm) wavelengths, now that our monochromator is
again functional.

4.20 FOLLOW-UP OF PAST AECL EMPLOYEES
- M.M. Werner and D.K. Myers

The report, AECL-9344, on mortality among CRNL employees and retirees has
now been published. A manuscript on the AECL Health Study has been reviewed and
errors and misconceptions related to exposure records have been corrected.
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4.21 PUBLICATIONS, REPORTS, LECTURES, PRESENTATIONS AND ABSTRACTS

4.21.1 Publications

1. AN OVERVIEW OF RESEARCH AT CRNL ON THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS, TOXICITY,
METABOLISM AND DOSIMETRY OF TRITIUM
J.R. Johnson, R.M. Brown and D.K. Myers
Radiat. Prot. Doaim, J^, 17-21 (1986)

2. AN EXPERIMENT DESIGNED TO MEASURE THE RBE OF TRITIUM FOR THE INDUCTION OF
MYELOID LEUKAEMIA IN ANIMALS
J.R. Johnson, D.K. Myers and N.J. Gragtmans
Radiat. Prat, Dosim. l^t 161-164 (1986)

3. ZNDUCIBLE DNA REPAIR SYSTEMS IN YEAST: COMPETITION FOR LESIONS
R.E.J. Mitchel and D.P. Morrison
Mutation Research 183_, 149-159 (1987)

4. A REVIEW OF THE HEALTH EFFECTS OF ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
D.K. Myers and M.M. Werner
Nuclear Journal of Canada, V, pp.14-24, (1987) AECL-9366

5. MOLECULAR EVIDENCE FOR CLEAVAGE OF INTRADIMER PHOSPHODIESTER LINKAGE A'j A
NOVEL STEP IN EXCISION REPAIR OF CYCLOBUTYL PYRIMIDINE PHOTODIMERS IN
CULTURED HUMAN CELLS
M.C. Paterson, M.V. Middlestadt, S.J. MacFarlane, N.E. Gentner,
M. Weinfeld, L.D. Johnson and A.P.M. Eker
In: Molecular Biology of DNA Repair (A. Collins, R.T. Johnson and
J.M. Boyle, Eds), J. Cellul. Set. Supp. 6, 161-176 (1987), The company of
Biologists Limited, Cambridge

6. MORTALITY AMONG LONG-TERM CHALK RIVER EMPLOYEES
M.M. Werner and D.K. Myers
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-9344 (1987).

4.21.2 Reports

1. A REVIEW OF THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS FOR THE QUALITY FACTOR FOR NEUTRONS
D.K. Myers and J.R. Johnson
Atomic Energy Control Board, INFO-0186 (1986).

4.21.3 Lectures. Presentations. Abatracta

SCREENING OF ASTRONAUTS FOR ABNORMAL SENSITIVITY TO IONIZING RADIATION
ENCOUNTERED IN SPACE
N.E. Gentner
To NRC Space Committee, at CRNL, 1987 February 20.

THE CRNL SCREENING ASSAY
N.E. Gentner and D.P. Morrison
To J. Perry, President, BIOS (consultant to Business Development Group),
at CRNL, 1987 February 26.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AECL SCREENING ASSAY FOR DETECTION OF PERSONS
EXHIBITING ABNORMAL RADIOSENSITIVITY
N.E. Gentner and D.P. Morrison
Milestone report meeting, Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa, 1987 March
10.

THE LYMPHOID CELL "GROW-BACK ASSAY": SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR
ABNORMAL SENSITIVITY TO IONIZING RADIATION
NiE. Gentner
Joint seminar: Carleton Univers i ty /Univers i ty of Ottawa, Ottawa, 1987
March 18.

SCREENING HUMAN POPULATION FOR ABNORMAL RADIOSENSITIVITY
N.E. Gentner
Radiation Biology Branch Meeting, held 1987 April 01.

SCREENING FOR CANCER PRONENESS
N.E. Gentner
AECL/STAO Science Teachers Seminar, CRNL, 1987 April 04.

RADIATION BIOLOGY RESEARCH, UTILIZING CULTURED HUMAN CELLS
N.E. Gentner
To Health Sciences Technical Review Committee, CRNL, 1987 April 09.

IDENTIFICATION OF PERSONS WHO EXHIBIT ABNORMAL SENSITIVITY TO
CARCINOGENS
N.E. Gentner and D.P. Morrison
To Eastern Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Technologists, PIC,
CRNL, 1987 March.

RADIATION AND YOU
N.E. Gentner
To 80 students from York Mills Collegiate, at CRNL, 1987 April 29.

Q&A: RADIATION BIOLOGY AND PHYSICS
N.E. Gentner (with D. Earle)
To 130 students, teachers and accompanying parents from Belleville High
School, at CRNL, 1987 May 13.

RISK AND REALITY: SCREENING FOR PERSONS OF ABNORMAL RADIORESPONSE
N.E. Gentner
Medical Biophysics Branch seminar, WNRE, 1987 June 19.

SCREENING HUMAN POPULATIONS FOR INHERITED VARIATION IN SUSCEPTIBILITY TO
ENVIRONMENTAL CARCINOGENS
N.E. Gentner and D.P. Morrison
Abstr. 30th Ann. Mtg. Canad. Fed. Biol. Soc. and Vth Mtg. Pan-American
Assoc. of Biochem. Soc, p. 113 (1987).
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ANIMAL UTILIZATION IN RESEARCH
N.J. Gragtmans and R.E.J. Mltchel
Presented to the 12th Annual Science Teachers Seminar, CRNL, 1987 April
2-4,

THE CRNL HYPERTHERMIA PROGRAM
R.E.J, Mltchel
Presented to the EMC, 1987 January.

HYPERTHERMIA AS POTENT ANTIPROMOTING AGENT
R.E.J. Mltchel, D.P. Morrison and N.J. Gragtmans
Proc. of 2nd Int. Conf. on AntlcarcinoRenesis and Radiation Protection,
1987 March 8-12.

RADIATION BIOLOGY
R.E.J. Mltchel
Panel discussion at CRNL to Toronto High School Students, 1987 April.

HYPERTHERMIA AND TUMORIGENESIS
R.E.J. Mltchel
Lecture at WNRE, 1987 May.

HYPERTHERMIA AND TUMORIGENESIS
R.E.J. Mltchel
Invited lecture at the Manitoba Cancer Treatment and Research Foundation,
Winnipeg, 1987 May.

RADIATION BIOLOGY
R.E.J. Mitchel
Lecture at CRNL as part of the R&IS Radiation Protection Course, 1987
June.

RADIATION BIOLOGY AT CRNL
R.E.J. Mitchel
Presented to Quebec High School Teachers, 1987 June.

HYPERTHERMIA AND TUMORIGENESIS
R.E.J. Mitchel
Radiation Biology Branch Meeting, held 1987 June 17.

SOFT GEL CLONING OF LCL's
D.P. Morrison
Radiation Biology Branch Meeting, held 1987 March 11.

REPORT ON QUALITY FACTOR FOR NEUTRONS
D.K. Myers and J.R. Johnson
Atomic Enegy Control Board, Ottawa, 1987 March.
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RADIATION BIOLOGY RESEARCH PROGRAM (Part I)
D.K. Myers
Talk to Health Sciences Technical Review Committee, 1987 April 09-10.

BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
D.K. Myers
PEP presentation to EMC, 1987 May.

RESEARCH IN HEALTH SCIENCES AT CHALK RIVER
D.K. Myers, J.R. Johnson and R.V. Osborne
Presented to summer students and other interested persons, 1987 June 24.

AN INTRODUCTION TO RECOMBINANT DNA
P. Unrau
Presented to Department of Bio logy in Sudbury, Ontario , 1987 January 27 .

INTERACTIONS BETWEEN IONIZING RADIATION AND MITOMYCIN C
P. Unrau
Radiation Biology Branch Meeting, held 1987 May 06.

RECOMBINATIONAL REPAIR OF DNA DAMAGE
P. Unrau
Presented to Medical Biophysics Branch, WNRE, 1987 June 10.

UPDATE ON TAY SYNDROME
M.M. Werner
Radiation Biology Branch Meeting held 1987 February 11.
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5. MEDICAL BIOPHYSICS BRANCH

by

A. Petkau
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Research Company

WhitesheU Nuclear Research Establishment
Plnawa, MB ROE ILO

5 . 1 STAFF

5 . 2 RADIOBIOLOGY

5.2.1 CELL TRANSFORMATION STUDIES
5.2.1.1 Control of Cell Growth and Cell Cycle Traversal
5.2.1.2 Morphological Aspects of Cell Transformation

5.2.2 MECHANISMS OF CELL KILLING
5.2.2.1 Studies of Radiosensitlvity of Human Bone Marrow Cells in̂

vitro
Development of Cell Culture Conditions
Radiobiology of Human Bone Marrow Cells
Effects of Light, Temperature and Superoxide on Bone
Marrow Progenitor Cells

d) Flow Cytometry of Human Bone Marrow Cells
e) Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay-ELISA

5.2.2.2 Radiobiology of Cultured Human Lymphocytes
a) Human T-Lymphocytes
b) EBV Immortalized Human Lymphocyte Lines
c) Antioxidant Enzymes in EBV Immortalized Human Lymphocytes

5.2.2.3 infrastructure Microscopy
5.2.2.4 Radiobiology of Cultured Human Promyelocytes (HL-60)

5.2.3 RADIOPROTECTIVE ENZYMES
5.2.3.1 Glutathione Peroxidase

a) Characterization of the Amino Acid Composition of
Glutathione Peroxidase

b) Monoclonal Antibodies to Glutathione Peroxidase (GSH-Px)
c) Isolation of Human Superoxide Dismutase, Catalase and

Glutathione Peroxidase
5.2*3.2 Isolation and Purification of the Peroxidation Inhibiting

Protein (PIP)

5 . 2 . 4 MOLECULAR RADIOBIOLOGY
5 . 2 . 4 . 1 Conformational Studies
5 . 2 . 4 . 2 Radiat ion Biochemistry
5 . 2 . 4 . 3 Kinetics

5.2.5 RADIATION AND CHEMICAL CARCINOGENESIS
5 . 2 . 5 . 1 Cancer Screening
5 . 2 . 5 . 2 Metal lothionein
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5.3 BIOCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

5.3.1 CHEMICAL REACTIVITY OF OXAZOLINONES AND BENZOFUROXANES
a) Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) Studies
b) Interpretation of ESR Data and Computer Simulation of

Spectra
c) Interpretation of Complex Kinetic Behaviour

5.3.2 CYCLODEXTRINS (CD)
a) Separations using CD columns
b) HPLC of CD Derivatives
c) Formation of CD Complexes
d) Protection from Radiation Damage by CD
e) Synthesis of CD Derivatives

5.A PUBLICATIONS

5.5 ORAL PRESENTATIONS
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5.1 STAFF

Branch Manager A. Petkau

Secretary A. Walters

Professional Staff

C.A. Chuaqul
C.L. Greenatock
T.M. Stepanlk
J.G. Szekely

Z. Khan (started April 1, 1987)

Assistants

E.
W.
S.
M.
D.

A.U.
J.

M.D.
J.
R.

Lab

Azzam (EL)
Chelack
Delaney (P/T)
Elnspenner
Ewlng
Lobreau (PT) as of June 1,
Merritt
Sargent
Vadasz
Whitehouse

Assistant

1987

E. Agland (P/T)

Students

C. Davles NSERC Queen's University 87 05 04
J. Tobln NSERC University of Manitoba 87 05 07
P. Tlbbo National Mt. Allison University 87 05 04

PT - Part Time
EL - Education leave without pay from 1986 August 7 to 1987 September
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5.2 RADIOBIOLOGY

5.2.1 Cell Transformation Studies
- M. Elnspenner, A.U. Lobreau, M.D. Sargent and J.G. Szekely

5.2.1.1 Control of Cell Growth and Cell Cycle Traversal

An AECL report on this work. 1B being written but has not been completed
due to lack of time.

5.2.1.?. Morphological Aspects of Cell Transformation

Nothing to report.

5.2.2 Mechanisms of Cell Killing

5.2.2.1 Studies of Radiosensltivity of Human Bone Marrow Cells In Vitro

-W.S. Chelack, M. Einspenner, M.D. Sargent, S. Delaney, A.U. Lobreau,
J.G. Szekely and A. Petkau

(a) Development of Cell Culture Conditions

MO human leukemia cells are being grown on a continuous basis in order
to generate the conditioned medium used to support the growth of human bone
marrow progenitor cells.

MLA 144 gibbon ape lymphoma cells are being grown on a continuous basis
in order to generate the conditioned medium used to support the growth of
human lymphocytes, both from peripheral blood and from bone marrow.

In addition to the use of MO cell conditioned medium to support the
growth of colonies of granulocytes, eosinophlls, monocytes and macrophages
(GEMM series) from human bone marrow progenitor cells, we are attempting to
Identify a conditioned medium that supports only the growth of eosinophillc
colonies. For this purpose the MO cell conditioned medium cannot be used
since it supports the growth of other cell types, resulting often in the
formation of mixed colonies. A conditioned medium derived from mouse spleen
cells has been used to obtain pure colonies of eosinophils from human bone
marrow progenitor cells.

The proportion of eosinophilic progenitor cells in human bone marrow is
relatively low. This affects the plating efficiency and conditions are being
sought to Improve It.

(b) Radlobiology of Human Bone Marrow Cells

A series of survival curves at 23°C has shown that the In vitro
response of the GEMM progenitor cells in human bone marrow is usually biphasic
In character. In cells from 19 donors, the most sensitive component had a
mean D1 of 0.41 +0.20 Gy with a range of 0.10 to 0.75 Gy. The second, more
radiat?on resistant component had a mean D" of 1-30 + 0.26 Gy, with a range of
0.80 to 1.6 Gy. Thus, the first component°appears to be about 3.2 times more
sensitive to radiation.
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The fractional size of the sensitive cell pool was alsc estimated from
the biphasic survival curves. It ranged from zero to 0.9, with s mean of 0.55
+ 0.23. Thus, human bone marrow progenitor cells exhibit heterogeneities in
respect to radiation sensitivity.

Current experiments are extending the survival tests to 30°C and to
radioprotectlon by superoxlde dismutase (SOD).

(c) Effects of Light, Temperature and Superoxlde on Human Bone Marrow
Frogenltor Cells'

A manuscript describing these results has been submitted for publica-
tion. The results show that the progenitor cells from donors vary in sen-
sitivity to superoxide radicals (0~) and that SOD protects against 0Z mediated
damage.

(d) Flow Cytometry of Human Bone Marrow Cells

Sorted cells from Regions 1,2, and 3 have been stained and examined by
light microscopy. Regions 1 and 3 contain lymphoid and myeloid cells, respec-
tively. Region 2 contains the progenitor cells. Cells from Region 2 have
been sorted, irradiated with X-rays and plated. Their radiation response in
terms of colony formation (GEMM series) in the 0 to 1.0 Gy dose range matches
that of the sensitive component in unsorted progenitor cells. Thus, the sort-
ing procedure appears not to affect the response to X-rays.

(e) Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assay-ELISA

Nothing to report.

5.2.2.2 Radiobiology of Cultured Human Lymphocytes

(a) Human T-Lymphocytes
- S. Delaney, A.U. Lobreau, C. Davies and J.G. Szekely

T-lymphocyte cultures from human bone marrow and peripheral blood are
now being established routinely using MLA-144 conditioned medium. At their
growth peak (about 2 weeks) the cultures can be expanded and froeen for later
use. Cells which grow under these conditions are usually positive for T-8 or
T-4 antibody receptors. Thus, the populations are mixed cultures of T helper
and suppressor cells.

Preliminary work had demonstrated that the distribution of T-6 antibody
binding by M0LT-4 cells was altered by radiation (PR-PHS-HS-2). We have now
demonstrated that at 24 h after x-irradiation the mean value of T-6 anitobdy
binding increased. It peaked at about 2 Gy; however, all irradiated samples
had a mean value greater than the unirradiated control. The skew of the
fluorescence distribution was also calculated. It was high for the control
sample and decreased with radiation dose up to 2 Gy. We also noted that the
shape of the fluorescence distribution depends upon the cell's position in the
cell cycle: G -Gj cells have a small mean and large Bkew value while G,-M
cells have a large mean and small skew.
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(b) EBV Immortalized Human Lymphocyte Lines
- M.D. Sargent, M. Elnspenner and J.G. Szekely

Of 23 immortalized human lymphocyte cell lines provided by N. Gentner
of the Radiation Biology Branch ac CRNL, six lines were selected for further
characterization with regard to the following:

i) flow cytometric analysis of live vs dead cells following
X-irradiation

11) determination of cell surface antibodies with a view to
identifying the cell type of each line

ill) electron microscopic morphology

Preliminary experiments indicate that flow cytometric analysis is able
to resolve two populations that exhibit light-scattering properties similar to
those of live and dead MOLT-A cells, respectively. Experiments to complete the
characterization of these lines are proceeding.

(c) Antloxidant Enzymes In EBV Immortalized Human Lymphocytes
- W.S. Chelack, M.D. Sargent, D. Ewing, T. Stepanik, N.E. Gentner and

A. Petkau

Twenty-three human lymphocyte cell lines that had been immortalized
with Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) were coded and shipped from the Radiation Bio-
logy Branch at CRNL. The purpose in receiving these cells is to measure their
levels of the antioxidant enzymes: Mn and Cu/Zn SODs, catalase and glutathlone
peroxldase. As well, each line would be characterized via flow cytometry as
to its light-scattering properties, cell cycle (DNA/cell) and growth kinetics,
t.'pon the completion of these studies the analyses will be compared with the
radiosensitivity (as determined by "grow-back" assays) of each cell line to
determine if any correlation can be uncovered.

n

The enzyme analyses require approximately 10 cells. Since each
analysis will be performed on triplicate samples from each cell line, three
separate batches of 10 cells will be grown up, concentrated and frozen for
each line. It is estimated that approximately one year will be required to
grow up the necessary cells. The enzyme analyses would follow.

Initial efforts have concentrated on generating sufficient cells for
cryogenic storage. This is necessary due to the fact that no more than two or
three cell lines can be handled at any one time. Eighteen of the twenty-three
cell lines received have been placed in cryogenic storage, two lines have been
lost, and three lines remain to be stored. Two lines are currently being
cultured in order to generate sufficient cells for enzyme analyses. Cell cycle
and growth parameters will be determined and flow cytometric analysis will be
performed on these lines during this period, and similar analyses will be
carried out on the other lines as they are thawed out and grown up. Six lines
are in continuous culture and are being used for further characterization (see
foregoing subsection).

5.2.2.3 Ultrastructure Microscopy
- S. Delaney, A.U. Lobreau and J.G. Szekely

The location of antigen sites on thin sections cut for electron
microscopy have been identified using staining with colloidal gold. M0LT-4
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calls were stained with mouse antibodies to the T-6 surface receptor. Anti-
mouse IgG bound to colloidal gold was then used as a second treatment. The
cells were embedded, sectioned and viewed in the electron microscope. MOLT-4
cells treated with T-6 were well stalled, while control cells, treated with
non-specific antibodies were not stair.sd. This work will be expanded to in-
clude examining the location of specific intracellular proteins by the col-
loidal gold technique.

Bone marrow samples of control and heavy Ion (Ke) irradiated mice have
been examined by light and electron microscopy. Structural differences have
been observed ; however, more samples from a number of mice have to be
analyzed before any general conclusions can be drawn.

5.2.2.A Radiobiology of Cultured Human Promyelocytes (HL-60)
- M. Einspenner, M.D. Sargent, W.S. Chelack and A. Petkau

The semi-solid agar plating technique has been refined to the point
that plating efficiencies of 35% to 40% are routinely achieved. Seven
radiation survival curves were generated during the period under review,
yielding a mean DQ of 1.13 + 0.25 Gy.

Several radiation survival curves were run in N~, and gave OER's
between 1.5 and 2.0. The equipment and procedures for removing 0, are still
being refined, and the values generated to date should be viewed as
preliminary.

Adriamycin free of lactose has been obtained and used in a toxicity
experiment. However, addition of SOD failed to protect the cells from the
toxic effects of adriamycin. Efforts to demonstrate protection of HL-60 cells
from radiation damage by SOD have also met with mixed success.

5.2.3 Radioprotectlve Enzymes

5.2.3.1 Glutathione Peroxldase
- T.M. Stepanik and D. Ewing

(a) Characterization of the Amino Acid Composition of Glutathione Peroxldase

Nothing to report. The total effort of the lab has been directed
toward the co-isolation procedure and the isolation of the peroxidation in-
hibiting protein. Once samples of human glutathione peroxidase of sufficient
purity are available, work on this project will begin.

(b) Monoclonal Antibodies to Glutathione Peroxldase (GSH-Px)

Work on this project has been suspended temporarily due to the depar-
ture of B. Gray from the Medical Biophysics Branch. She did this work.

(c) Isolation of Human Superoxide Dismtuase, Catalase and Glutathione Peroxl-
dase

The focus of our work has been the purification of glutathlone peroxl-
dase to homogeneity. An analytical affinity chromatography procedure has been
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developed which is capable of improving the purity of the enzyme from appro-
ximately 50% to 80-90% with acceptable losses in enzyme activity. Scale-up of
this technique has not proven to be straight forward. Experiments are now in
progress to overcome this problem.

5.2.3.2 Isolation and Purification of the Peroxidation Inhibiting Protein
(PIP) ~~

- P. Tibbo, T.M. Stepanik and D. Ewlng

A major problem associated with the isolation procedure for this enzyme
is the lack of a reliable ultracentrifuge. Three experimental approaches have
been investigated to circumvent the use of an ultracentrifuge. One of these
has been found to be a satisfactory alternative.

More bromosulfophthalein-glutathione (BSP-GSH)-agarose gel has been
synthesized using a modified CNBr procedure which has resulted in a quadrup-
ling of the amount of BSP-GSH bound to the gel. This permits the use of less
gel and results in a faster isolation procedure.

The isolation of PIP from pig liver has been attempted. The result has
been the purification of PIP to a higher degree of purity than obtained pre-
viously. However, homogeneous preparations of PIP were not obtained due to
problems with the procedure. Experiments are now underway to correct these
problems.

5.2.A Molecular Radiobiology
- C.L. Greenstock and R.P. Whitehouse

5.2.4.1 Conformational Studies

The fluorescence lifetime instrument is being used to study conforma-
tional changes in irradiated phospholipids and nucleic acids. For fatty acids,
a change in the lifetime characteristic of lipophilic fluorescent probes can
be detected at the critical micelle concentration. For dimyristoyl lecithin
liposomes, a two-component fluorescence decay curve is obtained using the
fluorophore l,6-diphenyl-l,3,5-hexatriene. The relative contributions of the
two components, which are believed to represent the saturated and unsaturated
fatty acids, change following irradiation, with an overall increase in the
short-lived component, possibly due to the radiation-induced oxidation of the
saturated fatty acid side chains.

Preliminary results from the joint project with P. Unrau at CRNL indi-
cate that a dramatic conformational change can be Induced in poly(dG.dC) at
room temperature and at 2°C, in the presence and absence of 0.05 mol L~ NaCl.
The conformational change occurs upon addition of a cobalt salt that produces
a B to Z transition in the polynucleotide. Removal of the cobalt salt by
dialysis, chelation or size exclusion methods, results in a significant
restoration of the normal right-handed B form of the nucleic acid. TheBe col-
laborative studies will be extended to open and closed circular plasmid DNA.

5.2.A.2 Radiation Biochemistry

Radiation-Induced fragmentation of DNA and other polynucleotides is
being studied using gel permeation chromatography. In double-stranded poly-
mers, radiation-induced unwinding appears to precede significant base damage
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or changes in molecular size associated with strand breakage. Polypyrlmidine
nucleotides are more radiosensitive than the corresponding purine polynucleo-
tides. Thiols, including metallothionein, are effective radioprotectors at
concentrations exceeding 10" mol L~ , both in the presence and absence of
oxygen.

Discussions are underway with R.E. Mitchel and P. Unrau at CRNL to plan
collaborative experiments to study possible damage migration from products of
oxidative damage in membranes to DNA. A model system is being considered to
measure, by gel electrophoresis, specific DNA damage in plasmids incorporated
into 11posomes.

5.2.4.3 Kinetics

The Van de Graaff accelerator is being operated in the positive ion
mode, and is not available for pulsed electron radiolysls and chemical
kinetics studies. Steps have been taken to have the WNRE nanosecond pulser
copied, for it to be used in pulse radiolyais at CRNL by D.R. McCracken,
System Chemistry and Materials Branch.

5.2.5 Radiation and Chemical Carcinogenesis
- C.L. Greenstock and R.P. Whitehouse

5.2.5.1 Cancer Screening (with D.P. Heller)

A number of experiments have been run using the fluorescence lifetime
instrument to study the interaction of ethidium bromide with DNA in different
cell lines Including HL-60, and some drug resistant and sensitive mouse lym-
phocytes supplied by G.J. Goldenberg of the Manitoba Institute of Cell
Biology. Using the optimized conditions established previously, and described
in a summer student report, reproducible characteristic decay profiles have
been determined. Criteria have been established to differentiate between
ethidium bromide free in solution and that bound to DNA, and using this
method, the degree of binding can be quantitated. For an ethidium bromide
concentration of 5//mol L , the degree of binding to nuclear DNA increases
with cell density up to an optimum level at about 2 x 10 cells per mL.
Results for the HL-60 cells, separated through flow cytoroetry by M. Einspenner
into S- and G./G.-phase cells, show that the fluorescence lifetime instrument
can resolve tne two populations on the basis of ethidium bromide/DNA inter-
actions.

5.2.5.2 Metallothioneln

The work on metallothionein has been extended, through the collabora-
tion with D.D. Lefebvre, Plant Biotechnology Centre, Ottawa and S.C. Sheppard
and J.L. Hawkins, Environmental Research Branch, WNRE, to examine the radio-
protective effect in plants transfected with virus containing the metallothio-
nein II gene. Whole plants and plant leaves that contein the metallothionein
gene have been irradiated to doses of 10 to 100 Gy, and compared with control
plants. Experiments to date have established dose regimes, possible biologi-
cal end-points and viral infection protocols. Results are presently being
collected and analyzed.
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In order to more readily detect and quantltate raetallothlonelns In
biological and chemical systems, an Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer has
been acquired from the Analytical Sciences Branch. It is being set up and
tested to evaluate its sensitivity in measuring zinc and cadmium ions either
as free salts or chelated to metallothlonein. Methods of extending this tech-
nology to mammalian cells and other biological samples are being considered.

5.3 BIOCHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY

- C.A. Chuaqul, J. Merritt, Z. Khan, J. Vadasz and J. Tobln

5.3.1 Chemical Reactivity of Oxazollnones and Benzofuroxanes

(a) Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) Studies
ESR studies on the one-electron reduction of 2-(4-nltrophenyl)-4,4-

dimethyl-2-oxazolin-5-one (Nitro-diMeOxa) were carried out. The compound was
generated electrochemically in aprotic solvents at a constant potential of
-0.9V. The studies were done, at different concentrations (from .3 to 2.25
mg/mL) and temperatures (from ambient to -75°C). The results show no change In
the components forming the mixture. As concentration Increases, reduction
species are formed in shorter times. Also, lower temperatures Increase the
rate of product formation (down to a temperature of about -20 C). At lower
temperatures than 20 C, the signal of the spectrum was weak and unresolved.
At -77°C, the signal was of no informative value.

(b) Interpretation of ESR data and computer simulation of spectra

The experimental results from the electochemical reduction of 2-(4-
nitrophenyl)-2-oxazolin-5-ones (i.e. 4,4-dimethyl and 4-ethyl) are complete
and are being Interpreted. The mechanistic interpretation of the data has
been achieved, and the interpretation of the complex ESR spectra produced is
in the final stages.

It Is expected that the mechanistic interpretation of these processes
will be of value in understanding the mechanism of action of certain enzymes,
the nitroreductases, that participate in a variety of detoxification pro-
cesses.

(c) Interpretation of complex kinetic behaviour

Our collaboration with H. Rodriguez et al. (University of Chile) has
produced abundant data on 1,3-cycloaddltion reactions of several oxazolinones
with dienophiles such as nitrosobenzene. These data show that many autocata-
lytlc reactions are present, which result In a complex kinetic behaviour of
these reactions. The detailed interpretation and characterization of these
systems are in progress at WNRE, using computer analysis.

5.3.2 Cyclodextrlns (CD)

(a) Separations using CD columns

Several compounds, Including some amino acids and oxazollnones, have
been separated by means of commercial CD columns. However, their effective-
ness Is limited and may be improved further. Progress in this area will
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require access to a high resolution polariraeter, which would allow the
analysis of fractions of enantiomerlc forms separated in the HPLC column.

(b) HPLC of CD derivatives

An HPLC method to detect and separate CD complexes and derivatives has
been developed. Several columns, solvents and conditions were tested.
Detection was done by UV-viaible and refractive index methods. Best results
were obtained with a HPX-42A oligosaccharide column. The method is useful for
testing the purity of some cyclodextrin derivatives and complexes synthesized
in the laboratory. The method is not applicable to all CD derivatives.

(c) Formation of CD complexes

Several general techniques to produce CD complexes are being investiga-
ted or developed. The characterization of the formed complexes is done by
UV-visible (UV), Infrared (R) and H-Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (H-NMR) spec-
troscoplc techniques. In some cases, HPLC techniques may be used.

(d) Protection from radiation damage by CD

Preliminary results suggested that complexation by CD may provide some
degree of radiation protection to certain substrates. To probe in more depth
these results, a series of experiments is in progress, In which the stability
of selected compounds towards radiation is compared with that of their cor-
responding CD complexes.

(e) Synthesis of CD derivatives

CDs are molecules with a truncated conical shape (torus). The primary
hydroxyl groups (OH) at position 6 of the glucose units are at the narrow end
of the torus, while the OH at positions 2- and 3- are at the wider end. These
OH groups have different reactivity properties; thus, their participation in
synthetic reactions may be controlled. The chemical modification of CD yields
products with modified physical and chemical properties.

The following CD derivatives have been synthesized: Perbenzoylated
beta-CD; Peracetylated beta-CD; Permethylated beta-CD and Beta-CD-tetrade-
cabenzoate perester. These compounds have been purified, characterized and
identified.

One interesting property of CDs derives from the presence of chirality
within the cavity of the torus. This chirality allows in principle to discri-
minate between enantiomeric isomers. In practice, however, this discrimination
is not always strong enough to induce practical results (i.e. separation). In
order to overcome this limitation, it was decided to synthesize CD deriva-
tives where additional chiral centres are added to the molecule. Thus, the
L-prollne residue was selected to be introduced first at the OH in the 6-
position, and later at positions 2- and 3- also. In the course of this multi-
stage synthesis, the following intermediate compounds have been synthesized:
N-benzoyl-proline and N-(phenylsulfenyl)-proline. They have been identified
by UV, IR and 60 MHz H-NMR techniques. The facilities of the Chemistry De-
partment, University of Manitoba, are also used in selected cases, where high
resolution NMR (300 MHz) is needed.
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After obtaining the desired CD derivatives, their properties will be
tested, particularly their effectiveness to perform separations of raceralc
mixtures of selected drugs and compounds of biological interest.
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of flow cytometry to monitor apoptotic death in lymphocytes. Proc. Can. Fed.
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C.L. Greenstock (1987). Fluorescence lifetime analysis of the structure and
dynamics of cellular macromolecules and their biological consequences. Proc.
Can. Fed. Biol. Soc. (Abstract) p 63.

D.P. Heller, C.L. Greenstock, M.D. Sargent and M. Einspenner (1987). Fluores-
cence lifetime Instrument to study DNA conformation in vitro. Proc. Can. Fed.
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W.S. Chelack, E. Palamar and A. Petkau (1987). Protection by superoxide dismu-
tase against photochemical inactivation of human bone marrow progenitor cells.
Proc. Can. Fed. Biol. Soc. (Abstract) p 164.

C.G. BiliaderiSf R.J. Weselake, A. Petkau and A.D. Friesen (1987). Thermal
analytical study of human Cu.Zn superoxide dismutase. Proc. Can. Fed. Biol.
Soc. (Abstract) p 178.

5.5 ORAL PRESENTATIONS

C.A. Chuaqui presented a seminar: "Reactivity of superoxide radical anion in
aprotic media" to the Health Sciences, CRNL, 1987 January 29.

C.A. Chuaqui gave a presentation on the "Biochemical Technology" programs to
the TRC Committee, CRNL, 1987 April 9-10.
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C.L. Greenstock gave a talk on "Research programs In the Physics & Health
Sciences, PRC", New Employee Orientation. WNRE, 1987 February 5.

C.L. Greenstock gave a talk on "Differences between normal and cancer cells:
Research studies of cancer screening, early diagnosis and treatment". Pinawa
Secondary School, 1987 Feburary 11.

C.L. Greenstock gave an invited talk on "Radiation chemical considerations for
the radioprotection of cellular targets". Symposium on Perspectives In
Radioprotection. Armed Forces Radloblology Research Isntltute, Bethesda, 1987
March 17.

C.L. Greenstock gave a talk on "Cancer research at WNRE: Early diagnosis and
cancer screening", Canadian Cancer Society, Eastman Region Spring Meeting,
1987 March 25.

C l . Greenstock gave an invited talk on "Fluorescence lifetime analysis of the
structure and dynamics of cellular macromolecules and their biological con-
sequences". 30th Annual Meeting of the Canadian Federation of Biological
Sciences, Winnipeg, MB, 1987 June 23.

D.P. Heller and C.L. Greenstock presented a poster on "Fluorescence lifetime
instrument to study DNA information in vitro". 30th Annual Meeting of the
Canadian Federation of Biological Sciences, Winnipeg, MB, 1987 June 24.

A. Petkau gave a presentation to Quadra Logic Technologies Inc on:
(a) Immunoassays for superoxide dismutases in human cells,
(b) Identification and measurement of adrenochrome by immunoassay, at

Vancouver, BC, 1987 April 6,7.

A. Petkau gave a presentation on the Medical Biophysics radiobiology program
to the TRC Committee, CRNL, 1987 April 9-10.

W.S. Chelack, E. Palamar and A. Petkau presented a poster "Protection by
superoxide dismutase against photochemical inactlvatlon of human bone marrow
progenitor cells". 30th Annual Meeting of the Canadian Federation of
Biological Sciences, Winnipeg, MB, 1987 June 24.

C.G. Biliaderis, R.J. Weselake, A. Petkau and A.D. Friesen presented a poster
"Thermal analytical study of human Cu.Zn superoxide dismutase". 30th Annual
Meeting of the Canadian Federation of Biological Sciences, Winnipeg, MB, 1987
June 25.

J.G. Szekely presented an invited review "Radiation damage at the cell
surface: Immunochemical techniques" at the Scanning Electron Microscopy/1987
Meeting, Hamilton, ON, 1987 May 6.
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J.G. Szekely presented a seminar on "Use of Immunostaining Techniques in Radio-
biology" at CRNL, 1987 May 11.

J.G. Szekely gave a talk "Radiobiology and the hazards of ionizing radiation"
to WNRE summer employees, 1987 June 10 and 11.

J.G. Szekely presented the paper "X-ray and heat effects on microtubule
organizing centres in C3H 10T1/2 cells" at the Microsc. Soc Can. meeting,
Winnipeg, MB, 1987 June 17.

J.G. Szekely presented the paper "The effects of colcemid on heat sensitivity
of raitotic V79 cells". 30th Annual Meeting of the Canadian Federation of
Biological Sciences, Winnipeg, MB, 1987 June 24.

A.U. Lobreau presented the poster "The use of flow cytometry to monitor apop-
tic deach in lymphocytes". 30th Annual Meeting of the Canadian Federation of
Biological Sciences, Winnipeg, MB, 1987 June 25.
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A. Petkau, C.A. Chuaqui, C.L. Greenstock and C.P. Brown (1987). Identifica-
tion and Monitoring on Non-radiological Carcinogens. IV Summarizing the
Findings. Final Report to AECB.

C.A. Chuaqui and J. Merritt (1987). Synthesis of glyphosate at a laboratory
scale. Report to H&W Limited, SK.
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